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Ladies and gentlemen,
On behalf of the Minister of Culture and Sciences and in my capacity as the
coordinator of Cultural and Scientific events for "Athens the Cultural Capital of
Europe for 1985" I have the pleasure of attending this inaugural session of the first
International Symposium on "Ship Construction in Antiquity".
It is regretful that Mrs. Melina Mercuris who had accepted with enthusiasm
the proposal made by Mr. Harry Tzalas for the organization of this encounter,
cannot be among us today. An unexpected commitment obliges the Minister to be
in Venice.
Since the dawn of history Greece has been very closely "tied" to the sea. We
as a Nation owe so much to the Ancient Shipwrights and to the Ancient Mariners.
Without their skill in building good ships and their ability in sailing, Greece would
-ot be what she is. We are aware that an important part of our heritage lies in the
Mediterranean Sea. We want t o learn as much as possible about how ships were
built and how ships sailed in ancient times.
There could be no more appropriate place for your first encounter than
Piraeus; the Piraeus of Themistokles with the ancient ports of Zea, Munichia,
Kantharos; Piraeus with its Trieres but also with its merchant ships trading and
communicating throughout the bounderies of the known world.
I welcome you under the sign of Posseidon protector of Maritime activities
and of Xenios Zeus patron-god of hospitality. May your meeting be fruitful and
your stay in Greece pleasant. With these thoughts and wishes, I now declare the
Symposium open.

Spyros Mercuris

Ladies and gentlemen,
It is a privilege and a pleasure to welcome you, on behalf of the Organizing
Committee, to the 1st International Symposium on "Ship Construction in
Antiquity".
I would like to thank you all for your presence, and in partizular the
participants who will present papers. ,
We feel greatly honored that so many distinguished scientists and scholars
from Greece, other European countries, the United States and Canada have
accepted our invitation.
The selection of this location was intentional. We had to choose among
several large conference-halls. The Ceres building amphitheater was selected,
mainly, for two reasons: we wanted to obtain the intimate, warm and friendly
atmosphere that a small but well designed space can create, secondly we wanted to
be near -within walking distance- from the great and, I dare say, unique exhibition
"Greece and the Sea".
Marine Archaeology is a relatively new discipline and the number of its
experts worldwide, is limited. Practically nothing was known at the beginning of
this century about the way ships were built in antiquity. It is only after the
discovery of the Antekythera ship-wreck that a different method of construction
- that later became to be known "as the shell first" - was suspected.
Marine Arcaeology has come a long way since then. Great progress in the
understanding of how ancient ships were built was made during the last three
decades. There is much more to learn for many more decades to come. In this
room I can count -with pride- several of the pioneers in Marine Archaeology
and at the same time many enthusiasts of the new generation who represent the
future. We believe that encounters like the one that is about to start may prove
useful and we would like to put forward a proposition - it can be debated at the
clossing session-: Can wd hold such meetings every year or every second year on
a permanent basis? Can we form an International Committee to prepare such
meetings?
Before asking Mr. Spyros Mercouris, the representative of the Minister of
Culture and Sciences, to innaugurate this Symposium, I would like to thank all
those who have made it possible. I will start by thanking Mrs. Melina Mercouris
the Minister of Culture and Sciences who has not only accepted t o finance this
organization but has also incorporated the event in the programme of "Athens,
Cultural Capital of Europe 1985".
I must also thank my colleagues on the Organizing Committee, as well as the
Hellenic Institute for the Preservation of Nautical Tradition, the Hellenic Institute
for Marine Archaeology and the Hellenic Maritime Museum for their help.
Last, but not least, I have to warmly thank Mr. George Livanos who has
placed this amphitheater at our disposal and has generously provided all the
necessary arrangements.
Harry E. Tzalas
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LES GRAFFITI DE DELOS
Les murs intérieurs des maisons déliennes étaient généralement couverts
d'une couche de stuc.
Ces stucs ont été retrouvés en de nombreux endroits portant des graffiti très
divers: animaux, alphabets, etc.' Il est frappant cependant de constater que le
thème favori des auteurs, forcément nombreux, de ces graffiti était le navire.
Il est regrettable que la valeur documentaire de ces dessins incisés dans le stuc
n'ait pas été immédiatement appréciée: si les artistes (peintres, sculpteurs,
mosaïstes) n'étaient pas toujours compétents lorsqu'ils choisissaient de représenter un navire, les auteurs de graffiti, s'ils n'étaient pas toujours des dessinateurs
doués, étaient des marins et connaissaient, par conséquent, parfaitement leur
sujet. Par ailleurs, alors que le motif naval favori des artistes antiques était presque
toujours le navire de guerre-le plus prestigieux-à Délos tous les types de navires
sont représentés, de la pirogue à la trière, en passant par diverses variétés de
navires marchands. Hélas, les stucs de Délos sont actuellement en grand danger de
disparition totale.
Les archéologues navals ne seront jamais assez reconnaissants envers la
mémoire du Commandant Carlini, attaché naval à Athènes vers 1928- 1930, qui a
exécuté de minutieux relevés de tous les graffiti de navires existant à l'époque:
presque tous ont été détruits depuis son exploration et ceux qui subsistent sont
terriblement dégradés. Le Commandant Carlini n'en a publié que trois, provenant
tous de la maison du Dionysos, ses autresdessins étant demeurés inédits jusqu'ici
Il est probable que certains graffiti découverts au cours des fouilles de I'Ecole
française, qui ont débuté en 1873, avaient déjà péri avant l'arrivée du commandant Carlini, notamment dans le quartier du Stade.
Après la seconde guerre mondiale, les fouilles du quartier de Skardana et
celles de la Maison des Stucs ont fait apparaître de nouveaux graffiti, dont la
plupart ont aussi disparu avec les stucs dans lesquels ils avaient été gravés. J'ai pu
les photographier à plusieurs reprises depuis 1963et mes relevés, ajoutés à ceux du
Commandant Carlini, forment un ensemble de 75 images de navires ou de parties
de navires, images qu'il serait trop long d'analyser ici. Parmi les questions que
posent ces graffiti, il y a celles de leur date, de l'identité de leurs auteurs et des
motivations de ceux-ci. Voici quelques éléments de réponse.

1. Des grfliti de navires ont été trouvés dans tous les secteurs de fouilles de
maisons déliennes, ils sont évidement I'oeuvre d'auteurs nombreux et différents.
2. Leur taille varie de 7 ou 8 cm à 2 cm de long et leur hauteur au-dessus du
sol, de 4 cm à plus de 2 m.
3. Ces graffiti, qui endommageaient des stucs soigneusement posés et lissés
n'ont pu être incisés qu'en l'absence des légitimes propriétaires des maisons. Ils
supposent donc un abandon de ces habitations. Or Délos a subi deux invasions, la
première en 88 av. J.C., par Mithridate, dont l'île se relevait partiellement
lorsqu'elle subit, en 69, la seconde, celle des pirates d'Athenodoros, qui précipita
la fin définitive de la prospérité. Les traces de reconstruction d'une maison de 1'
"îlot des Bijoux" endommagée en 88, démontrent que certains graffiti sont
postérieurs à cette date et antérieurs à 69; nous avons là un terminus post quem.
Un terminus ante quem est plus difficile à définir. Toutefois, étant donné 1' "air de
famille" de l'ensemble de ces images, il me paraît plus que probable qu'aucune
d'entre elles n'est de beaucoup postérieure à l'invasion de 69 et dès lors, que les
graffiti sont l'oeuvre de marins, soit des envahisseurs de 88 et de 69, soit des
défenseurs romains de l'le.
4. L'abondance des graffiti de navires à Délos est peut-être moins surprenante
qu'il n'y parait à première vue. La maîtrise de l'île d'Apollon était, symboliquement, d'une importance capitale pour qui voulait exercer une thalassocratie en
mer Egée, au moins depuis Polycrate de Samos et jusqu'à Antigonos Gonatas.
Ceci correspond au grand nombre d'offrandes votives de nature maritime faites au
sanctuaire d'Apollon et qui nous sont connues par les textes: ex-voto sous forme
d'ancres, de gouvernails, d'éperons et même d'une trière toute entière, abritée
dans un monument actuellement désigné comme le "Monument des Taureaux",
mais qui est appelé dans les inventaires antiques de l'île: "Neorion"2.
Il me semble que c'est dans l'ambiance si caractéristique des offrandes à
l'Apollon Délien qu'il faut voir les graffiti de navires. S'il n'était pas donné à
chacun d'offiir en ex-voto une trière, du moins était-il facile, grâce aux stucs,
d'offrir un graffito votif. On sait que du Moyen Age jusqu'au 19e siècle
d'innombrables images de navires furent incisées dans des fresque d'églises
grecques en guise d'ex-voto (tamata). Les instruments servant à pratiquer ces
incisions étaient souvent une simple pointe de métal: il était plus simple de tracer
des lignes dans la surface tendre de la fresque que dans celle de la pierre des murs
extérieurs. Ainsi, par exemple, il existe encore plusieurs graffiti incisés dans les
fresques d'une petite église à Ligourio, près d'Epidaure, alors que ses murs
extérieurs n'en'portent aucun.
On peut objecter à cette façon de voir qu'à Délos les graffiti sont tracés dans
des lieux profanes, au contraire des graffiti chrétiens. On ne peut toutefois perdre
de vue qu'à Délos des offrandes "maritimes" pouvaient être agréées en dehors du
temenos d'Apollon: la deésse locale Brizo, n'acceptait les offrandes que si elles
étaient faites dans des vases en forme de barque, or son sanctuaire se trouvait
sûrement en dehors du temenos.

L'hypothèse du graffita-ex-voto me paraît être celle qui justifie le mieux, dans
l'état actuel de nos connaissances, l'extraordinaire profusion de grafîïti de navires
à Dtlos.
Ceci n'est, je le répète, qu'une hypothèse. Ce qui, en revanche, ne relève pas
de l'hypothèse, est l'intérêt documentaire de la plupart des g r a l t i , même si les
dons artistiques des auteurs de ces derniers étaient souvent inférieurs à leurs
ambitions. Je ne citerai ici que quelques exemples.
Navires de Guerre

No 1. Quartier du Théâtre (fig. 1).
No 2. Maison à une colonne (fig. 2).
No 3. Maison aux Stucs (fig. 3).
Les trois navires ont plusieurs traits en commun. Le premier, qu'ils partagent
avec l'écrasante majorité des graffiti, est d'être représentés en entier, jusqu'à la
quille, et non jusqu'à la ligne de flottaison. Cette particularité est caractéristique
de la volonté des marins, désireux de reproduire le navire, tel qu'ils le connaissaient;
sur les fresques de Pompéi et d'Herculanum, à peu près contemporaines, oeuvres
d' artistes et non de marins, les navires sont toujours montrés jusqu'à la flottaison
seulement (sauf lorsqu'il s'agit de montrer des navires au sec, dans les navalia.?.
Un second point commun, fort important, est que tous trois ont un éperon se
terminant par une pointe unique. D'après une opinion émise par H. Seyrig, qui se
fondait sur l'examen de séries monétaires, I'éperon à pointe unique, qui aurait
remplacé l'éperon "classique" à trois branches, tel celui qui fut retrouvé à Athlit
(Israël), daterait de l'époque de Nérond: les derniers éperons à trois branches
apparaissent sur des monnaies d'Auguste. Or les graffiti de Délos sont, très
vraisemblablement, de peu antérieurs au règne d'Auguste: l'éperon à pointe
unique coexistait donc, à la fin de l'époque hellénistique -au plus tard-, avec
l'éperon à trois branches. L'iconographie rejoint ici l'archéologie, puisque le
navire punique découvert par Honor Frost à Marsala (3e S. av. J.-C.) était déjà
doté d'un tel éperon.
L'opinion de H. Seyrig n'était cependant pas entièrement mal fondée: les
monnaies impériales représentent toujours le grand bâtiment de ligne, et non les
unités légères. Ce qui s'est produit entre la fin du règne d'Auguste et celui de
Néron est la généralisation de l'éperon à pointe unique et l'élimination probablement complète de l'éperon à trois branches. On observe que le navire no 2 était
sûrement (et, à mon avis, les deux autres probablement aussi) un bâtiment léger.
Une telle image est infiniment précieuse, car elle démontre de manière frappante
que la guerre navale n'était pas seulement l'oeuvre de trirèmes ou de quinquérèmes; on le sait par des textes, trop souvent négligés, mais l'iconographie
"officielle" a négligé totalement ce type de navires, auquel appartient d'ailleurs
aussi, très probablement, le navire punique de Marsala.
Si le navire no 1 conserve un aphlaston à plusieurs branches, il n'en va pas de
même des deux autres: on voit que cet ornement n'était pas toujours en usage, ce

qui, à nouveau, contredit l'iconographie "officielle" et rend une image bien plus
proche de la réalité.
Le navire no 3 présente un double intérêt: son éperon, dont l'extrémité est
tranchée verticalement, est absolument identique à celui du modèle réduit en terre
cuite du Musée de Sparte, trouvé sous l'eau au large de Gythion, et que l'on peut
dater de la fin du ler S. av. J.-C. ou du début du ler S. ap. J.-C.5 A cet égard, le
graffito et le modèle, pratiquement contemporains, se complètent parfaitement.
L'autre point intéressant est la position des gouvernails: alors que celui de tribord
est abaissé, donc en fonction, celui de babord est relevé à l'horizontale, ce qui
démontre clairement, d'une part, qu'un navire antique pouvait naviguer avec un
seul gouvernail latéral et, d'autre part, que ce gouvernail pouvait subir une
rotation de 900 dans le sens parallèle à l'axe du navire.
Enfin, alors que l'iconographie en général (et en particulier les fig. 1 et 2
montre que la quille forme, vers la poupe, une courbe longue et continue, la fig. 3
démontre qu'une jonction anguleuse des fonds de la poupe pouvait également
exister sur un navire de guerre; ici encore, l'iconographie rejoint l'archéologie,
puisque tel est aussi le cas du navire de Marsala).
Navires de commerce
Les graffiti qui les représentent à Délos sont - o u plutôt: étaient- très
nombreux. Je n'en présenterai ici que deux, l'un provenant de l'llot des Bijoux
(fig. 4), l'autre de la Maison aux Frontons (Fig. 5). Le premier, bien que très
schématique, n'en représente pas moins une coque arquée très élégante, alors que
le second est plus détaillé. Il est très curieux que les rarnes-gouvernails soient
absentes de ces deux documents, alors qu'elles étaient indispensables. Il est, par
ailleurs, remarquable que, dans les deux cas, le mât ait été prolongé jusqu'à la
quille: c'est sûrement en cet endroit qu'il aboutissait dans une emplanture, mais
cette jonction était évidemment invisible au dehors; si le dessinateur l'a néanmoins
representée, c'est parce qu'à ses yeux, elle était essentielle.
11 est assez difficile de se prononcer avec certitude sur la question "prouepoupe" de la fig. 5. Si l'on ne considère que le gréement, on verrait volontiers la
proue à gauche. Cependant, je verrais plutôt une étrave dans la structure complexe
de l'extrémité droite. Ce document, en dépit des problèmes qu'il pose, est le type
même du graffito qu'il faut absolument conserver: le fait que son auteur ait pris la
peine d'indiquer à la fois les bordages Oignes horizontales) et les couples Oignes
verticales), comme si l'ensemble était vu aux rayons X, ne permet pas de prendre
les autres caractéristiques à la légère, même si notre ignorance actuelle ne permet
pas d'en comprendre toutes les obscurités.
P.S. (1986). Les graffiti des fig. 1 et 2 étaient déjà détruits en 1985. Quant à
celui de la fig. 5, "le type même du graffito qu'il faut absolument conserver". il
existait encore en très bon état en août 1985. Au mois d'août 1986, il n'en restait
plus rien; les intempéries avaient fini par faire exploser le stuc, qui gisait en
fragments informes au pied du mur.
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THE CONSTRUCTION O F A SEAGOING VESSEL
O F THE LATE BRONZE AGE
The excavation of a Late Bronze Age shipwreck at Ulu Burun, near Kas,
Turkey (fig. l), has extended our knowledge of the construction of seagoing
vessels by nearly a millennium.' Because of the slow and methodical pace of the
excavation, however, what we have actually learned of the ship's hull during three
summers and over 5,000 dives can be summarized in a single paragraph:
The garboard is attached to the keel and to the second strake by mortise-andtenon joints secured with wooden pegs, ca. 2.2 cm. in diameter (fig. 2), driven
through the top and bottom of each joint. One mortise may be ca. 7 cm. wide and
17 cm. deep, and the center-to-center distance between pegs in adjacent tenons is
ca. 21 cm. (fig. 3). The keel is 27.5 wide (or sided), and planking thickness is
approximately 6 cm.
In other words, in the 14th century B.C. at least one ship was built much like
the Kyrenia ship was built in the 4th century B.C.2 Beyond that we can say only
that the keel and, probably, the strakes are of fir (Abies sp.), the tenons are of a
species of oak (Quercus sp.), and the pegs are of oak o r some other hardwood.3
This much was revealed in 1984 when one of the stone anchors on the wreck
was raised, exposing a small patch of hull partly covered with ballast stones (fig.
4). As soon as this area was drawn and photographed, it was covered again with
sand for protection. Since then an effort has been made to avoid exposing more
fragile wood before tons of cargo have been removed from above it.
Nevertheless, we may speculate on the nature of the ship, and what we will
learn from it. The distribution of cargo between 44 and 5 1 m. deep (fig. 5) suggests
a length of perhaps 15 to 18 m., although how much slippage of cargo has
occurred on the steep slope, and how much cargo may still be buried, remain
unknown, making our estimate most tentative. At this time we d o not even know
which end of the wreck represents the bow and which the stern, although a pair of
large stone anchors at the deeper (eastern) limit of the site, not visible when fig. 5
was made, suggest that it is the bow.
Twelve anchors have been uncovered. A row of eight, originally stacked in
pairs, ran athwartships between stacked rows of copper ingots which comprised
the bulk of the cargo (figs. 6 and 7); one of these anchors, not on the plan, seems to
have slipped down the slope on the northern edge of the site. Besides the two at the
"bow", mentioned above, are two other anchors, not far from them, the
lowermost visible in fig. 5. The anchors are of the general type found built into
walls and floors at Ras Shamra (Ugarit) and Byblos in the Near East,4and Kition
on Cyprus.5 Although some have also been found under water, as off Cyprus6 and
in the harbor at Tel Dor,' this is the first time such anchors have been directly
associated with a ship.8 Those on the wreck appear t o be of three sizes, and of ten
documented so far, six are large, three medium, and one small. The smallest (fig.
4) could hardly have been a ship's anchor, and may have been a hawser weight o r

an anchor for a ship's boat; it resembles an anchor from Kommos on CreteagThe
one anchor raised from the wreck has not yet been cleaned, and thus we cannot
comment on the weights of any.
The ship was carrying a t least 200 four-handled copper ingots, weighing, so
far, between 18 and 29 kg. apiece, totalling 4 to 5 metric tons.Add a t least 100
discoid "bun" ingots, weighing from 5 to 8 kg. each, and there may have been
almost 6 tons of copper on board. Tin ingots in the same shapes are fewer, but
about 250 kg. of pure tin has already been pncovered, with more expected. In
addition to metals, there were 100 or more amphoras, each weighing about 5 kg.;
if each contained 10 kg. of contents, we should add another 1.5 tons to the weight
of cargo. Lastly, there were seven large storage jars, o r pitoi, which add perhaps
another 700 kg. or so, exclusive of their contents. We cannot guess what all the
pithoi held, although at least one may have been filled with pomegranates and
another held stacks of Cypriot export pottery. If the contents of each pithos
weighed 500 kg., we should add another 4 tons to the weight of cargo. Ignoring
smaller ceramic containers, bronze tools and weapons, glass ingots, and other
small items, we can still estimate that the Ulu Burun ship carried at least 12 tons of
goods, not counting perishables that left no traces (three ebony logs have been
found in the cargo, for example, but we cannot guess if quantities of lighter timber
floated out and away from an open hold). The anchors weighed perhaps another
1.5 tons, if estimate of 150 kg. per large anchor prove correct. All in all, the ship
was large enough to have carried much more.
Different shipbuilding traditions have left their records in the Mediterranean,
where mortise-and-tenon-joined and tied hulls w-existed in antiquity. Thus, the
nation or culture of origin of the mortise-and-tenon-joined Ulu Burun vessel is
important to our understanding of the history of ship construction. Was the ship
Canaanite? Cypriot? Myceanean Greek? Egyptian? We cannot, at this stage of the
excavation, even speculate.
Because of the nature of its cargo of raw materials, including not only copper
and tin ingots, but also such exotica as elephant and hippopotamus tusks, an
ostrich egg, logs of African ebony (Dalbergiamelanoxylon), and the earliest known
glass ingots, the ship resembles those described in the 14th century Tell el-Amarna
tablets as carrying royal cargoes between the syro-palestinian coast, Egypt, and a
land called Alasia (thought by most scholars to be Cyprus)."-' lhese cuneiform
tablets, unearthed in the remains of the Pharaoh Akhenaten's royal city of
Akhetaten in Egypt, even mention ships of Alasia, as well as shipments of copper
from the same land. Thus, the Ulu Burun ship could have been Cypriot, especially
as it carried new Cypriot pottery inside the Pithos mentioned above. The same clay
tablets, however, tell us that raw glas was exported from Tyre on the SyroPalestinian coast, and we know from Egyptian tomb paintings that Canaanite
ships reached Egypt with cargoes similar to that carried by the Ulu Burun ship."
Add to that the fact that much of the Ulu Burun cargo was carried in typically

Canaanite amphoras and pilgrim flasks, and we can as easily assume that our ship
was Canaanite. But we must not forget that archaeological finds of Mycenaean
pottery throughout Egypt, Cyprus and the Syro-Palestinian coast have been long
seen by some scholars as evidence of widespread Bronze Age Greek seafaring in
the Levant.'* As Mycenaean clay tablets written in the linear B script list copper
ingots, ebony, and ivory, all items of cargo on the Ulu Burun ship, could our cargo
have been destined for a Mycenaean palace?l3 Some of the cargo on the wreck
was, indeed, carried in large Mycenaean or Minoan coarse-ware stirrup jars. On
the other hand, most of the ship's anchors are of a type not commonly found in
the Aegean world.
There is far less evidence that the ship was Egyptian, but we must not ignore
scarabs and a stone plaque inscribed with Egyptian hieroglyphs as possible
evidence of an Egyptian presence on board.
It is almost certain that the ship was sailing from east to west when she sank,
probably blown by an unexpected south wind against the cliff at Ulu Burun during
her final voyage. Her cargo, however, came from so many directions, some far
from the Mediterranean, that it can tell us little at this time about the ship's
nationality. The major source of copper ore was Cyprus, but we should remember
that the only mold for casting four-handled ingots of the type found on the wreck
was unearthed in Syria,'4 and that Syrian traders are universally associated with
ingots of this type in 14th-century Egyptian art.15 The Baltic amber used for beads
came from central Europe or the Black Sea region, and would normally have been
thought of as accompanying Myceanean trade goods from west to east. The tin
may have been mined in Afghanistan. The ebony logs came from somewhere in
Africa south of Egypt. Frankincense originated either in East Africa or South
Arabia. Faience rhyta could have been made either on the Syro-Palestinian coast
or Cyprus, as could terra-cotta "wall brackets". Ivory could have come from
either Africa or the Syro-Palestinian coast. And an ostrich egg could have come
from the eastern or western desert of Egypt.16
One might think that the nationality of weapons on board would suggest the
nationality of the ship. Alas, one well-preserved sword seems typically Near
Eastern, but another is of Aegean manufacture.
Bronze tools - axes, adzes, chisels, drill bits, tongs - are of different types,
pointing to the Aegean, Cyprus, the Syro-Palestinian coast and Egypt for their
origins. And we cannot yet speculate about which, if any, belonged to a ship's
carprenter and which were cargo.
Bronze finger cymbals, gold pendants, and silver bracelets all seem Near
Eastern, bfit we do not know if they were cargo o r shipboard possessions.
Balance-pan weights, although not yet studied in detail, seem to be based on
Near Eastern weight standards, but these same standards were common to Cyprus
and Crete, and thus tell us nothing of the Ulu Burun ship's origin.
Can seals, perhaps representing official items on board, be of more help in

determining nationality? I have never wavered from my view that the Syrian
cylinder seal found on the Cape Gelidonya shipwreck of ca. 1200 B.C. belonged to
a merchant travelling on that vessel's last voyage, although some scholars have
held that the seal was a piece of bric-a-brac, a souvenir picked up by a Mycenaean
sailor.17What of seals on the Ulu Burun wreck? Alas, there are too many! A crude
stone seal of Mycenaean type may have belonged to someone actually on the ship,
for it seems too humble to have been prized as a memento of a trip to Greece
(although logic probably did not dictate the collecting of souvenirs in the past any
more than it does today!). Thus, there is some rather convincing evidence that at
least one merchant (?) on the Ulu Burun ship was Greek. This is not necessarily
contradicted by the presence on board of two Near Eastern cylinder seals, one of
quartz and the other hematite. One of these, of probable Kassite origin, had gold
caps extending down over its carved scene, making it impractical as a seal but
ideal as a piece of jewelry made from a seal. As the cylinder seals were found
together, it is likely that both served simply as jewerly - perhaps as souvenirs. Then
there is a gold scarab of Queen Nefertiti. One might think this belonged to a royal
mesenger of the queen, pointing to the possibility of the Ulu Burun ship being, if
not Egyptian, under Egyptian control. Alas, the scarab was found near a hoard of
scrap gold, including an Egyptian gold ring which had been purposely cut in two
with a chisel. Perhaps Nefertiti's scarab was simply part of this scrap hoard. The
Ulu Burun ship cannot yet be dated precisely enough within the 14th century B.C.
to tell us if it sank during the queen's lifetime.
Weapons and seals on board being ambiguous, let us turn to pottery. Once
more we face problems. The Cypriot pottery seems to be cargo; even the lamps
found with the certain Cypriot wares, although not definitely Cypriot, are pristine.
These evidently new Cypriot export wares, therefore, do not point to the
nationality of the ship or her crew, only to the fact that they were placed on board
at a port of call. Syrian lamps, on the other hand, are blackened around their
nozzles, suggesting shipboard use by Syrian (?) crew or passengers. Most other
Syrian wares, however, such as pilgrim flasks and amphoras, were simply cargo
containers, telling us no more about the ship's nationallity than the Cypriot wares.
The pottery most likely to have been in actual use on board, besides the lamps, is
the Mycenaean pottery, including a kylix and a spouted pitcher, neither being a
shipping container. We look forward to discovering the ship's cooking wares, for
they should be diagnostic of their owners' nationality.
It is clear that the Ulu Burun shipwreck has not yet yielded its most important
information. Not only further excavation, but lead-isotope analyses of fishing-net
weights, neutron activation studies of clays, and continuing analyses of resins and
other excavated materials will furnish additional clues. We hope that they are
sufficient to help us solve this fascinating puzzle.
George F. Bass
Institute of Nautical Archaeology
at Texas A&M University
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Captions

Figure 1. Map showing the ULu Burun wreck in relation to the Cape Gelidonya
wreck and to the Bronze Age world of the eastern Mediterranean.
Figure 2. Hardwood peg driven through fir strake to hold a mortise in place.
Photographed in situ.
Figure 3. Diagrams of visible portion of the Ulu BUN^ hull.
Figure 4. Exposed hull section, showing, from foreground to background,
collapsed mortise, ballast stones, keel, and small "anchor." The wood disappears
under the large stone anchor to the right.
Figure 5. A sketch plan of the entire shipwreck as it appeared in 1983, before
excavation.
Figure 6. Plan showing artifacts exposed after three excavation campaings. The
keel runs in an east-west direction in square 15-0.
Figure 7. Stone anchors, in siru between rows of copper ingots. One anchor and
pithos KW 251 (which rested toward the lower left hand corner of the area shown)
had been removed before the photograph was taken. West is at top.
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NOTES ON THE ARCHITECTURE O F SOME ROMAN SHIPS:
NEMI AND FIUMICINO
The passage from boatbuilding to naval architecture was a quality step, the
origin and the procedure of which are difficult to recognize. It appears that the job
differentiation between fabri and architecti was present in Greek time (Plato,
Leges 803 a-b), Hellenistic and Roman times (Plautus, Miles 915-921, CIL XI11
723, CIL X 5371), where the roles played by the executor dfaber) and by the
planner (mchitectus) were well specified.' In more recent time (e.g. in the 11-111
cent. A.D.) it appears that the two jobs were absorbed into a single collegium and
that they could be somewhat interchangeable (CIL VI 33833). Clearly not all ships
were planned by an architect: the fabri could well plan the hulls they had to build,
in many cases deriving the dimensional and shaping criteria from pre-existing
hulls which were considered as satisfactory. For these cases we can assume that
they built "by sight" with few main measurements, which may have been derived
from concepts used also by architects. The fabri most probably were not able to
lay down drawings or calculations similar to those performed by the architecti.
These latter, with the experience of the building technique and of the empirical
concepts, used by the fabri, applied geometrical concepts and set up theoretical
methods of planning, surveying and drawing in line with the generally developed
mind of Hellenistic architecture. We have no exact nor complete written evidence
about these methods, so we have to derive them from wrecks.
Before describing specific instances it may be worth while recollecting the
importance of the observation of nature and the technical tools at the architect's
disposal.
Many stories can be told about the attitude towards the observation of nature
in Greek and Roman culture: the different legends developed in Greece and in
Egypt about the origin of sails are very indicative on this purpose. The Greek
legend (origin from nautilus or similar cephalopodes) shows a keen interest to the
observation of nature, while the Egyptian legend is more bound to reality. Other
examples are the story of the origin of the Corintian capital as told by Vitruvius o r
of many others told by Pilny. In the case of ships the shapes of fishes and of
dolphines may have had some importance, but I would hypothetically consider
also the shape of the bone of the cuttle fish (Fig. 1 A). If we draw the shape of this
bone as though it was a hull, we obtain a shape much similar t o that of the
bottoms of the Kyrenia and of the Fiumicino wrecks. It is an hypothesis, but in
sufficient agreement with the mind of ancient boatbuilders.
In addition to the concepts of utilitas, firmitas, venustas and eurythmia,
symmetria, commensus and geometricae rationes, which in the case of shipbuilding

should have had a less rigid meaning than that of modul as used in other
buildings, due consideration should be given to the tools the architects used to
plan and to lay down their drawings dformae, lineae). Preliminary drawings were
made (Plato, Cicero, Plautus) with a scale system. The Egyptians used to divide
the figure into squares which were enlarged to full size, but the Greeks developed
the proportion calculations. The Egyptians used to draw the plan and the other
three views: front, rear and side; similarly Greek and Roman architects drew plan,
side and front views of buildings. The Fonna Urbis is a good example of plan
dawing.2
The use of models is known as well, however also in the case of models basic
drawing principles should be known.3
Lines and proportions were traced with a rule (regula) and compasses
(circinus), as confirmed by the stele of P. Celerius in Ostia (Fig. I B). We could
assume also the use of the cumilineal, but no figure nor literary evidence of it, to
my knowledge, has been preserved.
Units of length may have been different from place to place (as all other
units), however we can accept the foot as 295 mm (Fig. 1 B). Submultiples were:
1/2: semis = 147,5 mm
1/3: triens = 98,3 mm
1/4: quadrans = 73,75 mm
1/5: (?) = 59 mm
1/6: sextans = 49,2 mm
1/12: uncia = 24,6 mm
1/16: (?) = 18,4 mm
Multiples were:
x 1,5: cubitus = 442,5 mm
x 2,5: gradus = 7373 mm
x 5: passus = 1475 mm
These units could be combined, further divided and multiplied arithmetically
or with the construction of "dynamic rectangles" or golden sections. Units of
capacity were the amphora (26,2 1) and the modius (8,733 1). No workable unit of
weight is documented for ships.
There is a source (Heron of Alexandria, De mensuris, 17) which gives the
cargo capacity of a ship in Italian modii from the hull dimensions evaluated in
cubits: 10 x length x breadth x height. But this formula is not of general
application, since not all ships had the same coefficients of fineness. This is the
basic drawback of such formulas also in recent times due to which widely
discrepant data can be obtained. However this formula indicates that rules were
known in order to obtain the required cargo capacity.4

The .Nemi ships. (mid 1 cent. A.D.).
The fire which in 1944 destroyed the two wrecks had also the psychologic
effect of blocking the researches on them. Only the consideration of the shell

building technique and a revision of the already published material let me
overtake the impasse and find the phases and some criteria of construction. The
studies performed in the 30's and 40's, although giving for granted the skeleton
building technique, could pinpoint the aspects of coefficients of fineness, metacentres and brick-wood construction, but the matter of the design of the hulls had to
be reviewed completely.5
The presence of such large ships on the Nemi lake is unanimously attributed
to worship reasons (Cybele, Diana, Isis) also because on all sacred lakes no craft
should have sailed (Pliny the jounger, Litterae VIII-20). In addition to the Eastern
type of religion (e.g. navigium Isidi) there should have been also the remembrance
of the large polyremes of the Ptolemies o r of Iero of Syracuse, which few decades
after the Nemi ships Athenaeus contributed to keep alive. About at the same age
of the Nemi ship we can remember also the ship used by Claudius in the Adriatic,
the obelisk carrier sank by Claudius to build the island of the phare of the new
harbour of Ostia (Pliny, Nut. Hist. 111, 16, 149 and XVI, 76) or the leisure ship
used by Domitian (Pliny the Younger, Panegyricus. 85.1.3) on Lake Albano.

The first Nemi ship
The hand of the architectus, as we think of him from humanistic tradition, is
appreciable from the shape of the stempost (Fig. 2).6The bronze parts which were
preserved are made of sectors, the junction lines of which converge to a single
point RI, the centre of the main circle of constructin of the profile (arc 11-111 of
Fig. 2). The part under this arc (1-11) was constructed like a scotia, with centre in
R2, which is on the same line connecting the main centre R 1 to the junction point
C. A similar construction could have been made for the upper part. We find
therefore the typical Vitruvian method for constructing architectural figures, with
the use of rule and compasses only. If we compare this shape to that of the prows
of military ships, according to Hellenistic and Roman figures, we appreciate that
this profile is somewhat idealized, it is an abstraction of real shapes, which in
actual oared ships were more fragmentated by the presence of the proembolion.
Coming to the general planning of the ship, the following items are of
importance, once we consider that structure should be completed at stern at least
by two additional ribs and by others at prow, (vs M. Gatti' survey). (Fig. 3).
- The kell is straigh between about ribs 3 1 and 111, astern and afore those points
its sheer begins.
- At about the same cross sections the curves of the sides and of the wales have a
bent which does not follow the natural lines of the central parts of the hull, but
show that the boards were forced to follow the narrowing of the hull towards
its ends (Fig. 4 A). The deflection points have been confirmed also with
models.
- Ribs without trabes (floor timbers) are from the stern end t o the 9th, from the
140th to the prow end, and all ribs with even numbers, as shown also by the
two pits for pumping bilge water (Fig. 3). This is the typical Roman

arrangement and gives the direct link to the building technique as documented
by many other wrecks.
- The main section (rib No 68) is not materialized by a complete rib.
- Wales (cincti) at amidship section are at exact distances from the keel: that of
the second is exactly twice as that of the first (Fig. 3).
- The parts of cross sections enclosed between the keel and the first cinctus are
always rectilinear (Fig. 4).
- The part of cross sections enclosed between the first and the second cincti are
rectilinear in the part of hull enclosed approximately by the two auxiliary
sections 3 1 and 111.
- Regular repetitions of distances between ribs can be observed in the following
cases :
midship section: 68 intervals from stern post;
auxiliary sections (or "active frames"):' 32 intervals from sternpost and 44
intervals from main section (if we consider rib No 112), 80 intervals between
them.
Pits for pumping bilge water are at 6 to 8 intervals from auxiliary sections;
apostis is 40 intervals long and 12 intervals from stern end; main superstructures are 40 and 24 intervals long.
All these details, once they are considered in the frame of the shell building
technique, show important design principles.
The construction of the.shape of the hull appears to have taken into account
the profile, the three "active" or main sections (M and Q of Fig. 3), and the shape
of the segments of shell enclosed by the first, the second and the third orders of
cincti. There is a segmentation of lines of the cross sections which affects the
relevant parts and which in consequence means a conceptual subdivision of the
shell into segments built around the keel and, in progressive phases, around the
flat part of the bottom. This will be shown more clearly by the second Nemi ship,
but can be observed also in other Roman wrecks, such as the Comacchio ship.8
The internal structures of the first Nemi ship are well coordinated with those
of the superstructures: the longitudinal frames which support the cross beams
correspond to the bottom wales and this shows a good agreement between the
nautical part of the hull and the rather complicated system of superstructures and
marble o r brick covered parts of the main deck.
The repetitions of regular intervals of ribs shows that the architect placed the
elements according t o fixed moduli. This is in line with the type of construction of
the profile of the prow (Fig. 2), but here may had been also a modular criterion
used also in other ships: e.g. in the second Nemi ship and in the Comacchio wreck
the jokes for the steering lee boards are at the 12th interval from the stern end.
The general shape of the hull appears wider at stern and thinner at prow, in
fact, among the shaping features, the main section (M) is not amidships (around
the 74th rib), but it is displaced by 6 intervals (not occasional a distance) towards
stcrn. In my Fig. 3 I had to adjust the shape of the prow, due to some lack of

consistency between Gatti's and Rabbeno's drawings,g with the result of shortening a little the prow end.
The superstructures appear to have been made of two main blocks, made of
two buildings each, connected by st@rs and corridors, and of raised parts of the
deck at the ends. This distribution gives to the ship a discontinous look, which has
no comparison with ancient figures.

The second Nemi ship
The main clues to our understanding of the desing principles of this ship are:
- different directions of the boards of planking (of shell) in the different sections
enclosed by the three orders of wales (Fig. 5);
- straightness to the parts of cross sections enclosed by the two orders of wales
delimiting the bottom;
- planking board B of Fig. 5, at the most curved part of the sections, receives the
parts of the adjacent boards; this means that during construction this board (B)
was considered at least as a temporary reference to which to join the other
parts of the shell;
- auxiliary sections are ribs No 35, 84 and probably 98 (Fig. 6) if we use the same
criterion used for the first ship;
- the keel has an almost continous sheer, with a short straight part which does
not correspond to that limited by auxiliary sections;
- like on the first ship, there is a series of ribs without trabes at the ends (6 and 7
at prow and at stern) and alternated ribs with and without floor timbers
(trabes), ribs with trabes are the even numbers of Fig. 6, among which there is
also the main section (M, 111).
- The apostis begins at the 12th rib from stern and is 94 intervals long, the main
section being at its 46th interval from stern and at its 48th interval from the
prow side.
- The distance between ribs in some cases is not regular: it varies from 54 to 61
cms and this indicates that they have been put to fill an empty space of the hull,
too short distances having been recovered in order to keep the foreseen number
of frames.
- The system for supporting the superstructures does not correspond to the wales
(Fig. 5 and 6), but it has been organized by order to obtain the widest possible
space and to divide the superstructure system into regular parts (Fig. 7).
The superstructure appear to have been made of a main block, 24 ribs
interval long, a heavy building at stern and a smaller one at prow. These two latter
buildings are indicated by the shorter distance of the supporting cross beams and
by the distribution of ballast. The lack of coordination between the nautical
stnicture of the hull and that of the superstructures suggests that the arcitectus
navalis left to his civil colleague that job of making them on the available space,
adjusting the final trim with ballast.
The design elements appearing from the above items are similar to those

noticed for the first ship, with the only difference that the main section (M) is
materialized by a complete rib trabs and statumina). Other sections could be
considered as "active", such as those at the ends of the apostis (12 and 106) or
those with the first trabes (8 and 110, similarly to Nos 9, 11 and 139 of the first
ship).
Building phases and the relevant design principles may have been:
1- construction of the profile;
2- construction of the flat bottom, up to the second order of cincti, in two phases;
3- construction of the shell up to the third wale (or topgallant bulwarks) with the
intermediate reference of the board of planking at the knee of the section.
For shaping the corresponding sections the profile, the lines of the wales and
the three M and Q "active" sections could have been sufficient, but with such large
hulls it is possible that other "active" frames could have been put.
4- Insertion of the ribs, first those with trabes and then those without them, in
pre-fixed patterns between the "active" frames. The wider space between ribs
80 to 85 was recovered with shorter distances between others (from 75 to 80).
Also in the case of this ship some modular repetition of ribs intervals appears
to have been used by the architect to distribute the various parts (Fig. 6).
The distribution of superstructures (Fig. 7 B) may be compared to that of the
marble fountain in front of S. Maria in Dominica in Rome or to the three shrines
indicated on an Isian lamp in the Museum of Ostia.10 Both documents rely to the
Isis worship and this may not be occasional. The two pairs of steering leeboards
appear in a ship symbol in the catacumb of Priscilla, in paintings in the same
catacumb and in that of SS Pietro and Marcellino in Rome. (About 111 cent.
A.D.).
T h e Fiumicino largest boat (111 cent. A.D.)
Out of the five boats and the two fragments of sides which now are in the
Museo delle Navi in Fiumicino, I consider in detail here the largest one, the socalled second large merchant ship. The state of distortion of the wrecks and the
lack of published surveys made during the excavations made it necessary to
interprete the photogrammetric drawings, published in scale 1:20,'2 and to
evaluate the extent of distortion from the observation of the wrecks, from the
continuity and symmetry of cross sections, from the shape of some water lines and
from obliquous sections. The results are promising (Fig. 8) even if completion of
the survey of technical details is pending.
Contrary t o what was first proposed, the Fiumicino boats are not river crafts:
there is not the large portion of flat bottom which would have been typical of river
boats; on the contrary the hulls are nicely curved and shaped. This does not mean
that the Fiumicino boats could not sail on the Tiber up to Rome.
The shape of the hulls and the way of putting together the planks of shells is
common to all boats and even for three of them we can induce that they came out
of the same yard. The largest of these crafts gives clues of nautical architecture:

- The profile of the keel was obtained with straight segments of the keel (A, B
and C of Fig. 9 B) and with the round posts.

- The shell of the lower part of the hull (that which was preserved) was made in
three sections: a central and two end parts, with almost rectilinear boards. The
junction between the adjacent sections corresponds to the "active" or reference
frames.
- Reference frames appear to have been complete ribs No 3 and 16 (Fig.8)
because of the change of direction of the boards of the shell, of the abrupt
curvature they induce to the shape of the hull and of the fact that they are the
only ones nailed against the keel.
- The position of the reference frames is nearly at 1/4 of length at the floating
line from the ends and their distance from the midship section (M) is exactly
the same. This justifies their definitions as quarri (Q) in analogy to similar
references of traditional crafts. 13
- Midship section (or main section) does not correspond to a complete rib.
- Complete ribs (those numbered in Fig. 8) were considered different from the
intermediate half ribs; in the so-called large merchant ship I, the ledger ceiling
plank is nailed with two nails against the complete rib and with one nail only
against the half ribs.14
- The sides re-enter in their upper parts.
- The ratio between length and breadth is almost exactly 3/l, the breadth of the
reference sections are the same and midship breadth is 5,9 m, i.e. exactly 20
Roman feet (295 mm).
- The cargo was fairly huge: first approximation graphical integration shows a
total coefficient of fineness = 0,65. This means a displacement of about 110
tons, 82 of which devoted to the cargo (gross).
- The shape of the hull shows a cut-water shaped prow and a wide round stern
(see also Fig. A): the drift features of the prow are not balanced by the shape of
the stern, but probably, by the surface of the steering lee-boards.
- The mast appears to have been between ribs 7 and 8.
This wreck, better than others, shows the importance of auxiliary sections (Q)
of the quarti. Moreover it confirms that the main section was not materialized by a
frame (as in the first Nemi and in the Comacchio ships), but it was only imagined,
and also that in a boat less important than the Nemi ships concepts of symmetry
and exact measures have been used. They may have been "rules of the thumb", as
known for more recent times, but they betoke a design system which was
common, with due adjustments, to larger hulls and certainly archztecri navales had
taken them into account.
Segmentation of the shell and of the lines of the keel appear to be in line with
geometric constructions generally used by ancient architects. 15
Conclusions
The elements discussed above and their comparisons to wreck and figurative

documents suggest the following design procedure, which was tested with a model
shaped mainly according to the relief of Altino of the I cent. A.D.:16
1 Profile, midship (or main) section, plan.
2 Auxiliary sections (Q), and general layout of internal framing.
3 Lines of the wales, dividing the building phases of the shell into sections.
4 Definitive layout of internal framing with distribution of volumes and
superstructures, considering first complete ribs (with trabes)and then half ribs
(statumina only).
Within each design phase there were symmetries of details and segmentations which followed rules made with the aim of simplifying both design and
the physical execution by the fabri, or of obtaining "nice" or "well proportioned" drawings. Proportions of course were different according to the types
of crafts, however in Fiumicino we find a not occasional approximation to the
ration 3/1 (lengthhreadth):
fishing boat
3
I small boat
3

I1 small boat
2-9

I large boat
2,9

I1 large boat
2,94
If now we read again Vitruvius' passage (Architectura I, 11-4) we can
observe that really internal framing was planned with a certain amount of
regularity, with the preference of 3, 4 and their multiples. However this does
not mean that moduli based upon the distances between ribs were used as a
strict rule. Vitruvius' passage instead appears to inherite an ancient principle
based upon oared ships, with the tholes 2 cubits (88,5 cms) far from one
another.
The design principles indicated above suggest also the type of survey it is
adviseable to perform on ancient wrecks. No water lines nor vertical longitudinal sections are used, but, in addition to the profile, main sections and
plan, the lines of the wales and of the sections of the shell. These latter are also
well approximated by obliquous sections touching the flat (or nearly flat)
portion of the hull and the most curved parts of the transverse sections.

Personal experience on drawing the hulls of the Nemi, Fiumicino and other
wrecks and studies revealed that drawing the shape of the hull with obliquous
sections or with the lines of the wales is quicker and more accurate than with
water lines.
Design principles discussed above are outlined in Fig. 9, which is based
upon the model from the Altino relief and upon the largest Fiumicino boat,
with their building phases (I, 11, 111).
Still there'is much room for research, mainly as far as loads and shapes are
concerned.
The position of the buildings and of ballast in the Nemi ships (Fig.7)
indicate that the effects of loads and of uplifts on the stresses of the hulls were
foreseen only to a certain amount. In the first ship the distribution of loads is
consistent with that of uplifts, while in the second ship there is a discrepancy
between the heaviest buildings at stern and the others, which was balanced
with ballast and with a smaller building at prow, but from the point of view of
stresses it was not.
Only the complete reconstruction of these ships will help us to solve also
the problems of volumes, of the positions of the centres of gravity, of sails and
of lateral resistance.
The calculations of the volumes of the largest Fiumicino boat according to
the coefficients of fineness (a), for example, give not so discrepant values, vs
those we can obtain with Heron's of Alexandria formula (b):
a) 15,95 (L. x 5,9 0) 1,8 x 0,65 (cp) = 110 m3 (displacement);
28 tons = weight of the empty ship; 82 tons = cargo (gross)
b) L x 1 x h
10 (in cubits, 1 cubit = 0,4425 m):
36 13,3 4,07 10 = 19.487 modii (1 modius = 8,733 1) = 170,180 m3, for a net
weight of corn of about 70 tons.
So we can say that Heron's of Alexandria formula can be used only if the
coefficient of fineness is not far from 0,65, and if we consider the stowage factor of
corn of about 400 kgs/m3. These conditions, to be rechecked case by case, are far
from being general, since for large seagoing ships coefficients of fineness were
most probably higher.
Hydrodynamics should have adviced a wide prow and a thin stern, while in
these cases (and in many others in Antiquity) we have the contary. The bone of the
cuttle-fish may have been an example (Fig. I), however, as hinted before, this
shape should be considered in terms of balance with the surface of the steering
leeboards, but also of partial volumes in different trim conditions. Tests on the
test tank could give a definite answer to this problem.
Marco Bonino
Via San Petronio Vecchio, 42
40 125, Bologna
Ravenna: 28th August, 1985

Dopo un cenno ai mezzi tecnici di disegno e di calcolo a disposizione degli
architecti romani per il progetto degli scafi ed al rapporto con i fabri, vengono
presi in considerazione i criteri per la conformazione degli scafi antichi, prendendo come esempio le navi di Nemi e la più grande delle barche di Fiumicino, in
relazione alla tecnica costmttiva a guscio ed alle sue fasi di costruzione.
Il pofilo della prima nave di Nemi appare delineato con una tipica costruzione architettonica, idealizzata rispetto al profilo delle navi militari a remi. Lo
studio delle forme a della ripetizione regolare di distanze tra le ordinate ha
consentit0 d'individuare le linee di riferimento (profilo, andamento delle cinte) e le
sezioni trasversali di riferimento (maestra ed ausiliarie), consentendo di formulare
ipotesi solide sulle fasi costruttive e di progetto.
La seconda nave di Nemi presenta spunti simili di ricerca, confermando
quanto osservato per la prima. Le sovrastrutture di questa nave non sono per6
coordinate con la stmttura del10 scafo, al10 scopo di ottenere uno spazio maggiore
(esigenza non sentita per la prima nave). Queste sovrastrutture ricordano
monument; isiaci (marmo di S. Maria in Dominica a Roma e lampade votive), ma
da1 punto di vista stmtturale hanno mantenuto soIlecitazioni al10 scafo, non
compensate stmtturalmente, ma solo staticamente con la zavorra.
Le barche di Fiumicino appaiono piuttosto simili ed alcune sono certo uscite
dallo stesso cantiere. La più grande presenta un andamento delle tavole del guscio
ed una curvatura delle fiancate che confermano la posizione di due sezioni
trasversali di riferimento ai "quarti". Vi è una segmentazione delle linee (chiglia e
guscio) ed una simmetria rispetto alla sezione maestra ed ai "quarti" che, unita
alla larghezza di esattarnente 20 piedi romani, confermano I'ipotesi di regole di
costmzione basate su simmetrie d'insieme e di dettaglio, con un rapporto
lunghezdarghezza di 3/1 per questi tipi di barche. Anche la formula di Erone
d'Alessandria pare confermata, ma essa non pu6 essere considerata di carattere
generale.
E' ancora da definire Io studio completo della forma, con la prua più sottile
ed awiata della poppa.
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Captions to figures

Fig. 1. A: sections of the bone of a cuttle fish (sepia off~cinalis);
B: stele of P. Celerius, Ostia 1 cent. A.D.
Fig. 2. Geometric construction of the stempost of the first nemi ship.
Fig. 3. First Nemi ship: criteria of shape and symmetry.
Fig. 4. Cross sections of the Nemi ships, the arrows p o i ~ tout the sections
corresponding to the deflesctions of the shell.
Fig. 5. A: Second Nemi ship: shape of the shell planks, A and B being the
references;
B: Second Nemi ship: midship cross section.
Fig. 6. Second Nemi ship: criteria of shape and of symmetry.
Fig. 7. Layout of the superstructures of the Nemi ship:
A: first ship
B: second ship, with the repetitions of regular intervals (A and B) in the
main cross section.
Fig. 8. Fiumicino largest boat reconstruction.
Fig. 9. Criteria for shaping Roman hulls in connection to shell building technique
and phases:
A: study from a relief of Altino (1 cent. A.D.)
B: segmentation of shapes defining the first building phases of the largest
Fiumicino boat (II-III cent. A.D.)

On a récemment publié dans la revue Kadmos 23 deux rondelles fragmentaires de terre-cuite datant de l'époque MR 1 et provenant de la Canée (Fouilles
gréco-suédoises 1982/83). 1 Toutes les deux portent des signes de l'écriture Linéaire
A et l'une d'elles (Canée, Mus. no 21 17) porte, en plus, quatre empreintes figurées,
sorties du même sceau amygdaloïde.2 La représentation des empreintes (Fig. 1
a-b) caractérisée par un "naturalisme" avancé - dominant à cette époque montre une figure féminine debout, totalement nue et à la chevelure longue. De la
main droite, elle tient un objet oblong, vraisemblablement plus haut qu'elle,3
verticalement disposé. La scène est enfin enrichie par un motif ondulé partiellement conservé en bas de l'extrêmité droite de l'empreinte.
Pour l'interprétation de la scène dans la publication ci-dessus les points de
départ suivants avaient été, avec raison, mis en exergue: a) la nudité totale de la
figure, phénomène extrêmement rare dans l'iconographie égéenne du 2ème
millénaire av. J.-Chr. se rencontrant surtout dans un contexte sacré, b) l'objet
oblong dans lequel on a voulu reconnaître "a high pole [d'ordre sacré] with an
oval base". Par conséquent on rapprocha la scène de la sphère religieuse/cultuelle
considérant la figure féminine comme déesse ou plutôt comme adorante priant
devant le "sacral pole" pour provoquer l'épiphanie de la divinité. Cette dernière
hypothèse fut surtout étayée par la scène connue d'une bague provenant de
Cnossos -aujourd'hui
au musée Ashmolean d'Oxford- qui représente une
adoratrice dans un sanctuaire de plein air et, parmi d'autres éléments, un "sacral
pole" et une divinité masculine en épiphanie descendant du ciel.4
Mais je crois que le parallélisme suggéré entre la scène de la bague de
1'Ashmolean et celle des empreintes - q u e j'avais trouvé moi aussi autrefois
plausible- ne repose que sur des ressemblances d'une première approche. La
nudité totale de la figure féminine est en fait un indice pour des allusions à
caractère sacré d'ordre générai. Et pourtant, la clé pour la compréhension du sens
spécial de cette'scène réside primordialement dans l'objet oblong, dont l'identification proposée comme "sacral pole" va devoir être ici modifiée.
Autour de "sacral poles" dans l'iconographie créto-mycénienne la bibliographie est riche. Sous le terme "sacral pole" l'on entend habituellement des
poteaux en bois de forme et de taille différentes, qui sont figurés ou bien se
dressant de façon libre comme par exemple sur la bague de l'Ashmolean, ou alors
fixés à des façades de sanctuaires comme nous les montrent des fresques, sceaux,
vases de pierre avec des scènes en relief, ou parfois transportés par des ministres
du culte. Pour la définition de leur valeur sémantique, qui ne saurait être la même
dans tous les cas étant donné la diversité de forme et de fonction, on a tenu compte
des parallèles orientaux, égyptiens et grecs de l'époque historique.5 Mais en

comparant d'un oeil plus critique l'objet oblong de nos empreintes avec l'ensemble
des "sacral poles" créto-mycéniens, l'on remarquera que la formation de leur
partie inférieure est fondamentalement différente. Tandis que ces derniers apparaissent cyliiidriques ou graduellement réduits du bas en haut, celui-là montre une
forme elliptique et pointue dans son extrêmité basse. L' explication donnée
comme "oval base", destinée à supporter le "sacral pole", se heurte à des
difficultés non négligeables. D'abord, une telle espèce de support, sans parallèle,
ni réel, ni iconographique, serait tout à fait inconvenante pour des raisons
statiques. En outre, la représentation elle-même ne nous permet pas d'accepter
deux objets superposés, mais un seul, à contour continu, large dans sa moitié
inférieure, beaucoup plus étroit dans sa partie supérieure. Il devient donc
nécéssaire de rejeter la possibilité d'un "sacral pole" combiné avec une "oval
base".
A la recherche d'une identification plus convaincante, les ressemblances sont
frappantes entre notre objet et le gouvernail égéen du type "rame7', attesté au
moins dès la fin du Bronze Ancien à travers la représentation partielle d'un navire
sur un tesson de Phylakopi 1 (Fig. 2a).6 Mieux attesté, est ce type dans l'art
figuratif du 2ème millénaire av. J.-Chr., dont les exemples les plus caractéristiques
et riches d'enseignement nous sont parvenus par la "jirisede laflotte" d'Akrotiri.7
Le fait que la frise se situe dans le même cadre chronologique que les empreintes
de la Canée (MR 1), ajoute à notre comparaison une validité supplémentaire. Les
ressemblances ne se confinent pas seulement dans la forme des rames-gouvernails
mais aussi dans leur taille en rapport avec les figures qui les tiennent (Fig. 2b). Sur
la frise il s'agit exclusivement d'hommes représentés debout, près de la poupe, un
dans chaque bateau, sauf dans le cas où, correspondant au nombre des ramesgouvernails, les hommes sont deux. Si les rames-gouvernails sont tenues ici en
biais, c'est parce que le peintre a voulu les rendre en position fonctionnelle, c'est-àdire en accord avec l'accent narratif de la frise. La position verticale sur nos
empreintes a été, en revanche, imposée par l'étroitesse de la surface du sceau
amygdaloïde, disponible au graveur, qui a essayé de représenter le plus clairement possible l'objet caractérisant la scène. Une raison de plus, comme nous le
verrons plus bas, a suscité, semble-t-il, cette disposition verticale. Préalablement,
signalons ici que I'extrêmité basse de la rame-gouvernail se trouve à peu près au
même niveau que la figure féminine.
Dans la première publication on a pris le motif ondulé en bas de I'extrêmité
droite de l'empreinte pour un terrain rocheux schématiquement visualisé, sur
lequel serait fixé la base du "sacral pole". Mais après avoir détecté à la place du
"sacral pole" une rame-gouvernail nous devons chercher pour le motif ondulé,
dont, d'ailleurs, le rapprochement avec la scénographie rocheuse me parait
arbitraire, une explication plus harmonieuse avec le sens spécifique de la scène:
c'est l'iconographie maritime qui nous procurera, à mon avis, la seule explication
raisonnable. Le motif ondulé, bien qu'insuffisament conservé, nous évoque
I'extrêmité élevée d'un navire, peut-être celle de la poupe, si l'on accepte que le

graveur eût le souhait de représenter la rame-gouvernail en association avec la
partie du navire à laquelle elle appartient fonctionellement. Le fait que le navire ne
soit rzprésenté que partiellement ne pose aucun obstacle à notre proposition,
puisque le principe artistique du pars pro toto était fort répandu dans l'art crétomycénien et spécialement, comme il est d'ailleurs naturel, dans la glyptique de
sceaux à cause de la surface minuscule à graver. Il suffirait de mentionner line
grande série de bateaux minoens gravés partiellement, d'après ce principe, sur les
sceaux du groupe dit "talismanique",8 qui datent dans leur majorité de la même
période que nos empreintes (MR 1). 11 s'agit toujours du type de "Kajütenschiff '.
gravé dans l'axe de la longueur des sceaux amygdaloïdes, ce qui a donné la
possibilité de le représenter le plus souvent par moitié. Dans notre cas, en
revanche, manquant de place, le graveur s'est borné à la poupe (ou proue),
destinée à fonctionner comme une abréviation éloquante à la place du navire
entier.
Si notre analyse iconographique est correcte, la figure féminine se tient alors
debout sur le pont du navire s'appuyant apparemment sur la rame-gouvernail
retirée de la mer, et non pas priant comme on l'avait prétendu, partant de la fausse
impression que donne l'élévation de sa main à la hauteur du front. Cette
impression de l'appui sur la rame-gouvernail est évoquée par l'inclinaison légère
de son torse en avant, liée à la position détendue de ses membres inférieurs.
Après avoir -je l'espère- résolu les problèmes iconographiques, passons à
l'interprétation de la scène. II est évident, comme nous l'avons déjà noté, que la
nudité totale de la figure féminine nous conduit décidément aux domaines du
culte; rame-gouvernail et bateau témoignent, de leur côté, plus spécialement des
croyances maritimes religieuses, dont les racines doivent remonter au moins
jusqu'au 7ème millénaire, c'est-à-dire à l'époque des premiers essais de navigation
archéologiquement confirmés. En aucun autre lieu que la mer l'homme ne s'est
trouvé aussi exposé à la merci des forces naturelles. Il était donc plausible que se
formât au cours des siècles une série de croyances, superstitions, mythes et rites
la bonne issue des
relatifs à la mer, ces derniers exercés pour assurer 1' ~0"nAoia.
voyages. Déjà dans leurs représentations les plus anciennes, gravées sur les 'ffrying
pans" cycladiques du %me millénaire, apparaissent les bateaux égéens ornés de
symboles (simulacres de poissons fixés sur des poteaux, bannières) de valeur
apotropaïque. Avec la systématisation et l'épanouissement dynamique de la
navigation minoenne, contrôlée en grande partie par l'administration palatiale, le
rituel maritime ne se serait pas seulement enrichi, mais il aurait été désormais
officiellement établi. Les activités nautiques, d'après les données archéologiques,
atteignent leur apogée à I'époque MM III - MR 1, qui semble coïncider avec la
période de la Thalassocratie légendaire de Minos;9 et il n'est pas alors du tout
surprenant que du même cadre chronologique nous possédions, à côté de
multiples représentations de navires,"J des indices précieux pour l'existence d'une
iconographie maritime sacrée, parvenue jusqu'à nous essentiellement à travers la

glyptique de sceaux et la ' ~ r ï s de
e lajlorte" dlAkrotiri, qui nous transporte dans
l'atmosphère festive d'une procession navale se mouvant entre deux villes
littorales. Quel que soit le caractère exact de cette vqorropntj, 11 néanmoins il est
vraisemblable que des déplacements pareils, par voie de mer, pour exercer des
cérémonies dans des sanctuaires littoraux et dans des îles voisines,l2 auraient leur
place dans le catalogue de fêtes minoennes, tressées autour d'un noyaux
cultuel/mythique. ' 3
De plus grande importance pour notre sujet sont, sans doute, les témoignages
d'un cycle iconographique "maritime", qui se forme par la bague CMS 113, no 252
de Mochlos (Fig. 3a), la bague dite de Minos (Fig. 3b) -toutes les deux
aujourd'hui disparues- une empreinte de sceau d'Hagia Triadal4 (Fig. 3c), un
sceau amygdaloïde, trouvaille récente de Makrygialosl5 (Fig. 3d) et finalement par
un autre sceau amygdaloïde, CMS 1 Suppl., no 167, de la Collection Stathatos
(Fig. 3e). L'authenticité de ce dernier sceau amygdaloïde a été -je crois à tortmise en question,lb tandis que l'authenticité de la bague de Minos, qu'on a de
nouveau essayé de défendre, me parait plus problématique.17
La cohérence de ce cycle iconographique, à l'élargissement duquel contribue
maintenant la représentation des empreintes de la Canée, est soulignée: a) par
l'homogénéité des supports artistiques; dans tous les cas il s'agit de sceaux et de
bagues sphragistiques, b) par la provenance géographique commune; tous les
exemples, à l'exception du sceau de la Collection Stathatos, dont le lieu de
trouvaille reste incertain, proviennent de Crète, c) par leur attribution au même
horizon chronologique, c'est-à-dire au MR 1, et d) par le fait que, malgré la grande
diversité des éléments iconographiques, les navires, à l'exception peut-être de celui
de l'empreinte d'Hagia Triada, apparaissent combinés avec des figures féminines,
ce qui suffirait à exclure, à première vue, la possibilité de représentations profanes.
Quant à l'identification du sexe de la figure sur l'empreinte d'Hagia Triada,
effectuée par analogie avec la bague de Mochlos (figure féminine assise, type de
navire),ls nous avons quelques réserves, car en raison de l'absence des caractéristiques accentués de sexe, on pourrait également prendre cette figure pour
masculine.19 Sur les bagues de Minos, de Mochlos et sur le sceau amygdaloïde de
Makrygialos les navires surmontés d'autels, qui sont accompagnés dans les deux
derniers exemples par un arbre sacré, ressemblent à des sanctuaires flottants. La
fonction exceptionelle des navires sur les bagues aussi bien que sur l'empreinte
d'Hagia Triada est en plus soulignée par leur forme "fantastique" avec des
parallèles dans la catégorie des navires de culte égyptiens et mésopotamiens.20
Si l'on voulait maintenant caractériser les figures de chaque scène, on se
- heurterait à des difficultés d'interprétation, dues à la nature même du matériel
disponible, qui, pour emprunter l'expression connue de M. Nilsson, compose un
livre illustré, mais sans texte. Ce n'est pas ici le lieu approprié pour suivre les
détails iconographiques; exposons donc brièvement notre avis sur la fonction des
figures dans leurs contextes concrets: il est justifié, je crois, de reconnaître des
prêtresses sur le sceau amygdaloïde de la Collection Stathatos maniant les deux

rames-gouvernails, une prêtresse (ou adoratrice) en geste d'adoration sur le sceau
amygdaloïde de Makrygialos et sûrement une divinité sur la bague de Mochlos,
assise dans son bateau sacré, qui semble, manquant de moyens de propultion, être
poussé par une force miraculeuse. Dans la figure de l'empreinte d'Hagia Triada,
qui rame avec rigueur dans son bateauharque de forme fantastique et dans
l'autre de la bague de Minos, représentée debout dans un bateau de même type
maniant elle aussi la rame-gouvernail, on reconnaît habituellement des divinités;
pourtant, on doit garder à l'esprit la possibilité d'une interprétation alternative:
"prêtresse/ministre de culte", qui est aussi tout à fait plausible.
Dans l'effort de préciser davantage la physionomie des divinités de ce cycle
iconographique, on a souvent parlé d'une déesse minoenne protectrice de la
navigation21, explication a priori raisonnable étant doiiné la'prépondérance
évidente de l'élément maritime. Mais dans ce jugement il faut aussi tenir
sérieusement compte de l'aspect végétal attribué & - t o u t à la déesse de la bague de
Mochlos par l'addition de l'arbre sacré. Des indices supplémentaires pour cet
aspect végétal sont fournis par la présence de bulbes de scilles (Urginea Maritima
L), représentées en paire sur la même bague, devant un sanctuaire littoral.22
L'établissement de la combinaison cultuelle "navire-arbre sacré" est également
démontré par le sceau amygdaloïde de Makrygialos et par un autre sceau
amygdaloïde, CMS VII, no 72, du groupe "talismanique"23 (Fig. 30. Sur la bague
de Minos l'arbre ne figure pas dans le navire même, mais dans des sanctuaires
littoraux, ce qui indique indirectement la liaison du cycle sacré de la végétation
avec celui de la mer.24
Se pose donc la question de savoir si l'influence de la grande déesse de la
nature ne s'étendait pas aussi au royaume marin
(soit pêche soit navigation),
comme on l'a maintes fois suggéré depuis Evans.25 Conscient de la complexité du
problème, nous ne voulons pas donner ici une réponse définitive; tout simplement
nous nous référerons à quelques indices, contemporains et postérieurs, qui
semblent soutenir cette possibilité: sur un diadème d'or de Zakros26 (MR I?), par
exemple, la Potnia n e r o n est flanquée, à côté d'agrimia, par des poulpes26, dont la
présence ne peut s'expliquer simplement comme un arbipaire artistique sachant
que l'art minoen est en grande partie un phénomène religieux. L'association des
déesses aux serpents avec des coquillages réels et avec des simulacres de
coquillages, poissons et argonautes dans les "Temple Reposirories" de Cnossos27a
pourrait avoir un sens analogue. Un ensemble de trouvailles similaire (idole de
femme assise, coquillages pectunculus. vases miniatures), mis au jour à Phaistos
néolithique, marque -peut-êtreles origines d'une telle tradition ~ultuelle.2~b
Outre les coquillages offerts à la divinité de la caverne de Skoteino, vénerée,
apparemment, même sous un aspect marin,27 il faudrait aussi mentionner le
triton en stéatite (MR 1) récemment découvert à Malia, qui porte en relief la
représentation de deux démons de type Taurt (Minoan Genius) se livrant à un acte
de libation.28 Comme il est prouvé, ces démons, liés à la chasse et à la fois à la
végétation, se trouvaient principalement au service de la grande déesse de la

nature. D'autre part, des tritons et leurs simulacres, découverts souvent dans des
contextes sacrés, constituaient des objets de culte appropriés en particulier pour
un rituel mari
, comme récipients,29 peut-être d'eau de mer, à laquelle on avait
attribué dans l'antiquité des propriétés purificatrices.30 Le choix du thème concret
pour la décoration du triton a donc été imposé mutatis mutandis par la même
conception que dans le cas du diadème de Zakros, mais avec une différence
essentielle: à la place de la déesse figurent ici ses acolytes. Le rapport des démons
Taurt avec le royaume marin semble être confirmé, je crois de façon éloquante,
par un vase en bronze provenant de Chypre, dont les anses montrent en relief les
Taurt combinés avec des poulpes.30 Rappelons, en passant, que les divinités
crétoises Diktynna et Britomartis, d'origine minoenne, réunissaient dans leur
hypostase la mer et la nature sauvage.31 C'est d'ailleurs chez Artémis que nous
retrouvons cette combinaison, lorsque la déesse était vénérée dans certains lieux
comme 170rvra k86ov (Maîtresse des Poissons) ou comme A~Apivia.épithète
qu'elle se partagait avec son frère Apollon Adpivioc.32 Quelques sceaux minoens/
mycéniens avec la représentation d'une figure féminine tenant des poissons ou
accompagnée par des dauphins33 nous révèlent très probablement la Potnia des
Poissons du Erne millénaire av. J.-Chr. (Fig. 4a-c).
En observant de nouveau les représentations de la glyptique de sceaux, qui
montrent le bateau de culte combiné directement ou indirectement avec l'arbre
~ a c r é , 3et~avant tout la scène sur la bague de Mochlos, l'on peut bien maintenir
qu'elles illustrent le renouvellement symbolique de la nature coïncidant temporellement avec le début de la navigation aux mois printaniers. Notons que c'est le
nom d'un tel mois de navigation que I'on a proposé, parmi d'autres explications,
pour la lecture du mot mycénien porowito = n)coF~ot6ç,du verbe i r A É o ) . 3 5 De
même on a voulu reconnaître dans la 'frise de laflotte" d'Akrotiri la représentation probable de la célébration d'une "annual resumption of the navigation
season". 36
un contexte de navigation on pourrait en outre mieux comprendre
la mention d'une Anemo ijereja (prêtresse des vents) dans les tablettes du Linéaire
B de Cnossos.37
Renouvellement de la nature et reprise de la navigation, ces deux événements
d'importance capitale pour la vie socioéconomique, seraient donc conçus et
visualisés dans la mythologie sacrée et la pratique rituelle comme un retour de la
déesse en bateau miraculeux, dans lequel pousse ou par lequel est transporté
l'arbre sacré substituant la végétation dans son ensemble. Dans la fête attique
'Hpoaoupra, consacrée à la fois à la célébration du printemps et aux vents
favorables pour la navigation,38 on pourrait voir, malgré le décalage des siècles, un
parallèle révélateur. Des idées analogues sont aussi soujacentes aux Anthéstèria,
fête de la floraison printanière, pendant laquelle avait lieu l'épiphanie/retour de
Dionysos en bateau (Schiffskarrenumzug). La présence du bateau faisait ici sans
doute allusion à des épisodes maritimes de la vie du dieu et peut-être à la façon
même dont s'est répandu son culte dans l'Egée39; toutefois cette apparition du
bateau devient d'autant plus significative si I'on l'attache à la reprise de la
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navigation.40
Comment s'inscrit maintenant notre figure féminine des empreintes de la
Canée dans le cycle iconographique que nous venons brièvement d'esquisser? A la
question "prêtresse/adoratrice" ou "déesse" - dilemme déjà posé dans la
première publication, qui préoccupe d'ailleurs souvent les chercheurs de la
religion créto-mycénienne - les données iconographiques favorisent, je crois,
décidtment la deuxième possibilité. On s'imaginerait à peine une prêtresse ou
adoratrice représentée totalement nue dans un bateau tenant ou s'appuyant sur
une rame-gouvernail sans autre allusion narrative. La nudité totale, si répandue
chez les figures féminines jusqu'à la fin du 3ême millénaire, tend à disparaître au
2 m e millénaire av. J.-Chr. à cause sûrement d'un changement profond des
Et tandis que la nudité du sein devint presque la
conceptions socio-religieu~es.~i
règle dans la sphère religieuse, la nudité totale fut surtout réservée à certaines
divinités. La "déesse aux colombes" sur les lames d'or de Mycènes (tombe à fosse
III),42 la déesse assise devant une colonne sur la bague CMS 113, no 103de Kalyvia
(Phaistos) et une autre déesse (ou son substitut) également assise et flanquée par
des servantes de culte sur l'empreinte de sceau no 1528 de la Canée43 constituent
quelques exemples caractéristiques.
Mais le caractère divin de la figure de la Canée se manifeste, je crois,
décidément et avant tout par la manière, dont elle se groupe avec la ramegouvernail. Retirée de la mer et tenue verticalement sur le pont du navire -et non
pas en position fonctionnelle- la rame-gouvernail évidemment obtient ici la
valeur d'un attribut, ce qui peut aussi expliquer l'absence des allusions narratives
dans la scéne.
Dans l'iconographie et la pratique maritime égéenne il y avait -nous l'avons
noté plus haut- une catégorie de bateaux de culte. Une valeur symbolique était
attribuée, comme l'atteste plus clairement la 'Ifrise de la flotte" d' Akrotiri, au
Akrostolion et au Aphlaston, lorsque on les ornait de symboles et de figures
d'animaux, destinés soit à protéger le bateau, soit à lui transmettre leurs
proprietés.44 Les "ikria" (cabines) d'Akrotiri, du même programme décoratif que
la 'Ifrise de la flotte". témoignent de l'instauration d'un rituel autour de cette
partie du bateau.45 Finalement, on a de nouveau argumenté pour l'existence
d'ancres sacrées partant d'une ancre fragmentaire de Makrygialos et de l'ancre
célèbre de Cnossos avec la représentation de poulpes.46
Les empreintes de la Canée viennent maintenant enrichir cet inventaire de
symboles nautiques sacrés en y ajoutant la rame-gouvernail. A travers cet attribut
et sa combinaison avec le bateau partiellement figuré, le graveur du sceau a réussi
à caractériser d'une façon optimale la déesse de la navigation, qui apparaît d'une
allure presque statuaire en nous rappellant vivement les types iconographiques
postérieurs d'Aphrodite, de Némésis, d'Isis, de
Fortuna, d' Annona etc.
tenant le gouvernail.47
Aucun autre accessoire de l'armement du bateau ne serait peut-être plus
indiqué pour mettre en pleine évidence l'hypostase d'une divinité maritime.4"

importance fonctionnelle du gouvernail (rame), qu'on peut bien classer parmi les
symboles "archaïques" de l'humanité comme un symbole significatif de I'expérience gagnée sur les mers, justifie l'utilisation allégorique large du mot ~ o l J ~ p vqqç, gubernator, gouverneur.49 Déjà Homère utilise le gouvernail, ou à proprement parler le mot Cp~rpdv(rame), de façon métonymique pour désigner le navire
entier ou les occupations nautiques: dans la Nekyia I'âme d7Elpènor demande à
Ulysse de n g a i r ' h i roplJq 8p~rpbv(A 77), tandis que plus bas @ 119 sq.) I'âme
de Tirésias, lorsqu' elle prédit à Ulysse ses futures aventures, lui précise qu'après la
Mnestérophonie, AalJWv ecfpg 8p~rpCIOv.il devra errer longtemps loin de la mer
jusqu'à rencontrer des hommes qui prendront la rame pour a8qpqAorydv (pelle à
grains); c'est là qu' Ulysse devra enfoncer la rame dans la terre et accomplir
ensuite des sacrifices de purification, qui le délivreront enfin de la colère de
Poséidon.50 Dans ce dernier passage la rame acquiert en plus le caractère d'un exvoto. Selon les sources -surtout littéraires- rame et gouvernail faisaient partie
des ex-votos nautiques par exce1lence:S' Agamemnon, par exemple, dédie son
gouvernail (nqddA1ov) au temple d'Artémis à Samos (Callim., Ilymn. Dian., 228
sq.), Kanopos, le gouverneur du navire de Ménélas, dédie ses gouvernails (oiwaç)
au temple d'Athèna. et Poséidon à Lindos (FGrH, 532 B, 12); de même, d'après
Ampelius (Ziber memorialis 8.5). au temple d'Apollon à Sicyone l'on pouvait
contempler, parmi d'autres ex-votos, les "remi Argonautarum [cum] [et]gubernaculis...".
Pour clore cette brève parenthèse sur l'utilisation symbolique du gouvernail
(rame), ajoutons également que sa dimension cultuelle se voyait majorée considérablement par son contact permanent avec l'eau purificatrice de la mer. C'est, du
moins, ce qu'exprimaient les croyances ultérieures, dont a découlé l'expression
proverbiale c&yvbt&poç nq6aAiou. hi r o v 6yvWç ~ ~ ~ i o ~ dndp'
r o v6aov
,
Ev
B d d a a ~61à navr0ç 8or1 r0 nq6dAzov.b (Suda 1, 30, no 281, 10 sq.).52
Le schéma iconographique d'après lequel fut exécutée la scène des empreintes
de la Canée révèle une structure claire et additive, habituelle dans la représentation des divinités: divinité plus attribut (-s) ou symboles. La rame-gouvernail et le
bateau rendent la mer au domaine propre d'influence de notre déesse. Qu'elle soit
de plus liée au cercle de la végétation (cf. 'supra) ou qu'elle ait représenté dans les
conceptions théologiques minoennes une divinité autonome, protectrice exlusivement de la navigation, il est bien difficile de l'affirmer. Ce qui est certain, en
tous cas, est la volonté du graveur de lui donner le plus clairement possible
l'hypostase maritime.
Le fait que la sauvegarde en mer ait été confiée en premier lieu à une divinité
féminine ne nous surprend guère, étant en harmonie avec la ligne "matriarcale"
du panthéon minoen. Sans prendre ici le risque de donner un nom concret à notre
déesse, signalons qu'elle préfigure, d'une certaine façon, les traits maritimes
d'Amphitrite et d'Aphrodite, cette dernière vénérée sous les épithètes EUnAoia,
novt ia, A lp~via,~ Y a u aiç53.
p~
Nous reviendrons sur Amphitrite à la fin de notre communication. Quant à

Aphrodite, son.premier concept a pu être formulé déjà au 2ème millénaire av. J.Chr.: on l'a reconnue en particulier en la "déesse aux colombes" de Mycènes (cf.
supra), qui est représentée frontalement, dénudée comme notre déesse de la
Canée, et pressant son sein, selon un schéma sémitique, caractéristique pour la
déesse de l'amour Istar-Astarté.54 En revanche, c'est en rapport avec l'hypostase
maritime d'Aphrodite que fut placée la scène d'une empreinte de sceau de
Cnossosss (Fig. 4d) représentant une figure fémine allongée sur un motif d'écailles,
qui rend -semble-t-ilen langage conventionnel l'ondulation de la mer.56 On a
suggéré pour cette figure une "Ludy of the sea" se reposant sur les vagues," ce qui
a conduit certains à lui attribuer, bien qu'anachroniquement, l'épithète dppoyÉVEIQ.
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Suivre nos réflexions sur la recherche d'Aphrodite au 2ème millénaire av. J.Chr. dépasse le cadre de notre communication. Mais avant de confronter notre
déesse maritime au Poséidon du Linéaire B, je considère comme nécessaire de
souligner l'importance de l'île de Cythère pour l'ancienneté du culte d'Aphrodite
dans l'EgéeS9: son épithète K ~ B É ~dans
E I ~l'odyssée et dans les Hymnes homériquesbOla relie étroitement avec l'île, et selon Hésiode (ïïzéog. 188-193) c'est par
Cythère qu'elle passa aussitôt après sa naissance, avant que le Zéphyre ne la
pousse vers les côtes de Chypre. Pausanias (III. 23.1) nous informe
qu'Aphrodite Ourania possédait à Cythère son sanctuaire le plus ancien et le plus
respecté de toute la Grèce et une image de culte, qui la montrait armée, tandis
qu'Hérodote fait remonter l'érection de son temple aux Phéniciens (1. 105.3)
témoignant ainsi du caractère très ancien et de l'origine orientale de son culte.
Déterminer quand et comment s'est effectuée l'"introduction" d'Aphrodite
orientale dans l'Egée n'est pas aussi évident que l'on croit, d'autant plus que ses
aspects cultuels sont à détecter chez les Créto-mycéniens, bien que de manière
fragmentaire, tout au moins dès le début du Bronze Récent, ce qui s'oppose à une
"introduction" par les Phéniciens à l'aube de l'époque historique. En modifiant
alors nos coiîsidérations, il est préférable de penser plutôt à une influence
graduelle ou à une adaptation de ses traits aux schémas religieux préexistants dans
1'Egée. La présence phénicienne à Cythère est loin d'être archéologiquement
prouvée6'; en revanche, les fouilles récentes y ont mis au jour une colonie
minoenne florissante,6'= contemporaine de notre déesse à la rame -gouvernail et
du cycle iconographique apparenté. Les Minoens ont sûrement transplanté leur
panthéon jusqu'à Cythère inaugurant ainsi une tradition cultuelle, dans laquelle
doivent -à mon avis- s'inscrire aussi les références littéraires concernant la
haute antiquité du culte d'Aphrodite.62
A partir de la seconde moitié du 2ème niillénaire av. J.-Chr., lorsque le
contrôle sur les mers passa graduellement aux Mycéniens, les tablettes du Linéaire
B de Cnossos et de Pylos attestent le nom de Poséidon.63 Particulièrement
fréquente est la mention de Poséidon à Pylos, où il semble être la divinité
principale. II serait important pour notre sujet de savoir, si et à quel degré le dieu
possédait déjà à cette époque son hypostase maritime, telle qu'elle nous est

familière depuis Homère. La question pourrait être élucidée par l'étymologie de
son nom, mais là les opinions divergent: la thèse la plus répandue réconnaît en lui
un noazç 6aç (maître, conjoint de la terre),64 c'est-à-dire une divinité principalement chthonienne. C'est du moins l'aspect que nous confirment ses épithètes
homériques Ev(v)oai$3wv, Evvoaiyuuoç. yarrjoxoç, son épithète Evvoaidaç chez
Pindare (Pyrh. 4, 33) ainsi que sa relation cultuelle avec Déméter. Ces épithètes
chthoniens sont, selon toute vraisemblance, préfigurés par le mot Enesidaone, un
hapax mycénien dans la tablette KN M 719 de Cnossos.65 Cependant les partisans
de l'"aspect chthonien" n'ont pas manqué d'attirer l'attention sur la liaison du dieu
avec l'élément aquatique, spécialement avec les eaux souterraines, les sources et les
fleuves,66 liaison qui, d'après eux, mena à l'expansion de sa souveraineté sur les
mers. L'aspect aquatique fut poussé au premier plan par une autre proposition
étymologique selon laquelle le deuxième composant du nom du dieu est l'indoeuropéen *da, dans le sens "eau coulante" (sources, fleuves), au lieu de da = terre. On
a ainsi pu reconstituer un ndazç (conjoint, seigneur) des Eaux.67 Enfin, une
troisième étymologie -moins convaincante- reconnait dans le Poséidon mycénien une divinité proprement maritime tirant son nom de *ponti-dahos, qui
désignerait le seigneur des voies maritimes; toujours d'après la même proposition
Enesidaone de Cnossos signifierait, par analogie, le seigneur des vagues.68
Quelle que soit l'étymologie correcte, et par conséquent l'hypostase originale
du dieu, je placerais volontiers sa liaison Gtroite avec la mer déjà dans l'époque
rnycénienne,69 ce qui expliquerait d'une manière satisfaisante son aspect maritime
bien établi chez Homère, à côté de l'aspect chthonien. Par ailleurs, dans l'état
actuel de nos connaissances sur le panthéon du Linéaire B, aucune divinité autre
que Poséidon ne revendique de plein droit la suprématie sur les mers, sans que I'on
puisse exclure, bien entendu, une coexistence d'autres divinités d'hypostase
analogue.70
Tenant maintenant compte du rôle fécondateur que la Crète joua pour la
formation de la religion mycénienne, il me paraît tout à fait légitime de penser que
les Mycéniens, outre l'expérience des Crétois sur la navigation et l'architecture
navale, adoptèrent aussi -peut-être via les Cyclades - la déesse maritime.
Notons que la fameuse tablette de Pylos PY Tn 316.2 consigne, parmi d'autres
divinités, une déesse Posidaeja (un hapax), en laquelle les mycénologues ont
reconnu presque unanimement le pendant féminin de Poséidon, autrement dit sa
parèdre. 7 ' Une scholie à l'Odyssée nous informe qu'Amphitrite comme conjointe
de Poséidon portait l'épithète IZoa~idovia,72ce qui nous pousse à entrevoir dans la
Posidaeja mycénienne une déesse maritirne,'3 subordonnée à Poséidon, si I'on en
juge par la formation.de son nom.74 Il est donc justifié de se demander si derrière
Posidaeja "se cache" la déesse maritime des Minoens, la déesse à la ramegouvernail.
Christos Boulotis
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Fig. 1: a-b, "la déesse à la rame-gouvernail", empreinte de sceau de la Canée.
Fig. 2: a, Tesson de Phylakopi 1. b, Navire orné, "frise de la flotte" d'Akrotiri.
Fig. 3: a, La bague de Mochlos CMS III 3, no 252. b, La bague de Minos. c,
Empreinte de sceau d'Hagia Triada. d, Sceau de Makrygialos. e, Le sceau de la
Collection Stathatos CMS 1 Suppl., no 167. & Le sceau CMS VII, no 72.
Fig. 4: a-c, La "Maîtresse des Poissons" ,(a, Sceau à la Collection Piet de Jong;
b, Le sceau CMS 113, no 327;'e, Le sceau CMS II, no 344). d, Empreinte de sceau
de Cnossos.

SOME REMARKS ON THE MEDITERRANEAN
AND RED SEA SHIPS IN ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL TIMES:
A PRELIMINARY REPORT
The difference in shipbuilding between the Mediterranean and the Red Sea
vessels in ancient and medieval times has been a topic of many discussions; but the
scope of these discussions has been limited to the use of iron fastening in the
construction of ships in the Mediterranean in contradistinction to the fastening by
stitching the planks with fiber used in the Red Sea and the Indian Ocean. (To
mention a few scholars: J. Hornell, Richard le Baron Bower, G . Hourani, L.
Casson, and more recently N. Chittick and Patrice Pomey. The last one shows that
sewn boats were also used in the Mediterranean in Roman times).'
The aim of the present paper is first to offer a cursory examination of the
main problems concerning the differences between navigation in the Mediterranean and the Red Sea and second to discuss in particular three of an array of
problems which have remained obscure, i.e., the differences in the construction of
cabins between Eastern Mediterranean and Red Sea - Indian Ocean going
merchantmen in medieval times, the use of oars in the same type of vessels in both
areas, and the lookout men.
Navigation in the Mediterranean in ancient and Medieval times with all its
relevant problems (construction of ships, crews, equipment, etc.) has been
thoroughly studied. In contrast, the study of navigation in the Red Sea and the
Indian Ocean at the same period has been inadequate. It must be noted that whilc
certain progress has been accomplished in the research of the construction and
equipment of the ships used by the Arabs, Ethiopians and Indians in the Red Sea
and the Indian Ocean in antiquity and later times, the paucity of sources has
prevented any systematic work on the types of ships used by the Ptolemies, the
Romans and the Byzantines in these seas. The lack of any concrete information
about the type of ships used by the Ptolemies in the Red Sea is well illustrated in
the description of Cleopatra's plan to escape through the Red Sea to Ethiopia
after Octavian's victory in Actium (31 B.C.). According to Plutarch, Cleopatra
ordered a fleet to be carried across the Isthmus of Suez, but the first vessels that
were carried were burnt by the Nabataean Arabs.2 Dio, on the other hand, reports
that Cleopatra's vessels, some of which were burnt by the Arabs, were not carried
but built on the Red Sea coast, being especially constructed to sail in its rough
waters.3 If Dio is correct, and most probably he is, then it is obvious that
Cleopatra decided to have ships built on the Red Sea coast in order to have them
constructed in the best way for sailing in the Red Sea. The contemporary Arab
sailing boats are built either on the ports of the Red Sea or on other ports of the
Indian Ocean.4
In Aelius Gallus' ill fated expedition of 25 B.C. there is somewhat better
information concerning Roman ships used in the Red Sea. He initially built a fleet

of 80 biremes (8iapo,ro~),triremes and phaseli; but when he realized their
unsuitability in the Red Sea he constructed instead 130 cargo carriers.5
The Byzantine sources reveal that Byzantine ships were stationed in Clysma
(Ar Qulzum), the chief trade port near modern Suez and the abbess Aetheria, who
visited Sinai in the sixth century, reports that a number of Byzantine ships
retained their control of the trade traffic of the Red Sea at this time.6 In the Pratum
spirituale (6th c A.D.) there is mention of Byzantine monks who sailed from the
port of Raithou to the Red Sea and engaged in fishing.' The Synaxat'ium
Constantinopolitanae, describing the shaughtering of the Byzantine monks of Sinai
in the 4th century by the Blemmyes, states that the Blemmyes sailed in large
pirogues (E,dhoy p y a h o ~ and
~ ) confiscated a Byzantine ship (xhoiov) in Aila
(modern Aqaba).8 Unfortunately, none of these sources offer us any details about
the nature of Byzantine ships, their places of construction and their types.
Interestingly enough the 4th century byzantine authors Palladios and Procopioslo (6th c. A.D.) describe the India bound Arab and Indian ships constructed
by stitched planks but are mute about the Byzantine ships of the Red Sea. We can
assume that all or some of them must have been constructed in the shipyards of
Alexandria, then carried dismantled to the Red Sea and /or that Byzantine ships
were constructed by the Red Sea with imported Malabar wood.
To turn now our attention to the comparison between the Mediterranean and
the Red Sea vessels it must be emphasized that the scope of the present paper is
only limited to the comparison of few conspicuous points.
The first is the use of special cabins for passengers in the two above
mentioned categories of vessels. Concerning the Mediterranean merchantmen
there is ample literary information about a unique ship, Heros's monstrous ship
(3rd c. B.C.) in which a number of luxurious cabins appear prominently, but we
know little about the ordinary passenger freighter vessels in the Hellenistic and
Roman periods.11 In the Roman ships most of the passengers accommodated
themselves on deck which at times could be open and other times partly covered
by small shelters as the literary and iconographical evidence show (Fig. 1).
The coast-wise, sailing Mediterranean merchantmen -which could carry as
many as 500 people- needed not sheltering cabins, since the crew and the
passengers often dined and lodged on land.
Ashburner in his edition of the Rhodian Sea Law expresses the opinion that
in the Byzantine ships there were no cabins. He based his argument on the
Rhodian Sea Law in which there is a reference to small dwelling places for
passengers, three cubits in length and one in breadth.'* I believe that this was
actually a general accommodation, but there is positive evidence that as in earlier
times the captain and the most wealthy passengers who paid higher entrance fees
secured special cabins. 13
The Geniza documents written in the 10th - I lth centuries A.D. supplement
the information we get from the Byzantine sources. S. Goitein states in his book
Studies in Islamic History and Institutions (1966): "One gets the impression (from

the Geniza documents) that in many cases thepassengers actually slept on top of the
bales entrusted to them". Thus a Jewish merchant writes in a tenth century letter,
"Iintended to travel in it (boat) upon the consignment of my lord". In another letter
of the same period we read, "He let someone else (instead of himselj) travel on top
of his consignment andgo to Mahdiya".I4 Thus we notice the existence of assigned
spaces for the goods and passengers in the Mediterranean bound ships. But
Goitein in a later work (1973) mentions a Geniza document of the 10th - I lth
century, referring to a mediterranean ship where there are clear indications of a
cabin: "We three stood on a cabin on the uppermost part of the ship and did know
how to escape. People from below called us saying come down quickly9'.l5
Unfortunately, underwater archaeology does not offer us any clues on the
problem of the cabins. Living quarters for example were pinpointed in the S e r p
Liman shipwreck of the early 1lth century, but no details about them could be
detected. 16
The cabins which were a rarity in the Mediterranean seemed to be a common
practice in the Indian Ocean going vessels. In the Geniza documents there are.
many references t o such cabins in the Indian Ocean going vessels, which are
usually called "'bilij".17In the modem Arab ships of the Red Sea bound to India18
-in which some obvious similarities with the old vessels obviously appearpassengers are placed in closed cabins called dabusa, on the poopdeck.19
Moslem iconographic evidence provides us with ample information concerning cabins of the Red Sea-Indian Ocean vessels, but it is mute on the cabins of
the Mediterranean vessels. Interestingly enough depictions of passengers on
uncovered decks of Phoenician two-banked ships appear in a relief from the
palace of Sennacherib, dated from the 7th c. B.C. (Fig. 3). It is not known whether
this Phoenician tradition of placing passengers on the second unsheltered bank of
Mediterranean transports was transmitted to the Moslems. Arabic iconograhy
offers us two excellent illustrations from the 13th c. manuscript of Harivi. (Figs. 4,
5). In both we notice two overimposed decked floors, and on the upper level well
defined round windows where the busts of wealthy merchants are portrayed.
It should be noticed that in a manuscript of the Materia Medica, dating from
the 13th century, which presents a boat on a river, there are two superimposed
covered decks above the lower level of oarsmen (Fig. 6). In the two illustrations of
Hariri's manuscripts we notice over the main deck a luxurious pavillion for the
shipowner and/or his agent. The same type of pavillion appears in a Persian
manuscript illumination of an India bound ship (Fig. 7).
One illumination of the Hariri manuscript and that of the Persian manuscript
(Figs. 4, 7) clearly depict the look out man on a small box-like structure on the top
of a pole, which is often the main mast of the ships. References to such look out
men frequently appear in the Arabic sources as well as in the Byzantine, but no
artistic depiction of look out men appear in Byzantine iconography.
While the use of watchmen mounted on the top of a mast are common in the
Mediterranean Sea in ancient and Medieval times, the emphasis placed on them in

the India bound vessels depicted in the Moslem manuscripts betray the great
importance they had in these ships.
The last problem to be examined is now the use of oarsmen in the
Mediterranean and Red Sea merchantmen. It is well known that in contrast to the
Mediterranean warships which were propelled mainly by oars, the Mediterranean
merchantmen moved by sails and only a small number of oarsmen were used for
the special maneuvering needed when the ships entered the ports or in cases of
emergencies. Small boats attached to the mediterranean merchantmen also
frequently appear in iconography and are mentioned in the literary sources (fig.
1).

The India bound Red Sea ships were traditionally accompanied by such little
boats but in an illumination of the Hariri manuscript we also notice a number of
oarsmen (Fig. 5). A careful examination of this illumination reveals that the
oarsmen, whose use in the Indian Ocean was usually avoided because of the
shortage of drinking water, were in action because of an emergency, i.e., the
obvious breaking of the sails (Fig. 8).
This discussion will continue in the second Symposium on "Ship Construction in Antiquity", to take place in Delphi, in August 1987.

V. Christides
University of Athens
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THE TRIERES, ITS DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Until the construction and shape of ancient Mediterranean round ships had
been established by underwater archaeologists and that knowledge had been
extended to some long ships by Honor Frost, a number of possible designs for the
trieres could have been, and were, reasonably proposed. Increasing evidence for
subtantially uniform and widespread ship forms and building techniques in the
Mediterranean, modified only slowly over the centuries, supports the view that
these. forms and techniques were employed in building triereis.
The hull of a trieres must accommodate three files of 27, 27 and 31 oarsmen
on each side of the ship at a known longitudinal spacing between each man. The
length and breadth 'of the ship was limited by the known size of the ship sheds in
which triereis were kept. Given that the Greek trieres had an outrigger for the
thranite oars, the weight and centre of gravity of a suitable hull conforming with
the underwater archaeological evidence can be calculated within usefully close
limits.
To the weight of the hull has to be added that of 200men, hull furniture, oars
and equipment, raising the preliminary estimate for total weight to between 45
and 55 tonnes. To be strong enough in longitudinal bending, the undecked
wooden hull of a ship of that displacement and about 37 metres long would have
to be more than 2 metres deep: 2,5 m. was a more likely depth.
Turning to the arrangement of oarsmen (Fig. l), each working an oar
generally of the same length in each file, it became necessary
1. to limit the slope of the thranite oars to the water
2. to avoid top heaviness of the whole ship.
As oar length was known, taking 350 as a reasonable limit for that slope and an
oar gearing of about 3: 1, thranite seats could be placed about 1.4 m. above the
water, as a maximum. The draft of a hull of the ancient shape displacing about 50
tonnes with the length and breadth required would be about one metre, so it
looked as though the hull proper would have to extend upwards as far as the
thranite seats if it were to be strong enough. It would follow that zygian oars
would have to work through ports in the side of the hull.
It was also evident that oarsmen in each file must overlap the others vertically
and to-the greatest possible extent. That called for tholepins to be from a quarter
to half a metre outboard of those in the file below. If then, as evidence on the
Greek trieres requires, thranite tholes are placed in the outrigger which can be no
more than 2.7 m. from the middle line of the ship, and looms of oars are one metre
long, the thranites could sit no more than two metres from the middle line. Hence,
working down the files and allowing for other interferences, the thalamians would
be no more than one metre from the middle. Their tholes would be no more than
1.9 m. from the middle of the ship. Those tholes would be well inside a hull of
ancient section and of the right displacement and gunwale beam. Such a position

for thalamian tholes would explain the extraordinary size of the ports near the
waterline shown in the Ruvo Vase. The large ports also emphasize the need for
askomata to keep the water out.
The waterline beam of this conjectural hull would be 3.8 mlO. 1 m. Now
beam on the waterline is the most powerful factor governing the stability of a ship.
In a slender ship like a trieres with plenty of weight high in the ship, it is a crucial
dimension, and it already appeared to have been closely determined by the
permitted overall beam and the necessities of the arrangement of the oarsmen.
Would the trieres have to be ballasted to be reasonably stable?
Elementary dynamics indicate that a ship whose principal weapon is a ram
should be as agile as possible and therefore have the smallest possible mass and
mass moment of inertia relative to available propulsive force. Ballast would be
most undesirable.
Fortunately it transpired that the emerging design for the trieres, with a
waterline beam of 3.8 m. had a satisfactory metacentric height of over half a
metre. On a displacement of about 50 tonnes, such a ship could carry a sail of
nearly 100 square metres, rigged in the manner of the time.
It may be expected that the stiffness required of a trieres is determined by its
sail carrying capacity, because no great numbers of soldiers were carried on board.
It appears therefore that the trieres needed nor carried ballast as a general rule.
Triereis would not then have sunk to the bottom, as laden merchantmen would,
when overwhelmed by wind or seas or when rammed in battle. That could explain
why no wrecked triereis have yet been found and why the chances of finding any in
future are not very great. It also diminishes objections to building a replica before
such a wreck has been found.
There is little scope for much alteration in waterline beam. By straightening
the side of the hull and pushing the shell away from the thalamian tholes to the
practical limit, the waterline beam could be increased to 3.9 m. If less than 3.7 m.
stability is deficient.
Thus the mid-section of the trieres hull is closely determined with a fair
degree of certainty by four factors:
1. the given overall beam
2. the arrangement of oarsmen necessary to accord with evidence in a
practicable manner
3. the close determination of the waterline beam
4. the wineglass hull section of the ships of the period. There is plainly scope
for variation, as there must have been from ship to ship, but it does seem that that
scope, for Greek triereis housed in the Piraeus sheds, is confined to variations of
the order of centimetres.
The hull lines of bow and stern are determined by
1. the room needed to accommodate the oarsmen at each end of the two
lower files
2. long keel cut-ups to assist rapid turning and reduce hull bending on launch

or slipping.
3. an easy run of planking, erected shell-first.
4. the need for sharp ends to avoid unnecessary wave-making at higher
speeds.
That the last is a real determinant is shown by the effective propulsive power
required to achieve the known maximum speed that could be maintained for 24
hours or so continuously. Ship model towing tests of the replica made here in
Athens recently indicate (Fig. 2) that at 7.5 knots an effective power of 10
kilowatts will be required. At a somkwhat conjectural propulsive efficiency of 60%
that would call for 100 watts (0.13 H.P.) from each oarsman, a demanding
performance. As wave-making generates a significant part of the total resistance
at that speed, bow and stem do need to be as sharp as other factors allow.
The hull shape is indeed extreme for an undecked wooden vessel of 50 tonnes.
Length is 15 times the depth, a ratio far exceeding any ever allowed by any ship
Classification Society. Such a hull must be very well built if it is to survive
longitudinal bending actions caused by waves at sea. The development of such an
extreme design, at appreciable cost, must have been driven by a demand for the
performance that could be obtained in no other way. It is likely that, in their
developing years, triereis were built longer and longer until the expensive effects of
length were found to outweigh its advantages, mainly speed.
The trieres could not have been made so long unless the planks of the hull had
been joined edge-toedge by large numbers of tenons as was usual in the ancient
Mediterranean. Calculations of shear forces in the shell inseparable from variation
of bending moment along the hull show that the plank tenons were heavily loaded
in waves of heights which a trieres would certainly wish to avoid but which it
could well encounter and survive. In this connection it may be recalled that in the
Marsala long ships tenons were both thicker and more closely spaced than in the
numerous round ships which have been excavated, reflecting the higher shell
stresses in long ships. Loads on tenons due to bending of the hull are those
necessary to resist the sliding of one plank upon the next. In parts of the trieres
hull these loads are heavy, so we have tested specimens to investigate how tenons
behave under such loads.
There are many references to triereis becoming heavy in the water, probably
mainly owing to leakage caused by overloading of tenons and consequent working
of seams as one plank did slide upon the next. Such troubles seem to have afflicted
older ships more severely, as might be expected, and it may be surmised that naval
sailors collectively paid a high price for the length of their ships in the labour of
bailing, beaching, drying out and repitching their hulls. One may observe that no
trieres would have survived for long if it had been frame-built: the later galleys of
medieval times were indeed so built but they were not so slender, were fully decked
and internally braced: they were altogether much heavier, slower, vessels.
The hypozomata, two loops of heavy rope 'well twisted from within', have
long been a puzzle. It is clear from the attested length of each rope that the loops

extended over the length of the hull. The simplest and structurally most effective
use for these ropes is to act as a stretched tendon straight down the middle of the
hull, just under the beams and about half a metre above the flexural neutral axis of
hull section. The tension carried by the four ropes twisted as in a tourniquet could
be as high as 300 kilonewtons (30 tonnes force) and its effect is to reduce the
maximum tensile stress in the gunwale when the ship hogs on the crest of a wave
by about a third. In the keel, the corresponding compressive stresses are increased
by about a fifth. What however is probably more important in the day-to-day
working of a trieres, is the general longitudinal compression applied to the hull by
the hypozomata. Plank butts would remain in compression in all but the more
severe sea conditions which occur relatively rarely. Thus working of joints and so
leakage would be reduced.
It is remarkable how the trieres emerges (Fig. 3) as a ship whose size and
proportions were developed to the technical limit in all main respects, namely
length, slenderness, propulsive power, stability, strength and weight. The interlocking nature of these attributes in any extreme design makes it hard to believe
that any fundamentally different design of trieres conforming to the same evidence
is possible.
To give a more general visual idea of the replica, here are some perspective
projections made from the building drawings:
Fig. 4 - The replica coming out of conjectural fourth century B.C.
Munichia.
Fig. 5 - A thranite's view as he works his oar.
Fig. 6 - A thalamian's view.
Fig. 7 - The stern with helmsman and tderarch.
Fig. 8 - The stern in the ship shed. The embarkation ladders are here being
used by the dockyard workmen.
Fig. 9 - The bow of a trieres on a slip. here, to show the epotis beam and its
heavy brace, the side deck and its bulwarks are shown removed for repair.
The construction of the ram follows the evidence of the ram found at Atlit.
Fig. 10 shows a model of the timber structure in the replica, with the upper ram
planking removed to show the stem of the hull proper: the ram in the replica is
entirely external to the watertight hull. That scheme was adopted on account of
the steep slope of the top surviving plank of the Atlit ram, (the foremost of the
sloping planks in the detached portion in Fig. 10) indicating that it was not a
plank of the hull proper.
Much the largest part of the development programme for the replica was the
building in England of a tenth of the hull on full scale and to the specification of
the replica itself. This was done to be certain that the replica could in truth be built
today.
Fig. 11 is a view of the bottom shell, where may be seen the temporary steel
fastenings used to enable the whole to be dismantled if that had been required by
the builders in Greece. Lastly, Fig. 12 shows the trial piece afloat on the river

Thames at Henley with the 15 oars manned and ready to be pulled. Like the small
mock-up made in 1983, the trial piece has demonstrated that the oarsystem works
if oarsmen can keep"in time. The oars of the trial piece have been pulled at 40
strokes to the minute and with real power.
The trial piece is now here in Greece to assist the builders of the replica
herself in their great task of building the whole vessel.
Those wishing to examine the design of this replica of the trieres in more
detail are recommended to refer to the building specification for the vessel and its
accompanying drawings. They are available from The Trireme Trust.
John F. Coates
Sabinal,
Lucklands road,
Bath,
Avon BA I 4AU
England
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THE PROBLEM O F THE BILGE
AND THE PUMP IN ANTIQUITY
Perhaps the oldest reference about the use of a bilge pump is from
Archimedes, when he attempted to use the water screw, which bears his name, for
this purpose in the big ship built for Hieron I1 at Siracusa (ab. 25@220 BC).'
This could mean, that at the end of the third century BC there was no proper
solution of how to get water out of ships, as this screw is not a satisfactory pump
for this work.
Therefore we could date the invention of the chain pump to some time in the
second century BC, since we have archaeological proof for this type of pump at la
Cavali&re,zabout 100 BC, and, for the second half of the first century BC, also at
Los Ullastres3and Cap del Volt.4 All these finds correspond to the simplest type of
this pump, which had the disadvantage of squirting much water around. The
wreck at Port Vendres I,5 first century AD, shows the solution to this problem; a
second pipe in which the pistons return to the bilge, without wetting the hold. At
Saint Gervais 11, the wreck of ab. VI century AD, the use of this construction is
confirmed and we can say the same of all later chain pumps, as there is only a
substitution of materials; iron takes the place of wood for the pipes, and the chain
the place of the rope. The system remains unchanged for bilge pumps till the
beginning of the XIX century. It has, therefore been used for about 2.000 years. I
have been informed verbally by Comandante Cazorla of the Instituto de Historia
y Cultura Naval, Cartagena, Spain, that from the notes about spare parts which
Columbus bought in the Canary Islands, one can see that his ships had chain
pumps.
It is astonishing that there is no information about older bilge pumps,
considering that big ships had been built for a long time in the BC period, as we
can see from the one found near the Cheops pyramid and which is of ab. 2.500 BC.
But this was a flat bottomed ship, without a bilge. The water had to be bailed with
bailers or sponges, as the pumps, either the screw or the chain pump, leave a depth
of about 10 cm. of water which they are not able to absorb and this would have

left much water and a big wet surface within the ship.
The situation changed when the ships became round bottomed and the water
concentrated near the center, but the possibility of reducing considerably the wet
surface within the ship came with the invention of the bilge, which demanded the
use of a keel.
We have to remember that the keel did not exist at the beginning of any type
of shipbuilding. Neither the flat-bottomed Egyptian ships, nor the ancient Chinese
junks, or the oldest, but relatively modern Viking ships had a keel.
Construction by the shell first method does not need a keel. The reinforcement with floors and futtocks is sufficient, so long a they have flat or rounded
bottom.
It was the necessity to construct a bilge that compelled the use of a thick
central timber to take all the holes and mortises at different angles to fix the
succeeding strakes. With the keel the ships got also the garboard on each side of
the keel, a strake of special form and generally thicker than the others.
In principle we have the same problem and the same solution which the
shipbuilders found when the ships changed from flat to rounded bottom: Thick
timbers, the stem and stern posts received the ends of the strakes and offered the
possibility of fixing them, closing the ship at both ends. The wrecks at Los
Ullastres and Cap del Volt show this first construction. What we actually call the
keel of these ships is only a central plank, thicker than the others, just sufficient to
allow the union with the thick timbers forming the stem and stern posts.
One could even think that the water collecting in the narrow pit at the foot of
the stem post, as soon as the ship raised the stem, gave the idea for the bilge.
If we observe the bilges of the Roman wrecks we know, we get the impression
that these have been simply hung under the ship as something supplementary. In
most cases there does not exist any union of the keel and the bilge with the floors,
and often there are irregularities in spacing, leaving the floors without contact
with the keel, and the limber holes without use, as the water can flow freely under
them.
Once the ships had a bilge, the surface of water in the hold was reduced and
therefore also the humidity. As soon as the water accumulated in the bilge it
reached adequate depth to be bailed out with a pail. Later, with the ships getting
higher, some sort of pump was necessary. This was so effective, that pumps were
erected even in ships without bilge, as we have seen at Los Ullastres and Cap del
Volt.
In the Roman wrecks we know, republican or imperial, we can see three
different constructions:
One, ships without keel nor bilge, only with the thicker central plank to
connect the posts at stem and stern (Los Ullastres, Cap del Volt), two, ships with a
broad bilge, the keel without rabbet, only the upper edges cut oblique at 450 to
receive a garboard of special form (La Cavalikre, Palamds), three, those with a
deep bilge, keel with rabbet and garboard rising ab. 650 (Dramont, La Madrague

de Giens). All these details refer to the central part of the ship.6
The Nemi ships do not enter exactly into this classification, but are similar to
the type with a broad bilge.'
As we have now established the probable relation between pump and bilge,
we can follow with other details, such as the possibility of use of other types of
pumps, known in Roman times, of which four were found in the Dramont wreck.8
All these are of a special type of bronze force pump not known elsewhere. The
lack of pipes or other elements and the insecurity of their situation in relation to
the keel, leave the question open, whether these were equipment of the ship, or
cargo. Technically it is improbable that there would be in a ship a group of four
expensive pumps forming one unit, operated by two "sentinatores", as the more
usual two piston fire pump would have done the same work better. From literary
evidence (St. Paulinus of Nola ep. 49) we know of only one "sentinator" in a ship
and therefore we have to suppose that the type of pump used was driven by a
single man.
This brings us to the question of the driving system of the wooden chain
pump. The lack of illustrations showing the 'sentinator" working, and the literary
evidence obliges us to suppose that the driving system was in the hold. We have
therefore to think about a pump of limited height, sufficient to get the water out,
but not bring it up to deck. This would be in concordance with the finds at Los
Ullastres, where two fragmented lead pipes, which conducted the water from the
pump to both sides of and outside the ship, as we can see from the ends of these
pipes, were found resting on 'he amphoras of the lower layer, in a space where
there was no upper layer. We suppose that this free room was occupied by these
pipes, the upper part of the pump and the driving system, whether this was by
hand or by foot.
Finally, we can consider the question of the humidity in the hold, probably
the most important for this association of pump and bilge. We have shown that
there have been bilge pumps in ships without bilges and that, owing to the
construction of the pump, a residue of water, with a depth of ab. 10 cm. could not
be taken out. In these flat rounded ships without bilge, 10 cm. could cover the
floors. Even in the case when the water concentrated near the stern, the wet
surface and the moisture in the hold would be excessive for many wares, especially
if grain was transported under deck.
Only with a bilge could this wet surface and the moisture in the hold be
reduced. Therefore we can suppose that the decisive motive for the creation of the
bilge was the transport of grain and the use of a pump the logical result. This
could explain why Archimedes tried in Siracusa, one of the grain exporting ports
of antiquity, to use the screw to get the water out of the bilge of a big ship.
Federico Foerster Laures
Consejo de ciento, 335
08007 - Barcelona
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Captions

Fig. 1. Pieces recovered from Lake Nemi, after G. Ucelli.
Fig. 2. Inferior part of the pump recovered at Los Ullastres, IJNA, vol. 8. n. 2,
may 1979.
Fig. 3. a. Reconstruction of a bildge pump based on the finds of Los Ullastres,
IJNA, 8/2, pp. 172-174.

3. b. Reconstruction of a pump with pistons and chain with a combination of the
parts found at Los Ullastres and Nemi.
Fig. 4. Bronze bearings recovered from Los Ullastres, 1980. Measurements in
milimeters.

"PYRAMIDAL" STONE ANCHORS; AN INQUIRY
As with Trade Fairs, the success of Symposia is measured by the volume of
goods or information exchanged. The information I gained at Piraeus, particularly through Capt. Anastassios Tzamtzis has modified my original title: "Ancient
Warship Anchors; an Inquiry" by focusing the same ideas on a distinctive form of
anchor which relates particularly to Athens, ancient and modem*; I would -if he
will permit me- like to associate Capt. Tzarntzis with this inquest on a new
phylum.
It is now archaeologically axiomatic that each lost anchor marks the passage
of a ship, consequently if the periods and "nationalities" of anchors can be
established and their find-places marked on marine charts, this would give a
picture of the sea lanes of antiquity and --even more interestingly- the nature, o r
the kinds of the ships that plied them. It is, for instance obvious that Bronze Age
stone anchors weighing in the order of half a ton (one example weight well over a
ton!) must denote giant craft, because: a, even one such anchor would sink a small
boat; b, pierced-stones being very inefficient as anchors, it was impossible to use
them singly: square-sailed ships had to carry complements of several anchors.
Consequently in addition to the correlation between anchor-weight and ship size,
the huge amount of spa= occupied by six large, flat slabs of stone is easily
visualized.
The same does not apply to ships propelled by oars: a, because oars (and on
occasion lowered mast) occupied most of the available space; b, being capable of
rowing to shelter in an emergency oared ships were not forced to drop anchor in
dangerous places as soon as wind turned against them (as were "round" ships with
square sails); c, what deck-space there was often had to be kept clear, because
again, unlike "round" sailing ships "long" oared ships were, potentially, fighting
ships.
Various designs of ancient anchor would have been suitable for use on oared
ships eg: the Byzantine iron anchors that wuld be used like grappling irons, spacesaving lead and wood anchors with removable stocks (which lay flat when
dismantled) and the identical "twin" stone anchors which are such a striking
feature on certain Bronze Age sites on land (fig. 1) where it is evident that they
were deliberately placed in architecturally symmetrical positions. What did this
pairing represent? The answer is suggested by a 5th century BC simile in Pindar's
6th OIympic Ode, when he likens the athlete Aegesias of Syracuse t o a ship: "Two
anchors are good for a swift ship to rely on in a stormy night". The absence of
identical pairs of stone anchors undersea on the many "anchor graveyards" (those
ancient forced mooring places known t o Mediteranean divers) is, of course,
already explained by the fact that storms would not force swift oared ships, but
only square-sailed "round" ones to moor on the nearest shallows. The Israeli
coast being shelterless is, however, one long "graveyard" for every kind of wreck,
which explains the single exception to date: the discovery there of a pair of

anchors, respectively inscribed with a port and a starboard stearing oar (fig. 2).
Within this general context, it was almost as a side issue that I drew attention to a
neglected phylum of anchor: the pyramidal stone. These were anchors whose shape
well qualified them for use on oared "long" ships. The design is reminiscent of the
broad based Port-wine decanters introduced into the British Navy in the 18th
century: unlike ordinary bottles they cannot topple over in heavy seas. Similarly,
pyramidal anchors could stand upright on a moving vessel where unlike the
archaic, bed-shaped eunae (~livai),they occupied -weight for weight- far less
space.
Archaeological evidence relating to pyramidal anchors is -as yet- scarce,
despite the fact that many of them "stared us in the face" even before the advent
of archaeological diving. The 6 "pyramidal" stones standing outside the entrance
of the Hellenic Maritime Museum's first home: the charming villa on Akti
Moutsopolou, were among the first stone anchors I noticed in 1959 (fig. 3). An
elderly, retired sailor (by then a Museum guard) told me they were "trireme
anchors" which had been dredged from Zea Liman. Probably he was repeating
tradition.
I can still find no reason to dispute his words, although until now I have
failed to trace any contemporary, written record which specifically mentions the
discovery of these stones. The marine growths they bear certainly prove a long
sojurn undersea and since they are both heavy and lacking in commercial value
they were unlikely to have been brought from afar (their registration cards give no
provenance beyond "the Ministry of Education"). Many trireme sheds existed at
Piraeus in the 5th century BC, only those at Zea Liman have been archaeologically
investigated. The sheds themselves were destroyed in 404 BC, so only their rockcut foundations could be excavated in 1885 by Dragatsis and Dorpfeld' and then
only partially, since the lower ends of the slipways are underwater consequently knowledge of their dimensions is incomplete; conscious of this Dragatsis and
Dorpfeld intended to continue their investigations. But for some reason published
information ends at this point. Nevertheless everyone on the spot had been made
aware of the slipways, so when routine dredging took place in front of them and
anchors were found, these would have been recognised and set aside, then when an
Archaeological Museum finally materialized at Piraeus, they were probably
moved into it.
Thereafter, lack of comparisons contributed to the indifference to pyramidal
stone anchors. Circumstances have changed even since I first saw them: votive
Bronze Age anchor stones excavated in temples have been steadily accumulating
during the past 25 years, while even larger numbers of anchors have been raised
from the sea. A mass of evidence now shows the Piraeus anchors to be both
exceptional and restricted in their diffusion. No pyramidal stones have been
reported in countries such as Bulgaria and Israel, where coastal museums are so
filled with stone anchors as to give the impression of a neocultic revival!
The shape is also unknown in other much-dived parts of the Mediterranean

including France and Spain; indeed on present evidence, the distribution of the
pyramidal form seems t o be Hellenic with some diffusion in Magna Graecia. In
period these anchors apparently coincide with the peak of Greek naval power: the
5th to 4th centuries BC. Such a late date is surprising since lead stocks had already
been current for over 200 years and so great were their advantages over stone, that
sailing ships carrying valuable cargoes over long distances could not have afforded
to be without the former. In any case, pyramidal anchors contain a filling of lead,
which in a stone anchor is very anachronistic... why was a small quantity of the
metal used in this way? There is no clear economic answer: the poverty of smallboatmen is no argument, since the weight of pyramidal anchors shows they came
from larger boats ... the very merchantmen that were using lead-stocks! already
current. The evidence needs to be mustered and reviewed.
The design which I call for convenience "pyramidal", is in fact a foursided
stone tapering upwards from a quasi square base, but with the apex cut off leaving
a flat top with (in the larger sizes) a central, vertical piercing running down into
the anchor's horizontal "rope hole". The latter is larger than most "normal ropeholes". The design is in fact exceptionally complex, although a t first glance this
may escape notice, because unfortunately all pierced-stones tend to look alike in
photographs and drawings (since the strict conventions used for drawing and
photographing pottery are not yet applied to the documentation of stone
anchors).
Careful examination of pyramidal anchors makes it seem unlikely that cables
passed through the so called "rope hole" (as I myself once thoughtz), instead a
stout bar of wood was probably lodged in it, and it is this bar which explains the
connection between the apical and the horizontal piercings. Further, in some such
anchors the lead that fills the apical piercing contains traces of corroded iron bars,
nails, or pins. The function of this lead (and when present the iron embedded in it)
must have been to prevent the wooden bar from moving. The bar's projecting ends
probably served as handles for lifting the anchor and casting it overboard. As t o
the anchor's cable: instead of passing through the "rope hole", it would have been
looped, externally, round the bar (fig. 4).
Providing the projecting "handles" were secure, well-drilled sailors could cast
quite heavy anchors, although mechanical means would have had to be used for
those weighing hundreds of kilos. As early as the Bronze Age giant anchors were
lifted mechanically by a kind of boom, as shown on the well-known Cypriot vase
painting., On an oared ship with its mast down, some alternative such as a
windlass could have done the job, especially as this exceptional design of stone
anchor might have been hung externaly, over the bows, its wooden "handles"
resting on cross-beams protruding at either side of the prow.
At Volos, a large pyramidal anchor, inscribed on one face with a swastica
(fig. 5a and b), can be seen in the garden of the Archaeological Museum. Capt
Tzamtzis was kind enough to draw it to my attention. The stone is grey and
seemingly volcanic, with faint orahge-brown overtones; according t o the Museum

personnel it is local to Thessaly and possibly Macedonia and elsewhere in the
north. It does not, however, appear to me to belong to the region around Athens. I
hope lithological determinations, by microscopic examination of thin-sections of
samples of the Piraeus anchors, can soon be compared with relevant quarry
stones. If the Volos anchor does match the grey stone anchors from Zea Liman
now in the Piraeus Archaeological Museum (fig. 6), this would raise a specific
historical question (see below), while in general, thin-sections of stone from any
anchor with a reasonably secure provenance, would help to identify similar
anchors found undersea and out of context.
The Volos anchor bears no registration number, but again traces of marine
growths, combined with its great weight and lack of commercial value, give
credence to the local tradition that it was raised from the town's harbour.
I will not dwell on the limestone anchors in the Hellenic Maritime Museum
(fig. 3), because the similar group in the lapidary collection in the grounds of the
nearby Archaeological Museum of Piraeus (fig. 6), is more varied and completer
in regard to lead fillings etc. I had forgotten that I had mentioned this group in
19622 so I am grateful to Professor Michael Katzev (again at the Symposium) for
reminding me of them, then even more beholden to the Museum's Director, Dr.
G. Steinhauer and his staff for their generous help. I am particularly indebted to
D r Steinhauer for checking the Museum's first Inventory made in 1912, wherein
the objects are not only admirably described, but also accurately named (which is
rare with anchors). The inventory was made some time after the neucleus of the
new Museum's collections had been formed; the provenance of the anchors is not
mentioned, perhaps because the writer did not know it, or more probably because
he regarded it as too obvious to state, for the anchors bear marine growths, again
proving a long sojurn on the seabed; Zea Liman is periodically dredged, while the
neosoikoi, or "trireme sheds", are a stone's throw from the Museum.
Nine of the Archaeological Museum's anchors are of that grey stone similar
to the Volos anchor, but foreign to the Athenian countryside.
Excluding the 2 smallest anchors in this group (which because of their size
have no secondary piercing) half the remaining anchors have lead fillings still in
situ; of the remainder, four are broken in such a way as to suggest the lead had
been deliberately removed from their apical holes. In the fifth anchor the apical
hole is intact but empty. As so often in archaeology, the breaks are informative,
for without them the possibly diagnostic shapes of the apical piercings would not
have been noticable.
Evidence from the Sea already corroborates -to a limited extent- the origin
and surprisingly late period of this phylum: pyramidal anchors having been found
within the areas of two dispersed cargoes of mid-4th century Attic pottery. Both
sites are near the coast and in shallow water: the first off Syracuse (Ognina) was
investigated by various divers including Gerhard Kapitiin4 (fig. 7). The second, off
Taranto, was excavated by Peter Throckmorton and published by Dr. A.M. Mc
Canns (fig. 8). In both cases the anchors may be intrusive, the connection between

the Syracusan anchor and the Attic potsherds being the more tenuous, given the
number of other dispersed cargoes in that area. Nevertheless the contexts in
Magna Graecia,6 the neosoikoi of Zea Liman and the port of Volos are striking in
their similarities.
The possible intrusiveness of the anchors on the two wreck-sites is surprising
from another point of view besides date. The presence of stone anchors on cargocarrying sailing ships, which would normally have been equipped with leadstocked anchors, remains to be explained. It would be easier t o justify the presence
of anchor stones on the Greek oared ships of the period (less dependent on
anchors than sailing vessels and lacking the space for a full complement). Two
space-saving "pyramids" would have sufficed for an oared ship, while occupying
less cubic space than a single long-shafted wooden anchor with a lead-stock firmly
fixed at right angles to its arms. The removable lead-stocks (which allowed a
dismounted anchor to lie flat) appear a century later, and in Phenico-Punic rather
than Attic contexts.
As t o the presence of pyramidal anchors amidst merchant-cargoes of Attic
pottery close to beaches in Magna Graecia: it is possible - e v e n probable- that
while the cargoxaniers were foundering, oared vessels came alongside in some
capacity. Whether they did so before, during, or after the crisis, and whether as
escorts, as pirates, or as salvors ... the difficulty of manoeuvering beside, o r over,
an inshore wreck could have lost them their anchors. Stone anchors were by
nature dispencable.
Two minor characterists, seemingly common t o the four Magna Graecia
anchors, are hitherto unknown in Greece. The tentativeness of this statement is
due to lacunae in their recording, which now needs to be rechecked. In 1965 I
made hasty notes on the Syracuse anchor, while Gerhard K a p i t b published it in
1982, but not in every detail. I never saw the Taranto anchors; in Dr. McCann's
short, general article on the site, pottery datings etc. the anchors d o not feature in
great detail. I am therefore drawing on memory from conversations (with Peter
Throckmorton and members of his expedition) which took place shortly after the
event; I would be most grateful now for further information.
I recall no description of the rock, or rocks from which the Taranto anchors
were hewn. When I examined the grey stone of the Syracuse anchor, 20 years ago,
I assumed it to be the local volcanic rock of the region, but microscopic
examination of thin-sections might now show it to match, not the Etna rock, but
the grey stone of the Volos andlor the nine grey Piraeus anchors. A wrecked ship's
ports of call can be devined from its cargo, but only a build-up of information
about anchors could eventually indicate where the ships originated, thus giving
"nationality" to the various shapes of ancient craft and filling a serious gap in
marine archaeological knowledge.
Reverting to the special characteristics of the Magna Graecia anchors: the
first (judging from the photograph in Dr. McCann's article, also Lionel Casson's
fig. 187 in Ships and Seamanship) is a seemingly functionless cupule. A similar

cupule, about 2 cm deep, is cut into a 'frontal" face of the Syracuse anchor, below
the horizontal piercing, it matches two Taranto anchors (on one the position is the
same, on the other the cupule is cut into an un-pierced face of the pyramidon). A
cupule may exist on the third Taranto anchor, but if so, it does not show in the
photograph.
All four Magna Graecia anchors have lead in their apical piercings. If my
memory serves, their second common feature is the traces of iron bars, rods, or
nails embedded in this lead. I recall a suggestion that the iron represents the
remains of apical rings, presumably for lifting the anchors. Technically, this seems
unlikely, but interpretation must wait on both verification and more evidence. To
this end it is useful to list the queries.
In conclusion, the pyramidal anchors of Zea Liman raise an interesting and
specific historical question. I am grateful to M. Lucien Basch for illuminating it
for me. Assuming that the period of these anchors is the 5th to 4th centuries BC,
and that the grey stone of 9 of them is Northern, not Athenian, what could this
signify? Athens having no wood for building triremes, imported it from the forests
of the North, through the port of Olynthos (which Philip of Macedon annexed in
349 BC, forcing Athens to treat with him). Given that the Athenians imported
their wood, where were their shipyards? The military slipways of Zea Liman were
not designed for building triremes. Assuming the anchors are of northern stone,
did they arrive at Zea Liman on cargo ships bringing timber? or on oared vessels
built in a foreign shipyard and subsequently delivered to the military dockyard?
This will remain idle speculation until more archaeological evidence is collected; a
promising step in this direction would be better documentation of more anchors,
and above all of obtaining lithological determinations of those pyramidal anchors
that are already well known.
Honor Frost
31 Welbeck Street
London WIM 7PG
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Captions
Fig. I. Twin anchors symmetrically placed, in situ in "Temple 2", Kition, Cyprus,
Late Bronze Age.
Fig. 2. Twin anchors incised with a ship's port and starboard stearing-oars,
probably Late Bronze Age, found undersea off Tell Megiddo, now in the Maritime
Museum, Haifa.
Fig. 3. Limestone (Athens region?) anchors, probably dredged from Zea Liman
(all bear traces of marine growths), Maritime Museum Piraeus. In every case the
lead has been remmoved. Note the variations in the apical piercings, the slotshaped variant in no. 5, exceptionally, runs parallel with the horizontal piercing.
For Museum numbers see the italics: 1/70, 2/73, 3/71, 4/27, 5/26, 6/54.
Fig. 4. The proposed rigging of a pyramidal anchor.
Fig. 5 a & b. The Volos Anchor (by the sea wall of the Volos Museum garden).
Volcanic stone, charcoal grey tinges with orangy-brown patches, pock-marked
with holes; said to be local to Thessaly. Marine growths. Lead still present in the
apical piercing; no trace of iron pins. The front of this anchor is well preserved and
bears an incised swastica. The back is worn, especially at the top and inside the
lower part of the horizontal piercing.
Fig. 6. Anchors of various stone; probably from Zea Liman (marine growths);
garden of Archaeological Museum, Piraeus. Museum numbers are expressed in
italics and when there are none, the numbers in inverted comas refer to my note
book.
Anchors 1-4 (313, ..5*, ..9>>, 312) are of coarse, dark grey, volcanic stone
similar to the Volos anchor Fig. 4. The Syracuse anchor Fig. 7, which is described
in my own 20 year old notes as "grey volcanic stone" may fall into either this
group, or the lighter grey less coarse stone of nos. 5-9 (315, ..2=, 317, 31 1, 3 10).
Nos. 10-12 (319, 1I*, ..lo>.)are light coloured stones: -"white limestone", light
buff, layered limestone and a light grey stone, more compact than the rest, but
possibly volcanic. In general, the grey stones do not seem to be from the region of
Athens.
Five of the anchors still contain lead in the apical piercings, but without trace
of iron inclusions. Lead may have been removed after salvage from some anchors,
such as no. 6, to judge by the recent break. There is only one example of a round
apical hole (no. 10) this, like the smallest anchors without apical piercings, is of
possibly Athenian stone.
Fig. 7. La Madonnina, Taranto. Schematic reconstruction from the published
photographs and measurements (stone is not mentioned) of the 3 anchors from a
dispersed cargo of mid 4th century BC Attic and Corinthian pottery.6 Lead is present
in all three anchors and (from recollection of a verbal communication) iron bars, or

pins were embedded therein. Compare the cupule on the central anchor with Fig. 7.
Fig. 8. Ognina, (in deposit: Syracuse Museum), Sicily. As with the Taranto anchors
Fig. 6, the context is a dispersed cargo of Greek 4th century BC pottery. My notes on
this anchor, made some 20 years ago, specify that the stone is coarse, grey and
volcanic. I recollect traces of irpn in the lead. As with the Taranto anchor, there is a
large cupule some 2 cm.deep, in this case under the horizontal hole.
Fig. 9. Thin-section of 6 stone anchors from the Hellenic Maritime Museum, Piraeus,
Greece.
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ANCHOR
No

26. A pale, coarse grained cellular biomicrite packstone. With areas of
wackestone.
The stone is composed largely of micrite casts of small gastropods
and the cavities left by the solution of? bivalve shell fragments.
Terrigenous material is represented by rare silt grade angular quartz
grains.
A sparse microspar cement leaves numerous cavities.
27. Pale grey cellular biosparite packstone. Worn shell fragments and
forarniniferal remains are common. Terrigenous material, possiblyof volcanic origin is fairly abundant, and includes angular quartz
grains, fragments of? chert or argillised volcanic ash, and noticable
grains of angular colourless pyroxene.
54. A pale 00-intrasparite, packstone. Composed of poorly sorted
limestone fragments commonly with an oolitic coating and moderately well sorted ooliths. The limestone fragments are themselves
oolitic. The fragments are bound by a cellular sparry cement.
Terrigenous material was not noted.
70. Poorly sorted, porous sandy limestone, composed of angular fragments of fine-grained? volcanic ash or chert, common grains of
neutral wloured augite and minor quantities of quartz set in a
generally micritic cement.
71. A medium grained porous oopelsparite packstone.
Ovoid pellets and ooliths, commonly with large rounded shell
fragments cores. Some pellets appear to be compound. Rounded
grains of quartz are very rare. The cement is of sparry calcite thinly
coating the grains.
73. Coarse fraction. A coarse grained, poorly sorted oosparite packstone. This rock contains large abraded grains of pelmicrite and
fragments of argillised micaceous volcanic ash.
73. Finer fraction. This material appears to be identical with that of
anchor No. 71
Identifications by R.W.Sanderson, Geological Museum (BRITISH
MUSEUM NATURAL HISTORY). (1.7.1987).

FIELD-RECORDING OF STONE ANCHORS
MEASURE:

a t a p p r o p r i a t e p o i n t s , as shown a b o v e ( i f u n d e r w a t e r , s k e t c h t h e n

t r a n s c r i b e measures l a t e r ) .
DRAW: Make a p r e l i m i n a r y d r a w i n g ( l i f e - s i z e o r a n y c o n v e n i e n t s c a l e )
PHOTOGRAPH
a ) a l w a y s showing a c e n t b e t r e s c a l e ;
b ) whenever p o s s i b l e , t a k e f r o m b a c k , f r o n t and s i d e .
C)
If found u n e x p e c t e d l y u n d e r w a t e r u s e m a k e s h i f t s c a l e , e g . d i v i n g - k n i f e
STONE: c h i p o f f a s m a l l s a m p l e f o r t h i n - s e c t i o n i n g (making s u r e i t i s n o t
just aurface concretion).
Write v i s u a l d e s c r i p t i o n ( c o l o u r , i n c l u s i o n s e t c . ) ,
s t a t i n g whether
examined w e t o r d r y .
TOOL-MARKS? WEAR? d e s c r i b e d i s t i n g u i s h i n g f e a t u r e s .
WEIGHT
I f a s t o n e c a n n o t b e p u t o n a weighing-machine, c a l c u l a t e i t s w e i g h t as
f o l l o w s , from i t s measurements ( t a k e n as shown a b o v e ) :

-

-

X u l t i p l y a v e r a g e b r e a d t h = 1/2 (A+C+D+E), by h e i g h t
8,
s u b t r a c t t h e round a r e a of t h e p i e r c i n g
22/28xDxD,
m u l t i p l y by a v e r a g e t h i c k n e s s 1 1 / 2 ( I + J ) .
t h e n m u l t i p l y t h e r e s u l t : t h e a n c h o r ' s volume i n
by t h e SPECIPIC GRAVITY o f t h e s t o n e i n q u e s t i o n , e g . l i m e a t o n e = 2.7
( t h e r e s u l t w i l l be i n grammes).
N.B.
The main o b j e c t i v e b e i n g t o f i n d o u t t h e number o f men needed t o
l i f t an a n c h o r - s t o n e t h i s s i m p l e c a l c u l a t i o n i s a d e q u a t e . S h o u l d g r e a t e r
a c c u r a c y b e needed.more complex c a l c u l a t i o n s a r e p o s s i b l e .

(A)',

CARD-INDEX
For c o n v e n i e n t i n d e x i n g on s m a l l , s t a n d a r d c a r d s (12.8 x 8.2 cm.),
r e d u c e p r e l i m i n a r y d r a w i n g s t o s c a l e o f 1 : 2 0 and p a s t e o n t o t o p l e f t c o r n e r .
Index u n d e r g e o g r a p h i c a l , o r s i t e name; g i v e d a t e o f e n t r y , a d d i n g
I n f o r m a t i o n u n d e r t h e above h e a d i n g s , l e a v i n g s p a c e f o r e v e n t u a l
stoneanalysis, bibliography e t c .
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LA CONSTRUCTION NAVALE ANTIQUE DE TYPE
ALTERNE: EXEMPLE D'UN MODE DE CONSTRUCTION
Les progrts techniques, dans le domaine de la plongte subaquatique au cours
de ces dix dernitres anntes ont permis d'ttendre considtrablement le champ
d'exploration de I'archtologie sous-marine. Les rksultats de cette recherche nous
ont conduits plus particulitrement B une meilleure connaissance du commerce
maritime et de I'architecture navale dans I'antiquitt.
Si I'archtologue peut saisir, B partir de I'ttude du mattriel, les aspects les plus
wncrets de la vie quotidienne antique, I'architecte naval, lui, en examinant les
vestiges des navires eux-m&mes,peut non seulement restituer le profil complet des
embarcations et de leur superstructure, mais aussi en wmprendre les mtthodes de
construction.
C'est ainsi qu'est apparue une difftrence fondamentale entre les proctdts de
l'antiquitt et ceux de I'tpoque contemporaine dans l'tlaboration d'une cartne,
m&me si le mattriau, le bois en l'occurrence est identique. (Fig. 1).
De nos jours en effet, l'tdification d'une cartne s'effectue en appliquant des
planches de bordt de faible Cpaisseur sur une structure squelettique dtjB en place,
t r b tlaborte, constitute d'un ensemble de varangues, membrures et allonges,
rendues monoxyles par un jeu compiexe d'tcarts, de chevilles mCtalliques et de
clous. Dans l'antiquitt au contraire, ce sont les planches de bordt qui tiennent le
r61e prtdominant: d'tpaisseur variable, elles sont non seulement plus tpaisses au
niveau des prtceintes et des virures proches de la quille, mais aussi tailltes dans des
essences plus denses, telles que cyprts, mtltze, ch&neou orme.' La quille quant B
elle demeure d'tpaisseur modeste, proche de celle d'une prtceinte: les couples son(
wnstituts de varangues, membrures et allonges rabouttes sans tcart, assujetties
toutefois solidement au bordt.
I1 s'agit donc de savoir dans quel ordre prtcis ttaient posts, B partir de la
quille, les divers tltments de la coque, planches longitudinales du bordt d'une
part, couples transversaux d'autre part.
A partir de I'tpave du navire de la Bourse, actuellement conservte au MusCe
d'Histoire de Marseille (ce qui rend toute observation contr6lable), nous pouvons
apporter une rtponse claire et compltte.
Nous avons observt, sur cette Cpave, que les chevilles qui verrouillent les clts
ou languettes liant les planches de bordt sont pour la majoritt d'entre elles,
coniques; certaines cependant --et c'est la premitre fois qu'on distingue cette
particularitt- sont cylindriques. Les chevilles coniques ont Ctt enfonctes de
I'intkieur de la coque vers I'exttrieur de la coque; les chevilles cylindriques sont
enfondes au contraire, toutes, de I'exttrieur vers I'inttrieur. Et I'on n'enfonce des
chevilles de l'exttrieur vers I'inttrieur, ce qui est moins favorable pour l'ttanchtitt,
que dans le cas oii l'on ne peut faire autrement: dans le cas seulement oii un
tltment de la membrure d t j i en place, masquant la paroi interne, s'oppose B ce
que I'opCration s'effectue depuis I'inttrieur. On a choisi alors des chevilles

cylindriques parce qu'une cheville enfoncde de I'exttrieur, si elle est conique, a
tendance en gonflant B s'extraire d'elle-mCme (fig. 2 a et 2 b). Les chevilles
cylindriques ne prtsentent pas cet inconvenient; et pour plus de siirett, certaines
d'entre elles sont rendues encore plus stables par l'insertion B leur extrtmitt d'un
coin de bois qui assure I'expansion de la tCte lorsque celle-ci vient se heurter au
couple dCji en place (cheville Lpitie) (fig. 2 c et 2 d,). I1 convient cependant de
prendre garde ii un dttail. Le charpentier, qui avait prtpare les surfaces de contact
et creust des mortaises en correspondance pour les clCs de liaison, munissait la
planche nouvelle du bordd, ii sa partie inferieure, de ces c l b avant de la prbenter ii
I'assemblage: chaque clt ttait alors assujettie par une cheville conique enfoncbe du
c6tC interne: voir la figure 3 a. Mais la planche nouvelle une fois mise en place, la
cheville de chaque clt tombant en face d'un element de membrure ne pouvait Ctre
enfonde de l'inttrieur; cette impossibilitt est mise en kidence sur la figure 3 b.
C'est donc une cheville masqute sur deux qui, enfoncCe de l'exttrieur, dans la
partie haute de la vimre, se rtvtle B l'examen cylindrique; voir la figure 3 c.
A partir de cette remarque nouvelle, e t essentielle, et grace B une inspection
Ctendue, attentive, trts souvent reprise, et bien contr6lte, de la coque, nous avons
pu reconstituer toutes les phases qui se sont sucddCes dans la construction
mtthodique du navire. L'kdification du bordt par niveaux successifs, l'ordre dans
lequel ont Ctt mises en place les pitces de la membrure qui, progressivement,.
servent d'appui et de guide pour cette Edification, sont maintenant apparents.
Pour plus de clartt, nous fournirons d'abord le principe simplifit de ce montage,
illustrC par une strie de dessins montrant la construction d'un navire ideal dans
cette technique; ce sont nos figures 4 a B 4f qui pourraient se suffire A elles-mCmes,
et qu'il suffit de commenter trts britvement.
Premitre phase, figure 4 a: sur la quille oti sont dkjii greffks Ctrave et Ctambot,
pose des varangues courtes assujetties par des chevilles de mCtal et, hentuellement, travail simultanC de pose du galbord.
Deuxitme phase, figure 4 b: pose des premitres vimres jusqu'i l'extrtmitt (en
gros) des varangues en place. Dans cette opCration au fur et ii mesure, le bordt est
lie aux varangues par chevillage (gournables).
Troisitme phase, figure 4 c: a) pose des varangues longues, non lites sur la
quille, dans les intervalles entre les varangues courtes. Elles sont chevilltes aux
planches du bordC postes dans la premitre phase; b) suit la pose du bordC jusqu'd
I'extrtmitt de ces varangues longues. Le chevillage de ces varangues longues, dans
la partie extreme, se fait par des gournables au fur et B mesure de la construction
du bordC.
Quatritme phase, figure 4 d: comme on ne peut plus trouver de varangues
assez longua, on a recours B des demicouples. Pose des demi-couples intercalks
entre les varangues, chevillCs B la partie du bordt5 dCjB en place. Edification d'un
troisitme niveau de vimres, les couples Ctant chevillts ii ces virures nouvelles, au
fur et A mesure.
Cinquikme phase, figure 4 e: pose d'allonges aux varangues. On proctde

comme prtddemment pour le chevillage et l'tdification du bordt.
Sixitme phase, figure 4 f:on prodde comme prtddemment, jusqu'au niveau
du pont. C'est Q la phase 5 et Q la phase 6 que I'on pose les serres et l'emplanture et
peut-Etre une partie du vaigrage pour ansolider la coque.
Sur le navire de la Bourse Q Marseille, ce schtma d'ensemble a t t i appliqut, et
1' on a pu se rendre compte de ces observations de dttail, Q la fois de la coherence
des principes et des adaptations que leur mise en oeuvre entraine dans la pratique.
Pour connaitre avec prtcision le mode de construction nous avons itudit la
coque dans la partie conservte du secteur central sur l'espace occup6 par une
soixantaine de membrures (fig. 6).
Nous avons pu dtterminer dout d'abord l'existence de varangues directrices
brochtes, mises en place les premitres sur la quille (fig. 5 a). Elles sont fixtes par
des chevilles de mttal Q t2te matte sur rivet. Ces varangues, au nombre de sept, ont
guidt la pose des trois premikres virures, qui se distinguent par l'essence du bois
employt: elles sont en mCltze, tandis que les autres sont en pin d'Alep. Ces sept
premitres varangues sont de longueur variable, intgale; une telle irrtgularitt est
favorable Q une utilisation optirnale des bois, mais aussi Q la cohtrence gtntrale,
tvitant une ligne de rupture.
Aprts la pose des trois premikres virures assujetties Q ces sept varangues
directrices, on a intercalt sept autres varangues, que I'on a fixtes par des
gournables au bordt existant (fig. 5 b). On a montt ensuite, en s'appuyant sur elles
en mEme temps que sur les sept varangues brochtes, le bordt jusqu'A la deuxitme
ligne de joint. Cette deuxitme ligne de joint ne correspond pas non plus
exactement avec les a b u t s des varangues, de longueur toujours un peu inkgale.
On a introduit ensuite, en les intercalant, quatorze demi-couples (fig. 5 c).
Certains de ces demi-couples chevauchent par leur extrtmitt basse la quille.
Assujettis au bordt en place, ils guident par leur extrtmitk suptrieure libre la pose
du bordk entre la deuxitme et la troisikme ligne de joint.
Enfin on a intercalt Q nouveau des demi-couples, au nombre de 28, qui par
leur extrtmitt ont jout le r6le de support et de guide du bordt entre la troisitme et
la quatritme ligne de joint (fig. 5 d A 5 f). Ces demi-couples sont parfois constituts
de plusieurs tronpns mis bout Q bout mais non lits; et il arrive que le r61e de
certains de ces trontpns soit uniquement de renfort et non de guide - un simple
remplissage en apparence. Mais si l'on prend chaque demi-couple comme un
ensemble, il n'en est aucun qui n'ait un rdle actif:
Jamais encore, nous semble-t-il, par l'analyse de la trentaine dVpaves,
souvent bien mal conservtes, ou mal observtes, Q cause de conditions difticiles,
dont I'ttude fonde notre connaissance de l'architecture navale antique on n'a eu la
chance de parvenir A une pareille nettett dans la dttermination du mode de
construction d'un navire. On doit en tirer une conclusion thtorique.
Les dtbats conduits sur cettequestion, od l'on peut citer les noms de Casson,
Basch, Christensen, et les rtsultats acquis sont r b u m t s parfaitement par Patrice
Pomey dans la rtcente synthtse qu'il a fournie dans 1' ouvrage tcrit en collabo-

ration avec P. Gianfrotta, Archeologia Subacquea.2 Trois techniques sont envisagCes en thCorie: construction du squelette; construction "coque dabord" (shell
first) avec insertion secondaire des couples; construction d'un type mixte. La
premitre technique serait moderne et non antique, a l'exception des bateaux
recouverts de peau connus seulement par des sources Ccrites. La deuxitme, mise en
evidence par L. Casson3 serait rendue possible par la liaison Ctroite des planches
du bordC, spCcifique de la construction antique, technique ancienne des vaisseaux
mtditerraniens, dCrivCs peut-&tre de bateaux du Nil dCcrits par HCrodote.4 Cette
technique "shellfirsr", la plus ancienne et la plus noble, serait en definitive celle du
navire de guerre de Marsala, et celle de nombreuses Cpaves de navires de
commerce: Titan, ChrCtienne A, la Roche Fouras, County Hall, etc. Les couples y
seraient toujours mis en place aprts l'edification du bordC. Quant A la technique
mixte, observable i la Madrague de Giens, elle ne donnerait un r61e actif qu'i
certaines varangues.
Ainsi, nous observons sur I'Cpave de la Bourse, un schCma tr6s coherent de
construction que nous qualifierons "d'alternPe" od se tisse peu A peu la structure
du navire par va-et-vient entre la membrure et le bordC, tous les couples ayant en
definitive un r6le actif et prioritaire.
L'Cdification d'une cartne antique demeure fondamentalement differente de
celle d'tpoque moderne, dans ses p r o d d t s techniques comme dans sa structure.
Pour I'antiquitC, nous tenons A le souligner, la construction de type alternt ne
reprbente qu'un proccfde' parmi d'autres. I1 a cependant A nos yeux le mtrite
d'avoir CtC clairement Ctabli i partir d'observations pratiques et confirm4 depuis
'
par I'Ctude rtcente de l'tpave antique des Laurons 11.5
La dtcouverte du proddC de construction du type alternt est dde A M. J.-P.
Cuomo, charpentier de marine (CNRS, Centre Camille Jullian)
Aix-en-Provence, le 13 Juin 1986
Jean-Marie GASSEND Architecte D.P.L.G.
Responsable du Bureau d'Aix-en-Provence
de 1'1NSTITUT D E RECHERCHE SUR L'ARCHITECTURE ANTIQUE
Ancien Palais de 1'ArchevCcht -Place des Martyrs de la Rtsistance
13100 - AIX-EN-PROVENCE
Notes: 1.
Epaves
Quille
Wceinte basse
Preceinte haute
Laurons I1
chene
r?kl6ze
chCne
Bourse
cyprb
rnCltze
Giens
orme
orme
2 Archeologia Subaequea (Milan, 1980): dsurnt des theories. p. 260. La bibliographie de la
question est d o n n t wrnrnod6rnent dam Ie rnkne ouvrag, p. 367. On retiendra surtout les pages
wnsacrees par P. Porney A la construction du navire dans L'kpave romaine de la Madrogue de Gienr.
XXXIVe supplkrnent cf Gallia, 1978, p. 87 sq. (avec dferences 1 Christensen et Liou).
3. L. Casson, Ships and Seamamhip in the Ancient World Prinaton, 1973, p. 201 sq.
4. Herodote 11, 96, cite par Cason, op. cit., p. 14, no 15.
5. Sur cette kpave, cf.J.-M. GASSEND. B. LIOU. S. X I M ~ ~ L'tpavc
S ,
de 1'Anse des Laurons
(Martigues, Bouches du - RhBne) dans Archaeonartica 4 (1984) p. 75105.

Fig. 1 Figure de gauche, reprhentation d'une construction suivant la technique
actuelle. Figure de droite, reprkentation d'une construction suivant la technique
antique (clts - chevilltes et gournables).

Fig. 2 Chevilles cylindriques et chevilles coniques: a et b: dessins de coupe (dktails
pris sur l'tpave de la Bourse a Marseille); c et d photographies des 2 types de
chevilles de bordC.

Fig. 3 a, b, c, schtma de montage du bordage et des couples dans le systkme de
construction alternte.

Fig. 4 a Construction thkorique d'une coque: phase I (non reprbentee: pose
kventuelle, simultanee, du galbord, premiere virure au contact de la quille).

Fig. 4 b Construction thkoriques d'une coque: phase 2 et debut de la phase 3.

Fig. 4 c Construction thtorique d'une coque: phase 3.

Fig. 4 d l et d2 - Construction thkorique d'une coque: phase 4.

Fig. 4 e Construction thkorique d'une coque: phase 5.

Fig. 4 f Construction thkorique d'une coque: phase 6.

Vue gCnCrale des vestiges du navire de la Bourse A Marseille en cours de
dkgagement dans la corne du port antique. Etambot au premier plan.
Photographies de 2 types de chevilles de bordt (navire de la Bourse). A gauche
tourillon tpitt.

Navire de la Bourse. Membrure M 127: cheville cylindrique (tourillon) enfoncte de
lYextCrieurdu bordi.

Navire de la Bourse. Membrure M. 135: cheville cylyndrique (tourillon) enfoncCe
de l'extkrieur du bordC.

Navire de la Bourse. Membrure M. 147 1/2 couple. Une clC liaisonne les deux
vimres, infkrieure et supkrieure. Cette clC est chevillte de I'intCrieur, a I'avance
pour la virure supkrieure et de I'extCrieur (par un tourillon) pour la vimre
infkrieure (section apparente differente).

Navire de commerce rornain, kpave des Laurons 11, IIeme apr. J.-C., le pavois, le
Dent et I'amorce du barrot et surbarrot. Longueur de tCte en tCte: 16 m restitub.

Deux types de chevilles tronconiques et cylindriques de bordC sur l'tpave des
Laurons 11, partie arritre.

Maquette du navire des Laurons 11, longueur t&teen tEte, 16 metres.

THEORIES ON SHIP CONFIGURATION
IN THE BRONZE AGE AEGEAN
It is only natural, I think, for one who is in the business of designing seacraft
to be very curious about the origins of ship construction and the very closely
associated shapes of the earliest of vessels. It is natural also to seek those origins
here in the Aegean Archapelago believing as we do that here were sailed the
earliest seagoing watercraft of Western cultures. Ships from the islands of Crete
and the Cyclades pushed back their horizons to seek trade with neighbors and
explore lands from which no ships yet sailed.
It is surely no revelation that existing evidence of ships that did these things is
far from abundant. There is of course no written record, for the time was earlier
than script. There is no record in poetry or song that we can reliably understand.
There is only the graphic hand of the people in their art, and that is perhaps the
best. For this we have the support of the well-known 19th century English
philosopher, John Ruskin, who said: "Great nations write their autobiographies
in three manuscripts, the book of their deeds, the book of their words, and the
book of their art - but of the three, the only trustworthy one is the last".
It would be most interesting if time and space permitted to include a full
study and analysis of the variety of iconographic sources for ancient Aegean ship
reconstruction. However, because of the associated inconclusive and controversial
nature and the fact that most consist of the work of artisans and not artists, we
will go on to another and better source. It is time to put more confidence in the
finest form of expressive Minoan art, their fresco painting. Consequently the
major portion of this paper will deal with the development of the ship configuration of the Bronze Age ships illustrated in a remarkable fresco.
Until less than fifteen years ago none of all the beautiful Minoan period
frescos from Crete or elsewhere brought forth any scene containing watercraft.
During the 1972 season of archeological excavation on the island Santorini,
ancient Thera, under the direction of Spiridon Marinatos, this condition of
ignorance was suddenly ended. In one of the excavated structures called the West
House, later the House of the Fisherman, which was already rich in frescos, there
was a remarkable find, done in a miniature style for a continuous fresco freize
containing a procession of ships. This procession was also attended by smaller
watercraft and dolphins, among many other things, - a scene by now that is
familiar to all of you who share this interest in ancient ships. It is, as you know,
typical of other graphic art of this time, quite flat as it projects the subject, with all
of the objects in profile. There is no need to describe this most valuable as well as
beautiful fresco. One cannot help but notice that the artist was not only skillful in
his craft but also familiar and knowledgeable about the sea. The painting is full of

many details particularly of the ship as well as their surroundings. We are
convinced of the artist's reliability by the objects we recognize, each painted
correctly. Of the various leaping dolphins, there are two recognizable species, for
example.
It is most important to compare the profile features of the seven large vessels
in procession as well as the seven small craft for similarity in shape. They all have
the same identifiable sheer line and distribution of body bulk. They are not simple
symmetrical crescent-forms as might first appear. The larger vessels disguise their
basic profile form perhaps more than the smaller, being as they are, in full parade
dress. Strip off the decorations visually - the flower garlands, bow-extended
antennae, paper-like butterflies, stern-draped animals and perceive the ship! The
form is clear.
Now it is possible to concentrate on the clearest, most intact ship in this
fragmented fresco. This painted ship needs little, if any, restoration having only
insignificant missing fragments. The illustration here is from the archaeological
report by Professor Marinates and is the approved archaeological construction.
The fragmentation of the other fresco ships is individually considerable but
collectively their basic configuration matches the nearly intact ship, and they have
each been so restored. The hull profile shows a distribution of body volume which
is concentrated toward the stern. One whose center of volume is aft rather than
forward of the midship division. As a part of such shape the stern rises more
steeply or, in terms of the sheer line's after portion, it shows a shorter radius of
curvature than the forward line. These significant characteristics are repeated in
aN of the vessels, large and small, in the fresco. Such a profile is asignijicant
identity that relates these ships to other ships of this time and even others of more
recent time. This feature of profile, as will be observed, is most important in
establishing the cross-sectional body distribution of the Thera ship.
There is little doubt that the ships of Thera in this late Minoan period had
some kinship with Egyptian vessels in hull configuration. I believe that this
similarity however was simply the result of the "state-of-the-art" of shipbuilding
for this time and general part of the world. There are discernible differences that
will be seen that indicate purely Aegean development. The feature that shows
most clearly however in this stripped down profile is the previously noted
unsymmetrical crescent-form. As applied to variously known vessels, the shape
may be extensively drawn out longitudinally or it may be concentrated toward the
median axis, depending upon the vessel's required bulk. This configuration
recognized by the sternward concentration of volume is a classical one. It is a
concept that shipwrights understand and control for proper and practical reasons.
It carries with it identifiable and measurable indications, the most apparent and
perhaps simplest of which is the variation of ship's breadth, both at sheer level and
at any chosen waterline. The whole hull tends to reach its maximum breadth aft of
the middle section and this greater breadth diminishes at a lesser rate when going
sternward than when going toward the bow. A sailor or shipwright or designer

would describe this shape as "fine forward with a good broad run aft".
With such a hull and broad after deck as this and a sheerline that sweeps up in
the stern, the helmsman occupies a traditional and necessary platform for steering
control with good lateral visibility. On the larger boats this station is adequate for
other important members of the crew for sail-handling and command. The whole
vessel with sailing rig, over-hanging ends, with the weight and volume aft of center
will ride more comfortably and steer more easily. One can become convinced that
the ancient shipwrights were aware of these things and shaped their ships
accordingly.
With the recent disclosure of the underwater discovery of the 14th century
B.C. "Kas"* ship we now have some confirmation of Bronze Age hull structure.
While this paper does not intend to explore the broad question of ship
construction of this period, it cannot be ignored. The manner of joining the hull's
parts is Undeniably related to the hull configuration. At this time it is too early for
conclusive statements on the "Kas" ship. However, the first evidence from the
remaining wood of the hull's structure indicates that planks were joined edge-toedge by an early form of mortice and tenon. This would indicate that the wellknown method of shell construction has been used surely for at least an additional
millennium. It further suggest. that the Thera ship, which was closely contemporary with the "Kas" ship, may well have had an embryonic keel timber.
At any rate it should not be ruled out that while the Bronze Age hulls were
most certainly of shell-first construction some may also at the same time have
been edge-fastened by fiber lashings in a sewn seam structure. There may have
been, quite possibly, the combination of lashings and tenon fastenings with the
lashings to attach partial frames and internal truss in place of a heavier central
keel. In either type of structural fastening it can surely be stated that the process
was a tedious one and the form of hull was generated by a skillful shipwright by
his hand and eye.
Knowing more closely the nature of the hull's structure as well as its
distribution of volume, it is a shorter step to move from the dimensional profile t o
a three-dimensional presentation in the conventional architectural projection.
The first additional line to be added to the profile was the necessary
waterline. This line was simply determined by locating the water surface level
where the paddlers' blades seemed to be properly immersed. The true waterline
must be close to this. The leading paddlers forward seem to have their blades
immersed slightly deeper than the others in graduated order. This conforms to the
style of multiple in-line paddling as opposed to rowing where the crew remove and
dip their blades sequentially. The sequence of immersion begins forward and
moves aft following an elongated wave of progression. The location of this ship's
water line is thus one of direct approach.
The stem of the ship was terminated at a point where the color of the bow
I JNA 13.4, pp. 271-279. INA Newsletter 1985, Vol. 12, No. I.
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projection in the fresco changes from red to light blue. It seems to indicate by this
and other markings that the further extension is an apparent antennae-like
attachment, most likely temporary and functionally detachable. This strapping
technique indicates the same sort of functionability as the stern appendage
fastenings.
With the profile of the ship well-established we have some basic dimensions
assigned that are all derived from the proportionality as it exists in the original
ship's painting and from the convincing degree of realism provided by the ancient
artist. With twenty-one paddlers along the side requiring a reasonable working
space for each we can logically establish a length between the hull'sends of 24
meters and a length on the waterline of 16.2 meters.
The missing dimension, breadth, can be derived empirically through the
knowledge of conventional proportionality between waterline length and breadth.
In this case the proportion from ships of antiquity, of which adequate examples
exist, as well as sailing vessels of similar size generally. The sources include
Egyptian tomb models, bufial ships, and underwater archaeological finds all of
which bracket the Thera t i h e frame. The indication is clearly that the proportion
(excluding war galleys) falls somewhere between 3.5 and 4.0 breadths to the length
on the water. This is also consistent with the limits of modern sailing vessels under
25 meters. The Bronze Age sailors of the Aegean must have recognized and
demanded a successful and ageless beam-to-length proportion for sailing capability. The beam at the waterline is thus 4.2 meters and the maximum beam is 5
meters.
The midsection of the Thera hull was also developed. with an ancient
inheritance, similar to Nile ships with a rather flat but flaring rise to the sides on a
rounded bilge of good radius. Some dead-rise to the bottom was given amidships
and increased toward the ends to favor the idea that an embryo keel form was
possible and appropriate. This presumption is reinforced by the "Kas" ship
discovery where planks in shell-tenon fastenings most functionally begin in a
centerline timber even though it may be merely a heavier single center plank. The
shape of the midbody sections develop toward both ends where the planks will
naturally rise and at the same time meet in a "V" form ridge rather than the old
spoon form of Egypt. This becomes then an exclusively "Aegean form". While it
conforms to the progressive shipbuilding techniques of the era, it geometrically
contributes to the structural strength in the hull for the sea requirements.
The hull form as shown in the three conventional projections is submitted
with the lines drawing complete, as described. It is seen as a three-dimensional
ship projection that provides a subject .for dimensional criteria and limited
analytic hypothesis.
As the ship is shown her dimensions are:
Overall length = 24.0 meters
Length on waterline = 16.2 meters
Draft of water = 1.0 meters

Beam extreme = 5.0 meters
Displacement = 24 tons
Sail area = 6 1.5 square meters
From these dimensions it is helpful to examine several coefficients:
The prismatic coefficient is 0.48
Displacement-length; A/(.OlxL)3 = 157.1
Sail areadisplacement; SA/ V 213 = 7.19
These values compared to those of other ships and boats of history, (actually so
much later history that we are comparing ancient to modern), do make some
notable statements. The first of worthy notice is the displacement-length ratio: it is
a number without dimension that is telling us that among all vessels this ship of
Thera is a light-displacement boat. Like a successful racing yacht where the
contest is nearly assured in the boat of the least weight; modern values generally
for highly efficient ocean racing vessels is between 150-190. And in the past this
value for boats noted for speed, the fellucas, the war galleys, the clipper schooners,
was always less than 200 where the average for merchant and cargo vessels is
nearer 500.
It is all very well to have a low indicated displacement-length coefficient for
great sailing potential but the vessel derives its sailing energy from the wind on the
sail. The sail area-displacement coefficient of the Thera ship is comparatively very
low. This is not surprising. There is but one sail and it is on a low mast and is also
of a low aspect ration (sail's heightemean width). Consequently the numerical
coefficients computed and listed above quite probably confirm our visual
presumptions. This vessel, essentially a sailing vessel for the Aegean and environs
has potential for higher speed than can be realized with her low moderate single
sail. The coefficients also tell us indirectly that with low prismatic coefficient
(0.48) and with steering blades well aft that the vessel is highly maneuverable.
Further, their relative lightness and the low moderate sail area indicate the
practicability of operating cautiousty in the seasonal winds of this sea, at the same
time being able to seek shelter easily while partially beaching sternward in
shoaling water. These features perhaps have been assumed or presumed. But it is
now possible, I believe, to depend upon the science of ship design for authoritative
assurance.
The additional illustrations accompanying this paper are presented as further
visual examples projected by a competent marine artist to depict the functional
activity of some Minoan 1500 B.C. styled vessels.
Fig. 4 is of an undetailed but accurate scale model of the hull and rig which
conforms to the lines and profile of Figures 2 and 3. It shows a very typical and
satisfying hull shape, as described earlier, together with mast and yards and
probable basic rigging. The rigging is workable using the halyard-eye lashings at
the mast head of the fresco ships, allowing the yards to be braced freely around
through 1600 of arc. The lower yard forward braces lead through the deck-edge

fair-leads, clearly evident in the fresco ship, which make possible the hardening
down of an effective windward sail, shown in the artist's interpretive portrait in
Figure 7.
Thomas Gillmer, Professor of
Naval Architecture
U.S. Naval Academy (Ret.)

Figure:
1. Thera Fresco Ship - Archaeological Reconstruction, Prof. Spiridon Marinatos.
2. Dimensional profile of the Thera ship, T. Gillmer.
3. Thera Ship Hull Lines Draught. Reconstructedhnd developed T. Gillmer, 1982.
4. Scale Model of Thera Ship (from fig. 3) with basic rig. Model builder, Thomas
Harsch, 1982.
5. Artist Rendering of Thera Ship with loading scene from stern platform, artist,
William Gilkerson, 1982.
6. Construction of three-dimensional perspective of Thera ship under sail. T.
Gillmer.
7. Artist's Rendering, Thera Ship at sea on hypothetical starboard tack, Artist,
William Gilkerson, 1982.
8.- 11. Artist's drawings of 'Ihera-Minoan type boats in various operational
activity, Artist, William Gilkerson.
Note: The artist, Mr. Gilkerson, together with the author developed the
scenes of the renderings.
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L'EPAVE I1 DE L'ANSE SAINT-GERVAIS A FOS-SUR-MER
(BOUCHES-DU-RHONE): UN NAVIRE D U HAUT
MOYEN-AGE CONSTRUIT SUR SQUELEITE.
Cette tpave a t t t dtcouverte en 1978 ii I'inttrieur de I'anse Saint-Gervais,
(Fig. 1) ii 200 mttres du rivage. En raison de la faible profondeur ii laquelle repose
ce navire, 2,50 mitres, une grande partie de la cargaison a disparu, probablement
rtcuptrte l'tpoque du naufrage; Toutefois l'examen du mattriel retrouvt sur
I'tpave lors des fouilles permet de proposer une datation vers la fin du VIime
siicle ou dans le premier quart du VIIime siicle. En effet des fragments
d'amphores du type Beltran 60' ont t t t dtcouverts en association avec les formes
les plus tardives de la ctramiques africaine ii vernis rouge, 5 savoir 104C et surtout
I08 et 109 et tgalement avec une lampe ii huile du type Hayes I1 B.2 La cargaison
du navire se compose de bli chargt en vrac i l'arriire du navire et de poix
transportte dans des amphores retrouvtes dans la partie centrale de I'tpave.
Aucune trace d'une quelconque cargaison n'a ktt relevte dans la zone avant.
Description des vestiges
L'tpave est conservte sur une longueur de 9,50 mitres, une largeur maximale
de 4,50 mttres et une hauteur de 1 mttre depuis la face suptrieure de la quille
jusqu'au niveau du bouchain. (Fig. 2). Une partie de la muraille tribord du navire
est conservte, a une distance d'une cinquantaine de centimttres, du fond de cartne
ce qui permet de restituer une hauteur sous barrot de 2,60 mttres au moins, pour
une longueur totale estimte entre 15et 18mttres et un tonnage compris entre 40 et
50 tonnes mttriques.
La quille est conservte partiellement, sur I'arritre du navire, sur une longueur
de 3,90 mitres. Elle a disparu, arrachte peut-etre au moment du naufrage, sur tout
le reste de IVpave. Une pompe de cale, du type pompe ii chapelet,3 a t t t dtcouverte
ii I'arritre du navire au point ou la carlingue arriire, d'une longueur totale de 4
metres, s'interrompt, et juste avant le dtpart des deux carlingots maintenant le
massif d'emplanture conservt sur une longueur de 1,50 mttre. (Fig. 3). Un des
deux carlingots est inttgralement conservt; sa longueuer est de 4 mttres.
Une deuxiime carlingue vient renforcer I'axe longitudinal du navire depuis
I'endroit ou s'arretent les carlingots jusqu'h I'avant. La pitce a disparu mais les
traces de son assemblage sur Ies membrures sont encores visibles: il s'agit d'une
feuillure pratiqute sur la face suptrieure de chaque varangue pour un encastrement B mi-bois du meme type que celui observt pour la carlingue arriire. (Fig. 2).
Les couples sont distributs selon une alternance 1/1 de varangues et de demicouples se croisant sur la quille.
Elements caract6ristiques de la coque du navire
La coque est constitute d'un simple bordt, assez mince, 2,5 ii 3 cm
d'tpaisseur, sans revetement externe de plomb, chevillt et clout sur les membrures.

Celles-ci sont caracttristes par une hauteur importante. Les varangues atteignent
40 cm de hauteur en leur centre, sur la quille. (Fig. 4). Ceci est en partie dQ B la
forme trts pincte de la cartne; vers les extrtmitts babord et tribord, les
membrures, varangues ou demi-couples, ont encore une hauteur moyenne de 15
cm. En principe la hauteur des membrures est Ctablie en fonction des dimensions
du navire, or, en ce qui concerne l'tpave Saint-Gervais 11, on constate que les
couples ont des dimensions aussi importantes que les couples du navire de la
Madrague de Giens dont la longueur Ctait deux fois et demi suptrieure B celle du
navire de Saint-Gervais.4 D'autre part la maille de la membrure est importante;
elle est de I'ordre de 25 cm en moyenne atteignant 36 cm par endroit, comparable
en cela B celle observte sur les tpaves de Pantano Longarini, de Serce liman et du
Dramont F. Elle est bien suptrieure i celle observte sur les navires de I'AntiquitC
classique, B I'exception du navire de la Bourse B Marseille.'
La quasi absence de languettes d'assemblage entre les virures du bordt est un
tltment tout a fait remarquable. En effet on trouve quelques languettes dans les
parties basses du navire et seulement aux extrtmitts avant et arritre. Ces
languettes sont disperstes et sCpartes par un intervalle exctdant le plus souvent 1
metre. De plus on constate une absence totale de languettes entre le galbord et la
quille. Par ailleurs les quelques langugttes existantes6 ne sont jamais chevilltes
dans les virures. Ceci a d t j i t t t observe sur l'tpave I de Yassi Ada et sur celle de
Pantano Longarini, sur lesquelles les tenons d'assemblages sont trts espacts7 mais
presents sur toute la longueur des navires. Par contre on trouve une absence totale
de liaison entre les virures sur des tpaves plus tardives comme 1'Cpave arabe
d'Agay datte du Xeme sitcle, l'tpave de S e r ~ Liman
e
datCe du XItme sitcle et sur
une tpave byzantine dtcouverte en Grtce prts d'Alonessos et datte du XIItme
sitcle.8 Sur l'tpave I1 de Saint-Gervais on observe Cgalement la presence de
mortaises destintes i abriter des languettes d'assemblage, tailltes dans le can d'un
ai de virure mais n'ayant pas d'tquivalent dans I'ai situt en vis-B-vis.
Si les virures du bordt ne sont pas assembltes entre elles, elles sont, par
wntre, solidement fixees sur les membrures au moyen de clous de fer et de
chevilles de bois. On trouve soit des clous seuls, A raison de trois clous par virure
(la largeur moyenne des virures est de 20 cm), soit une alternance de clous et de
chevilles carrtes. Dans les parties hautes du navire des chevilles seules sont
employtes.
D'autre part de nombreuses membrures sont fixtes sur la quille au moyen de
broches en fer. Ainsi toutes les varangues sauf une sont brochtes sur la quille et
cinq couples formts de deux demi-couples le sont Cgalement; dans ce cas les dernicouples sont assemblb transversalement, entre eux, B leur intersection, en plus de
I'assemblage sur la quille de un d'eux. (Fig. 5). Au total17 rnembrures sur les27
conservtes, soit les deux-tiers, sont brochCes sur la quille. Ce nombre est bien
suptrieur B celui observt sur les navires antiques prtsentant cet assemblage.9
I1 est important de remarquer que les mtmes broches relient tgalement les
deux carlingues aux membrures et B la quille. (Fig. 5) Dans la partie centrale du

navire les broches ne relient que les membrures et la quille puisque les eux
carlingots ne sont pas situts dans I'axe du navire mais de part et d'autre. Les
carlingots sont solidement cloub sur chaque varangue en plus de l'assemblage 8
mi-bois avec chacune d'elles. Ainsi une attention toute particulikre semble avoir
t t t apportte au renfort de l'axe longitudinal. (Fig. 4).
La carlignue arrikre prtsente une hauteur tout-A-fait considtrable puisqu'elle
atteint 40 cm, soit le double de la hauteur de la quille. Sur les tpaves antiques
ttudites A ce jour, la hauteur de la quille est le plus souvent suptrieure 8 celle de la
carlingue. Sur certains navires 8 fond plat sur lesquels la hauteur de quille est en
gtntral assez faible, cette hauteur tquivaut A celle de la carlingue. Le rapport
inverse n'a t t t observt jusque 18 que sur I'tpave de S e r ~ eLiman.10 La carlingue
arrikre, sur I'Cpave Saint-Gewais 11, est prolongte par un massif d'emplanture
pouvant jouer le r61e de carlingue puisqu'il est solidement maintenu par les deux
carlingots fixts sur les membrures. De plus sur la portion de coque oli 115 renfort
axial inttrieur s'interrompt pour laisser le passage 8 la pompe de cale, deux
carlingues lattrales sont dispostes de part et d'autre de I'axe, I'une 8 babord,
I'autre 8 tribord. (Fig. 2).
Un autre tltment nouveau a t t t observt sur ce navire; il s'agit de la prtsence
de deux prtceintes non inttgrtes au bordt. Ces prtceintes, retrouvtes 8 tribord,
sur la muraille du navire, sont espactes d'une cinquantaine de centimttres; elles
ont une largeur de I I cm et une hauteur de 9 cm. Chacune est chevillte sur le
bordi et les membrures au rythme de deux chevilles par membrure. (Fig. 6).

Le principe de construction
La premikre ttape a vraisemblablement consistt en la pose de la quille, de
I'ttrave et de I'ttarnbot. La construction, s'est ensuite poursuivie par la pose et la
fixation de certains couples sur la quille. En effet le bordt n'a pas pu ttre montt
avant la mise en place de certaines membrures en raison du trop faible nombre de
liaisons obsewtes entre les virures et surtout de l'absence totale de liaison entre le
galbord et la quille. Puisque les mimes broches unissent la quille, les membrures et
la carlingue, cette dernikre a t t t mise en place dans la m&mephase de construction.
La troisikme phase a dii consister en I'assemblage des virures du bordC sur les
couples dtjA mis en place, couples qui doivent ttre considtrts comme de vtritables
membrures actives puisque ce sont eux qui dtterminent les forrnes du navire. Les
virures sont au fur et 8 mesure c l o u t s et chevilltes sur les membrures.
Lorsqu'elles ne s'adaptent pas exactement sur les couples, des lattes de bois sont
instrtes entre le bordt et la membrure afin de faciliter I'assemblage. Ceci ne
s'obsewe que dans les parties basses du navire pour lesquelles il est plus difficile
d'obtenir les formes dtsirtes A partir de la mise en place des couples.
Une fois le bordt des oeuvres vives montt, il a fallu poser les allonges des
membrures avant de proctder 8 la mise en place du bordt de la muraille. Ceci
implique un assemblage des allonges sur les couples mais cet assemblage n'a pas
pu ttre 0 b ~ e en
~ raison
t
de la destruction partielle de cette portion de la coque.

La prtsence de prtceintes rapporttes et non pas inttgrtes dans le bordt
prouve que le r61e principal dans la structure du navire est tenu par les couples et
non pas par le bordt comme cela ttait le cas pour les navires antiques. Ainsi les
membrures jouent deux rdles fondamentaux. Elles sont 6 la base de l'tlabortion
des formes du navire et elles constituent, avec la quille et les carlingues, I'tltment
essentiel de la structure de la coque. Toutefois dans ce type de construction, sans
plans prtalables, les membrures ne sont probablement pas les seuls tltments
intervenant dans la dttermination des formes du navire; I'utilisation de lisses ne
doit pas Ctre exclue.
Tout ceci permet de conclure A l'utilisation d'un proctdt de construction sur
squelette au dtbut du Moyen-Age. En effet la hauteur considerable des membrures
et leur maille importante se retrouvent dans la construction sur squelette telle
qu'elle est pratiqute de nos jours et tgalement sur des Cpaves mtditvales pour
lesquelles I'emploi de cette mtthode est attestt.11 La prtsence dans certaines
virures, de mortaises logeant des languettes d'assemblage servant B guider la mise
en place du bordt prouve qu'au debut du VIItme sitcle la construction sur bordt
ttait encore pour le moins connue en Mtditerrante. Les mortaises reptrees dans
certaines virures et n'ayant pas de rtplique dans la virure suivante permettent
d'envisager la taille prtalable de certains bordages en vue d'une utilisation suivant
la mtthode sur bordt, pour un autre navire, dans le mCme chantier.
L'apport essentiel de l'tpave I1 de I'anse Saint-Gewais rtside dans la preuve
de I'emploi en Mtditerrante la fin du VItme ou au debut du VIItme siitcle de la
construction sur squelette d t j i connue mais non utiliste par les Romains. 12 A la
mCme tpoque, en Mtditerrante Orientale, le navire byzantin de Yassi Ada,
contemporain de celui de Saint-Gervais est construit suivant le proctde dit
"mixte" dont I'esprit est encore celui de la construction sur bordt puisque
l'tlaboration des formes depend au depart de la mise en place des premitres
virures. Ainsi, alors que des navires sont encore construits en Mtditerrante
Orientale suivant une mtthode utiliste a l'tpoque romaine, le monde occidental
est peut Ctre le premier P adopter la methode de construction sur squelette qui va
ensuite se gentraliser pendant le Moyen-Age et qui est encore de nos jours la
mtthode la plus frtquemment employte.
I1 n'est malheureusement pas possible de determiner avec certitude I'origine
du navire de Saint-Gervais. Le materiel ctramique retrouvt A bord correspond A
un facits caracteristique P cette tpoque de tout le bassin Mtditerranten. Du blt et
de la poix constituent la cargaison. Si le Sud de la Gaule n'est pas une rtgion
productrice de blt,l3 il posstde par contre des ressources naturelles abondantes en
rbineux permettant la fabrication de la poix.14 La coexistence de ces deux
marchandises laisse envisager un trafic de cabotage le long des c6tes proven~ales
et dans ce cas une construction locale du navire peut Ctre envisagte.
Les raisons de I'adoption de cette mkthode dits le VIItme siitcle sont d'ordre
tconomique et surtout social. Le principe de construction sur bordt exige une
main d'oeuvre abondante pour la taille minutieuse des tltments d'assemblage des

virures et surtout une main d'oeuvre habituCe A cette pratique. Par ailleurs il
nCcessite une quantite importante de bois, surtout de bois durs pour les tenons. La
construction sur squelette, ne nCcessitant pas la rtalisation de ces pitces, permet
une Cconomie de bois appreciable. Et surtout aprts la disparition de la main
d'oeuvre accoutumte A la pratique de la construction sur bordC, la construction
sur squelette est plus simple et plus rapide. Ceci peut expliquer son adoption par la
civilisation arabe et peut Etre aussi par les Mtrovingiens alors que la mCthode
romaine reste encore en usage au VIItme siEcle dans le monde byzantin, hCritier
des traditions romaines.
Marie Pierre 3ezegov
Les Janquilles B2,
Ave. de la cible
13100 Aix en Provence
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Fig. I

ARCHAEOLOGICAL EVIDENCE FOR RITUALS
AND CUSTOMS ON ANCIENT SHIPS

Our knowledge of rituals aboard ancient ships is basically derived from
literary sources and from some pictorial evidence. New perceptions have now
emerged from several decades of research under water. A considerable number of '
objects have been recovered from the bottom of the Mediterranean which either
can be related to such rituals or bear direct witness t o the religious beliefs and
customs of Greek and Roman sailors.
The following groups of marine archaeological artifacts are considered:
I. Cups thrown into the sea as offerings when setting out on a voyage.
2. Altars and parts of altars.
3. Louteria which were possibly used as perirrhanteria for ritual hand
washings during religious ceremonies aboard.
4. Lead horns that were cast in natural ones in order to make a moredurable
attachment to the ship of the animal horns which were on board as a apotropaic
mascot.
5. Figured reliefs which stood for good luck and/or the averting of danger on
the leaden stocks of Hellenistic and Roman wooden anchors. These may have
been connected with the use of the sacred anchor, i.e. the sheet-anchor to be
dropped when the ship was in danger of running aground.

Offering cups
Among the rituals celebrated in antiquity on board departing ships was the
deposition of an offering in the sea in order to obtain the favour of the powerful
sea gods or to appease the evil spirits of the deep. This rituel is mentioned by
Polemon of Ilion, the Perihegete, whose literary activity in Alexandria dates to the
early 2nd century BC, in the context of voyagers leaving from Syracuse.
Polemon's works have been lost, but the passage is cited in the "Deipnosophistai'
of Athenaeus (late 2nd centure AD) where we read (1 1.426): "And Polemon in his
book on Morychus says that at Syracuse, at the furthest point of the island, near the
sanctuary of GZ Olympia, outside the wall, there is an altar. People departing by sea,
he says, keep aboard a cup from it until the shield on the temple of Athena is no
longer visible; they then throw the cup into the sea, after putting inflowers, honey.
lumps of incense, and along with these some other aromatics".
The temple of Athena on the island of Ortygia still exists inside the present
cathedral, and where the baroque entrance now faces Piazza Duomo stood the
western main pediment of the Greek shrine. The shield mentioned by Polemon
was probably that of the statue of the goddess, standing either on top of the
pediment or within it. In the latter case the shield would become invisible to

spectators when they crossed the line of the pediment in an easterly direction. The
prolongation of the line of the pediment to the south passes about 100 to 200
metres west of Castello Maniace at the entrance of the Great Harbour, that is to
say close to the submerged rocks around the southern point of Ortygia. (Fig. 1). If
the statue was on top of the pediment, the line beyond which the shield became
invisible, would be more towards the east and would perhaps pass just over the
south end of the island where, according to Polemon, stood the shrine from which
the offering cups were acquired.
Ships leaving the harbour and heading north would turn around this point
and pass through these relatively shallow waters. Consequently this could well
have been the area where the reported ritual took place. And, indeed, it is there
that isolated cups have repeatedly been found by divers since the first underwater
archaeological research campaigns at Syracuse in the fifties. Among the cups
which were brought up there are a few large ones of diameter up to 65 cm (Fig. 2)
and also some small ones (Kapith, 1967-68: 175 note 17), and most of them were
found well preserved. These common terrawtta cups have usually flat bottoms
and simple rims. Two handlts are attached horizontally either at the rim or shortly
beneath it; and generally they can be dated to the Hellenistic period.
Such cups have also been found, together with other material, in another part
of the sea at Syracuse, namely in an area which corresponds to the outer part and
entrance of the ancient Little Harbour, the Lukkios, which is situated east of the
present Small Harbour. (see Fig. I) The original embankments of the Little
Harbour submerged completely, probably already more than a millenium ago, by
reason of the eustatic sea level rise or and by bradisism. The cups found there are
largely of the same kind as those from the entrance of the Great Harbour.
However, only smaller ones with diameters up to about 25 cm were discovered
there. Among them are two medium-sized cups with nine handles each (Fig. 3)
and a fragmentary one which probably had five handles originally (Kapitan, 196768: 175, note 18, plate VIII).
These finds, in my opinion, testify that the same ritual was held on craft
departing from the Lakkios. The deposition of offerings in the sea at departure
was probably also practised in other ports of the Graeco-Hellenistic world, and
perhaps these first results at Syracuse will stimulate such research elsewhere.
Altars
The Torlonia relief of a Roman merchantman shows on the after deck the
helmsman sitting under the goose head, and, standing close to him three other
persons. These are engaged in a thanksgiving ceremony which is celebrated on
returning from the voyage while the ship enters the harbour of Rome. Casson
describes this ritual as follows:
"The altar has a fire ablaze on it. Three people stand about it: a woman
holdirig the accera, or incense box; on her right a man who is sprinkling

grains of incense on the fire, on her left another who holds a patera and
bowl for a libation ..." (Casson, 1971: 182, note 69).
In D. Wachsmuth's description of the scene (Wachsmuth, 1967: 145 fJ the
altar is called portable, as indeed one would expect it should be, considering that a
fixed mounting on deck would be cumbersome, especially on small ships. Finds of
altars from clear-cut contexts in ancient wrecks are still wanting. There is however
from the waters off the beach Mezza Praia at Terrasini, Palermo, a small
rectangular terracotta altar. The dimensions are 24x14 cm in plan; the height is
15,5 cm. On its front side it is adorned with a relief representing Herakles,
strangling the Nemean lion. (Fig. 4) According t o Giustolisi, the religious
significance of this scene is the victory of the intellect over the obscurity of death,
-an idea matching the religious ceremony at the end of a successful voyage. The
style of the relief dates the well preserved altar to the 4th century BC (Giustolisi,
1973, 64. 69, f, pl. XXXV. 1; 1975-37, pl. XXIV. Inv. no. 68).
The terracotta altar was found among the remains of at least two different
dispersed ship cargoes. It may have belonged to a ship of the 3rd century BC with
a load of Greco-Italic amphoras. In this case, however, it was either an old piece,
retained out of a feeling for tradition, or it has to be considered a product of a
mould which was used over an unusually long time. From the same shallow site at
Terrasini comes a fragment of another terracotte altar with exactly the same
figurative decoration (Giustolisi. 1975: 37 and pl. XXII, Inv. no. 222).
Probably likewise portable, because detachable, were the elements of a
marble altar from the 2nd century BC Roman shipwreck at Spargi in Sardegna.
There are two almost identical marble supports which are rectangular in plan and
have base mouldings on three sides. Of one piece, found during the first
excavation of the wreck in 1958, the upper part has been completely destroyed by
erosion (Lamboglia, 1961: 156 andfig. 19). The other, 60 cm high and about 15 cm
thick, and apparently well preserved, is only known from a photo, made available
by private divers who looted the wreck and made off whith this and other
particularly valuable artifacts (Lamboglia, 1964: 261. fig. 2; Roghi, 1966: 1060).
The supports were probably used as a pair and then would have carried an altar
slab of uncertain length, but of at least some 50 cm width. Of the marble slab
nothing was found - if not perhaps by the looters. However, as this slab was
probably relatively thin, it may have been destroyed completely by the action of
the salt water, especially if it was made of the same calcite marble from Carrara
used for carving the supports. These remained preserved as far as they had lain
protected under sand. In open water only dolomite marbles are not subject to
erosion in the sea.
The fact that most marbles are usually destroyed in sea water, may be the
reason why until now no other marble altars or parts of them are known. Some
poor marble fragments certainly have been found in one o r the other ancient
wreck, but were almost unrecognizable.
The altar find in the Spargi wreck and the contemporaneous discovery of a

graffito at Pompeii of a large Roman sailing ship inscribed with the name Europa
(Maiuri, 1958: 18 fJ, jig. 2) which on the after deck shows a small cabin-like
structure, has given rise to the conception of a stationary shrine o r altar niche at
the stern of Roman merchantmen. However, as yet there is no archaeological
evidence to confirm this assumption. The structure on the graffito may be indeed a
cabin, but the object inside rather than an altar seems to be a human figure, as it is
drawn in substantially the same way as the other persons shown on deck, though
with the difference that this figure carries something broad on its head. Is it
perhaps a hat? - Of a lady? - The skipper's wife? - Europa? ... Often details of
graffiti allow fantasy to take a free course.

Louteria
From the Archaic period on, the louterion, a washing basin on a stand, was
used in Greek and Hellenistic households. Terracotta louteria are either made of
one piece (Fig. 5) or have a detachable basin. Those carved from stone consist of
two pieces, or more often of three; a separately worked square bottom plate is
then put under the base of the stand.
On sea, too, louteria may have been used for profane purposes, but from the
marine archaeological evidence the conclusion must be drawn that aboard ships
the louterion was mainly employed as a perirrhanterion for ablution rites, i.e. for
the ritual hand washing which precede the offering ceremony. On this I refer to the
more detailed statements in my study of 'Louteria from the sea' (Kapitiin. 1979:
97. 114 fJ) which follows suggestions kindly received from D. Wachsmuth,
including a passage in Tzetzes, Exegesis ad Zliam, which reads (1.314):
"Zt war customary, when setting out on a voyage, to pour into the sea during
the sacrifice, the water that had been used for the ceremonial washing"
(Wachsmuth, 1967: 309).
Obviously this requires that the water, before being poured away, must be
caught, and this can be done properly only in a large vessel. The basin of a
louterion, especially if detachable, was doubtless the most suitable device for that
purpose. Sailors, however, accustumed to heavy work, could also easily manage
the pouring with a louterion, of which basin and stand are made in one piece. By
the way, on this occasion it may have happened sometimes that a basin or a
complete louterion fell unintentionally overboard, turning up then in our time as
isolated finds from harbours and anchorages.
.At present my list of louteria found in the Mediterranean Sea comprises 22
pieces of all types, complete ones and fragments.' 11 come from sites of
shipwrecks or were found among their dispersed remains, and 4 can be attributed
with more or less certainty to shipwrecks of which dispersed cargoes survived that
were already examined (see details in Table I). 3 must be considered isolated finds,
while 4 terracotte louteria collected at Bodrum, each very similar to the other, may

have belonged to a louteria cargo still to be located, perhaps somewhere north of
Mamaris in the eastern part of the Kerme Gulf. Holes in the shafts of their stands
for a fixed mounting, probably to be accomplished on wooden posts, as are also
applied in various terracotta louteria found on land sites, and in no. 2 of my
catalogue, are perhaps a hint that they were made for households.
Only one louterion from a wreck site was found in a very clear and revealing
context, the one from the the 300 BC Greek ship at Kyrenia, Cyprus. (Fig. 6) It is a
marble louterion made in three parts (Kapitan, 1979: I l l J , fig. 25). These are
rather eroded, especially the basin, but allow one still to recognize the original
shapes, though not ornamental details. More important than these, however, for
us are the state and the position in which the louterion was discovered. The
excavator, Michael Katzev, who kindly made availabe to me the photo which
illustrates my article, also stated that it had been found stowed away dismantled in
the stern locker of the ship. In my opinion this argues for ceremonial eployment
rather than for some ordinary profane use. Now, we remain very eager to learn
soon from the final excavation report the very details of this interesting in situ
context.
Horns of lead

It is not possible to celebrate a ceremony on the voyage when danger is
immediately at hand. Precautions for the ship's maximum safety have to be taken
in good time, appropriate technical measures as well as those which give the crew
confidence. Sailors are superstitious and have always been so, though probably
not more than other social groups. One of their beliefs is that horns of bulls and
other strong animals avert mischief and disasters. Consequently such horns are
fixed on ships. Danikle Mouchot has shown with some photos that this custom is
still alive in our days, especially among Mediterranean fisherman (Mouchot,
1970:315 fJ,fig. 8-10). As a pictorial testimony for it in ancient times Mas has
published the coin of Dertosa which shows a Roman sailing ship with two horns
protruding from the fore deck over the bow stem (Mas, 1979:fig. 116). (Fig. 7).
The archaeological evidence for this custom in antiquity consisting of lead horns
found in the sea was first compiled by Danitle Mouchot (1970). That the lead was
cast in natural horns is shown by a find of a lead horn with pieces of the real horn
adhering, from the site of a mid-2nd century BC wreck at Punta Scaletta, Island of
Giannutri, Toscana (Lamboglia, 19643: 252J,fig. 18) (Fig. 8). The casting of lead
in horns was obviously done in order to obtain a better hold for the nails with
which the horns were fixed to the structure of the ship. Small square nail holes are
found in all examples of lead horns. Lead, however, was probably not the unique
material used for this purpose. A wooden plug, roughly carved until it fitted the
cavity of the horn, may well have done the same. The employment of another
technique, perhaps still more common, would explain why only a few lead horns
were found, while the custom of applying horns to ships was probably wide-

spread, especially in Roman times. To the 5 examples in Danitle Mouchot's list
(1970) only three more need to be added for the moment.2
The tusk of a boar assembled in a bronze sleeve, originally together with the
second tusk of which only rests survived in the opening of the sleeve, should also
be mentioned here. The piece was found in the wreck Mateille A at Gruissan
(Solier. 1981: 192J). The apotropaic signification of tusks was probably the Same
as that of bull horns, especially when they were assembled like horns as in this case
here. (Fig. 9). In my view, the nautical context of this discovery does not exclude
the possibility that this talisman was used in some way aboard the ship, perhaps
also mounted.
Anchor stocks with figured reliefs

In the ancient world the anchor was probably the most important safety
device on sea-craft. When a coast was without harbour and beaching was not
possible, the ship had to ride at anchor and all depended from this fitting. This is
still more true when in stormy weather a drifting ship came in danger to run
aground. If a steering or sail manouevre could not avoid this, the last-minute
rescue from being wrecked was sometimes achieved by dropping the anchors. This
is why in antiquity the anchor was generally considered to be sacred, and why,
together with a certain number of anchors, a particularly sacred sheet-anchor (or
more than one) was kept aboard seagoing ships.
In Hellenistic and early Roman times two-armed wood anchors with a lead
stock, either fixed or removable, were in use (Kapit&, 1984). A considerable
number of these stocks bear inscriptions and symbols of religious or apotropaic
significance. With these the anchor acquired an additional 'magic power'. The
reliefs were applied during casting and almost always set in such a way that they
are legible or recognizable from the rope side; for it was the anchor rope that was
in danger of being cut off, as ancient sailors believed, by evil spirits. These,
however, would realize their powerlessness when arriving at the anchor. From an
inscription they would learn that the anchor was under the protection of a
powerful deity, or sometimes even of two deities. Their names given in the
genetive or the dative signify the anchor as their property. Inscriptions in the
nominative involve the gods or goddesses as protectors and saviours.3 Anchor
stocks bearing symbols would make clear that good luck, protection, vigilance,
power and deterrence, and so safety and victory, were on the side of the anchor
and ship.
Which symbols were used? Among 111 lead anchor stocks with figured reliefs
recorded in my files, 76 are with representations of astragali, (Fig. 10) knucklebones that were used in antiquity for games of dice, especially in the GraecoHellenistic world. Some more numerical data is given in table 11. 19 anchor stocks
with astragali also bear other symbols; these are listed in Table 111. What is
striking here is the relatively high number of stocks with pictures of shells. Most of

these are small smooth or ribbed shells, mussels and cockles. One stock shows a
single larger shell of a scallop type. On four stocks the cockle and mussel shells are
arranged in lines of four, (Fig. 11) and on a fifth stock in two groups of three.4
This means that they are mostly shown in the same quantities as astragali. Are not
the reliefs of shells perhaps the representation of another game? This would be a
game with only two different throws; if the shell fell with the outer side upwards,
this would be a winning throw, while four shells thrown in this position would be
an exceptionally lucky throw. As far as I know, this game is not mentioned. It is
however very easy to infer its existence from the evidence of these anchor stocks.
As yet no other explanation has been given for the significance of these small
shells shown on anchor stocks and always together with the knucklebone game.
However, the hypothesis of a game with shells is not needed in order to draw
the following conclusions from all the symbols which are met with in the figured
reliefs of lead anchor stocks, as listed in Table IV. The prevailing conception is of
a joyful win due to good luck, as we see it expressed e.g. in a gambler's smiling
gesture when he wins a game of chance. Moreover there is the belief in victory
thanks to the assistance of helpful creatures, in the first place the dolphins (Fig.
12) so charming and so similar to humans, which also sometimes seem to smile, at
least in man-made pictures of them. This joyful victory over the malevolent
powers of the deep expresses the same way of looking at life as does the open,
unworried smile of the victorious young men in the kouroi of the Archaic period.

1. To my published catalogue of louteiia from the sea (KapitPn, 1979:99-112)
I add the following more recent finds which are however already comprised in the
numbers given above, with the exception of the last find mentioned here.
In addition to the listed louteria in Bodrum, no. 9 of the catalogue and the
basin with small portion of the stand described in the postscript, I recorded there
in 1982 two more fragmentary terracotte louteria with shapes very similar to the
former. One is a stand without a basin (which is broken off and missing); it is kept
in the Bodrum Museum, (Inv. No. ?). The other consists of only about the lower
half of the stand. It is now used upside down as a flower-pot in the Kijrfez
Restaurant on the harbour bay, not far from the Castle.
Moreover, in one of the amphora depots near the 'Medieval Hall' the
Bodrum Museum keeps also a fragmentary stand of a carved louterion which
seems to be made of a kind of basalt. From its round base up to the break it
measures 27,5 cm in height. The shaft has 16 flutes. Marine concretions
demonstrate that it was found in the sea; perhaps it is not known where.
In summer 1979 four fragments belonging to two different terracotta louteria
were found on the site of a scattered Greek amphora cargo of still unknown
provenance, but probably datable to the late 4th century BC, on the shallow of
Cape Ognina, Siracusa (Kapitan & Naglschmid, 1982: 231 ff. and fig. 4). One basin

fragment is of fine clay similar to that of the amphoras of the cargo. Two
matching basin fragments and a sherd from the base of the stand belong to the
other louterion, as the typical coarse ware shows. It is likely that this second
louterion belonged to the ship with the examined cargo. However an uncertainty
remains as the complete shapes and dating of both louteria are unknown. Many
intrusive pottery fragments on the site allow the hypothesis that one louterion
belonged perhaps to another Greek ship among those wrecked at the same
shallow.
A basin and a base carved from bluish-grey striped marble which were
privately excavated and lifted from the 1st century AD shipwreck with amphoras
of type Dressel 7/8 near or between the Pontian islands S. Stefano and Ventotene
(Cappelletti. 1981:llO) are at best reminiscences of the original carved Hellenistic
louteria. Was this basin still used for ablutions as a perirrhanterion or did it serve
for another purpose? As yet a stand has not been reported from this site.
Postscript (to note 1)
According to a kind information of August 2, 1986, which I received from
Mr. John Wood, 18 Park Road, Sherington, Bucks. MK16 9PG, a complete
terracotta louterion very similar in shape and size to the complete one in the
Museum of Bodrum (Kapitan, 1979: 106, fig. 14; and above in Talbe I, no 9) is
kept in the Monastery of St. John in the island of Patmos. As to its provenance no
answer could be obtained for the present. However, the photograph illustrating
Mr. Wood's communication shows the same type of marine concretions covering
the louterion in a very similar sporadic way. Therefore, and because of the vicinity
of Patmos to the Kerme Gulf, Turkey, it seems possible that this louterion and the
other four corresponding vesels at Bodrum, all may come from one and the same
wreck site and belonged to a ship-load of louteria, probably wrecked, as is said,
somewhere in the eastern part of the mentioned gulf. The dimensions of the
louterion at Patmos, as calculated from the photograph according to the known
size of a small object put to the vessel as a scale, are the following: diameter at the
base about 0.36mS,at the basin about 0.70 m. height about 0.57-0.58 m. In table I
this louterion is to be added as no. 23 and probably to be marked under letter 'L',
though at present with a point of interrogation. (September 1986)
2a. Lead horn from Savelletri (Brindisi, Apulia) discovered in 1971 near a
dispersed Corinthian amphora cargo of about 300 B.C. It was found some 2@25
metres east of the centre of the scattered amphora fragments, in an area from
which also a few pottery sherds of later date were lifted. Hence its attribution to
the ship with the Corinthian amphora cargo remains uncertain. The lead horn
(mentioned in Kapitan, 1973: 186) is 23 cm long; it is kept in the Museo
Provinciale at Brindisi.
2b. Lead horn from the area of Cabo de Palos (south-east of Cartagena)
found as an isolated object at the Farallon Rock of Isla Grosa, on the side of the
rock which faces the shallow 'de la Campana'. According to the published scale
drawing (Mas, 1985: 165,jig. 6.4;cfr. a h 1975: 118,jig. 115) the length is 25 cm.

According to a verbal communication by P.A. Gianfrotta, Rome, a lead
horn, as yet unrecorded, was found in the sea off Monte Circeo, Latium. It is said
to be kept in a house of the finder in the same area.
3. On religious inscriptions on lead anchor stocks see Gianfrotta, 1980: 109f.
4. An example of four ribbed cockle shells on an anchor stock found at the
Island of Ventotene, Latium, bearing astragali on the other half of the stock, is
illustrated in Gianfrotta, 1980: fig. 8.
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TABLE I:

Context of the louteria found in the sea

I. Catalogue number, site and collection.
A. found on the site of an excavated or surveyed shipwreck
B. found together with the surveyed remains of a shipwreck consisting of a
dispersed cargo
C. found on the site of a shipwreck not officially located or surveyed but
identified and dated
D. found together with other shipwreck remains, details unknown
E. found without context in open water, but doubtless lost from a ship or on
the occasion ofka shipwreck
F. attributable to a shipwreck, known from the remains of a dispersed cargo
G. perhaps attributable to a shipwreck, known from the remains of a dispersed
cargo
H. perhaps attributable to some scanty dispersed remains of a possible shipwreck
J. probably isolated find lost from a ship
K. isolated find, possibly originating from a land site partly fallen into the sea
L. perhaps from a wrecked cargo of louteria

I.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.

ABCDE
Capo Ali, Sicily, coll. Naxos
Punta Castelluccio, coll. Siracusa
Terrasini, Palerrno, coll. Terrasini
Stentinello-W, coll. Siracusa
Stentinello-E, coll. Siracusa
wreck Cabrera 2, Museum of Lluc
off Hvar, coll. at Hvar
Losinj, near Mali Losinj, priv. coll.
coll. Museum of Bodrum
wreck Capo Graziano F, coll. Lipari
Terrasini, Palermo, wll. Terrasini
Cape d'Agde. coll. Museum of Agde
Terrasini, Palermo, coll. Terrasini
ancient Little Harbour, coll. Siracusa
Kyrenia wreck, coll. Museum of Kyrenia
Spargi wreck, coll. Sopr. Sassari
coll. Museum of Bodrum
coll. Museum of Bodrum
private property at Bodrum
coll. Museum of Bodrum (carved stand)
shallow Cape Ognina, coll. Siracusa
shallow Cape Ognina, coll. Siracusa

FGH

JK L

-

TABLE 11: Lead anchor stocks with reliefs number of examples
Types of stocks: fixed removable total
A. with reliefs of mtragdi:
35
13
48
dstragali only
-astragaIi and other figured reliefs
18
18
-mtragali, other figured reliefs and inscription
1
1
etragali and inscriptions
9
1
10

-

-

-

63

14

77

B. with other figured reliefs:
-one kind of figured relief only
-several kins of figured reliefs
X~guredreliefs and inscriptions

TABLE 111: Other symbols on lead anchor stocks with representations of
astragali:

figures of deities
busts or heads of deities
dolphins
lion heads
shells
caduceus
oil lamps
keys
rings
rosettes
unidentified elevations

number of examples
stocks
additional sytlkbol
1 .
1
2
1
1
6+2(?)
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
A

19

A

TABLE IV: Numerical list and preliminary classification of s p h h met
in figured reliefs of lead anchor stocks:

number of examples
stocks
additional symbol

A. Symbols of good luck in games
astragali
shells
B. Symbols of protection, help and vigilance
deities (figures and heads)
caduceus
eyes
dolphins
keys
oil lamps
C. Symbols of power
colums
hammers
D. Deterrent symbols
heads of Medusa
decaptiated human heads
lions and lion heads
sharks
swordfish
jellyfish
E. Symbols of uncertain interpretation
fish (small stamp)
sea-slugs (?)
purple shell (Murex)
three leaves
rings
rosettes
E Unidentified reliefs

75

3+1 (?)
2
1
10
2
2

2
6+2 (?)

1+1 (?)

4
1
2

2

-

-

1

1

-

1
I
1
1
I
1

1
2
1
2

I

-

1

1

2
1
3

Gerhard Kapitan
Viale Tica 53
1-96100 Siracusa
Italy
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"KYRENIA 11": BUILDING A REPLICA
OF AN ANCIENT GREEK MERCHANTMAN
The site of the Kyrenia ship was discovered by Andreas Cariolou off the
north coast of Cyprus at a depth of 30 meters. Its excavation yielded the best
preserved hull of the classical Greek period yet found. The ship's timbers were
raised, preserved and reassembled for exhibition in the Crusader Castle at
Kyrenia.
The merchantman carried a cargo of approximately 400 amphoras: Samian
jars presumably filled with oil, and pitch-lined jars from Rhodes which probably
contained wine. Part of the ballast consisted of hopper-type millstones, quarried
on the island of Nisyros, weighing over 1.650 kilograms in total.
We believe that the ship was manned by a crew of four, since the excavations
recovered 4 salt cellars, 4 oil jugs (gutti), 4 similar pitchers, 4 drinking cups
(kantharoi), 4 casserole bowls, and fragments of 4 wooden spoons. Most of the
crew's crockery was made on Rhodes, which suggests the ship's home port.
These remains were found about one kilometer off the coast in open water.
l 3 e cause of sinking was not clear until eight iron spears were found underneath
the hull, several still in contact with the ship's lead sheathing. On the basis of this
data and for other reasons we believe that the ship was sunk by pirates. The
numismatic evidence indicates that the sinking took place sometime between 310
and 300 B.C.
The hull was remarkably well preserved; about 60% of its area survived and
more than 75% of its representativetimbers were recovered. After the meticulous
recording of the physical evidence in situ and following the laborious documenta-

tion of the fragments when lifted, J. Richard Steffy undertook the reconstruction
of the hull, using both graphic and physical procedures. We can all agree that the
results of his many years of work are a brilliant achievement.
In 1982 Harry E. Tzalas, President of the Hellenic Institute for the Preservation of Nautical Tradition, proposed to us to build a full-scale replica of the
Kyrenia ship. The American Institute of Nautical Archaeology located at Texas A
&M University decided to cooperate in such an example of experimental
archaeology. The American Institute agreed to provide the necessary data and
consultation while the Hellenic Institute committed its resources towards the
logistics and funding of the project. Manolis Psaros volunteered his shipyard in
Perama for building the replica and on November 1st of that year initiation of
"Kyrenia 11" was announced to the public.
In building "Kyrenia 11" our primary objective has been to replicate the
original lines of the ancient 14 meter merchantman as closely as possible.
However, that fourth-century hull was assymetrical in configuration; the port side
had approximately 5% more wetted surface than the starboard. This fact is not
surprising in shell-first construction when the shipwright built by eye based upon
generations of experience and apparently without plans. But in Psaros' shipyard
the shipwrights would be working from plans and detailed drawings. Rather than
seeking to duplicate exactly the assymetry of the ancient hull- a difficult, time
consuming and more expensive endeavor -we compromised and decided to build
a symmetrical hull following only the lines of the better preserved port side of the
original ship. Even following the plans as accurately as possible, working in wood
and using the shell-first method has yielded a replica which is very slightly
assymetrical in shape.
Another priority of the project has been to use materials comparable t o those
in the ancient ship. Keel, planking, frames and interior scantlings were of Pinus
halepensis Mill. This Aleppo pine is no longer readily available in Greece. Our
pine (Pinus brutia Ten.) is very similar. It came from Samos and is the most
commonly used shipbuilding timber in Gree'ce today. Since logs of sufficient
diameter o r length were not always available, occasionally we had to alter slightly
from the widths of the planking or relocate scarf joints. However, for the most
part we have been faithful t o the ancient hull. Wherever possible naturally curved
timbers were used for the frames. As in the original, tenons and tenon pegs are
Turkey oak (Quercus cerris L.). All the nails, fastening the frames, were handforged from rods of pure copper.
The construction of "Kyrenia 11" was, of course, done in the shell-first
method, a process probably not practiced in Greece for over 1.000years. Initially,
our shipwrights found it difficult to relearn the techniques for this old-fashion
type of construction, and they were uncertain of their own ability to reproduce
accurately the ancient design using the shell-first method. Also they were skeptical
of the hull's ultimate strength and seaworthiness. Gradually though difficulties
gave way to skill, uncertainty was replaced by confidence, and skepticism by

admiration for the labor-intensive shell-first process.
At various stages of the building the workmen did experiment with hand
tools. Saws cut planks. Mallet and chisel opened mortises. Adzes trimmed
surfaces. However, considerations of time and money rapidly caused these hand
tools to be replaced by the band saw, an electric mortiser (beginning with strake
4), and various powered planers.
The keel of the Kyrenia ship was 9.3 meters in length; its average height was
20.3 centimeters, and its average width was 12.2 centimeters. -This keel was
rockered over its length, and the heartwood followed this curve through its
entirety. It had been hewn from a single log which came presumably from a
naturally curved trunk. To duplicate these specifications was Psaros' first task,
and this challenge proved to be a difficult problem to solve. Samian shipbuilding
timber today is usually cut to shorter lengths, and modern shipwrights prefer these
logs to be of straight-grained wood. After cutting the first log, it was decided that
the heartwood did not curve sufficiently through thelength of the rockered keel to
give it adequate strength, and the piece was scrapped. The second log when cut
revealed nests of tiny woodworms, and it was discarded. A third log was cut down,
but when its bottom sided dimension ended up being 2 centimeters too thin we
agreed to abandon it too. A fourth log was found; perfectly curved and of proper
size, it was cut down to meet our exact specifications; and finally, after more than
six months of part-time labor by two or more men, the keel was ready to be joined
by stem and sternposts and set up.
The ancient shipwright had made the stempost of two timbers. Inner and
outer planks were joined together by mortise-and-tenon joints and with nails. It is
doubtful that he lacked properly curved or sized wood since no where else in the
original hull did we find such a similar economic use of timber. Furthermore,
joining of two planks would not seem to add strength to the stem, and such joinery
would require considerable additional labor. Why it was done, we d o not know.
This procedure remains an enigma. Since Psaros had a naturally curved timber of
the correct size in the yard, he and Steffy decided to make the stempost of
"Kyrenia 11" of one plank. It was connected to the keel by a simple hook scarf
locked by keys.
The forward most part of the stempost of the Kyrenia ship did not survive.
The bow configuration of "Kyrenia 11" is therefore conjectural, but based on
ancient representations, sailing tests and common sense. A near vertical cutwater
was dove-tailed into the end of the stempost and reinforced by a substantial knee.
Fortunately a portion of the aft end of the keel of the Kyrenia ship had
survived giving us the initial angle of attachment of the sternpost. A small
fragment of the sternpost itself was identified but contributed little evidence to our
knowledge of its configuration. A major part of the stern knee was found,
permitting us to install a massive knee in "Kyrenia II". The curvature of the
sternpost of "Kyrenia 11" is somewhat hypothetical, but we are confident that it is
reasonably correct considering extension of planking lines as well as illustrations
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of merchantmen from antiquity.
After the rabbets were cut along the upper edges of the keel of "Kyrenia 11",
mortises were opened along its lower bevel, or shoulder, using mallet and chisel.
These mortises were centered in the slope of the shoulder and spacedabout 12
centimeters from center-to-center; each mortise was between 4.5 and 5 centimeters
wide, about 6 millimeters thick, and their depths averaged approximately 8
centimeters. These dimensions for mortises remained more oriess consistent while
they were being cut by hand. Moreover, in the case of the keel - to garboard strake
seam, as well as the garboard to strake 2 seam, the angle of entry of the mortises
had also to be carefully judged in respect to the considerable curvature of these
planks and the possibility of the planks splitting when secured upon tenons.
The planks for the garboard strakes were then cut, or in light of their crosssectional curvature it might be more appropriate to say that they were carved. The
edges were shaped to fit the configuration in the keel's rabbet. This was an
unfamiliar task for the workmen, and as a result of their inexperience the result
was not a snug fit between the surfaces of the lower edge and inner face of the
garboard with the shoulder and beard face of the rabbet. However, the exterior
seam appeared tight enough to be waterproof. So the planks, temporarily held in
position by clamps, were marked by pencil for the placement of mortises on their
lower edges. These mortises were opened, as were the mortises on the upper edges
of the garboards. Tenons were prepared of almost the same width and thickness as
the mortises, but of course twice as long as the mortises' depths. These tenons
were also slightly tapered in their thickness towards the ends, and their corners
were rounded. They were then set into the mortises of the keel.
Setting a mortised plank onto more than 50 tenons is not easy, especially
when the plank must be twisted in several directions over its length. Slowly from
one end to the other the plank is fitted over each tenon and gradually driven down
-an application of animal (pig) fat over the exposed portion of the tenon eases
the process- until the plank is completely in place and the seam light tight. After
several days in position -during which the wood has settled in place, dried and
shrunk, the plank is again pounded down to tighten the seam. Holes are drilled
into the wood through each half of a tenon, and tapered tenon pegs are driven
home to lock the joint in place. Again, after a few days, the tenon pegs are re-hit to
be absolutely certain that they are dead tight. Later, the protruding ends of the
pegs are adzed flush to the surfaces of the hull's shell. In the case of the keelgarboard seam, tenon pegs were driven in from the outside. However, in virtually
all other cases (the exceptions being near the stem and sternposts, where there was
not enough hammering space) tenon pegs were driven in from the interior of the
hull, as the ancients had done.
The gardboard strakes of "Kyrenia 11" were finished during October of 1983,
almost one year after the beginning of construction. With this experience of
mortise-and-tenon joinery successfully completed the shipwrights became more
confident in their capability to handle the method of shell-first construction. But,

they found work on the second strake still t o be difficult, since it was almost as
radically curved as the garboard. However, with chocks temporarily placed on the
garboards to serve as a guide for obtaining the correct curvature, they did proceed
more assuredly and certainly more quickly. The second strakes were done by two
men working part-time within the period of two months.
Now totally persuaded that a ship could be built in the shell-first method, the
- builders considered the almost flat third strakes to be relatively easy. But due to
the severity of the winter of 1984, these strakes were not finished until March.
Alas, due to a lack of financial resources work on "Kyrenia 11" came to a
virtual halt during the spring and early summer of last year.
Then in July, 1984, two members of the Hellenic Institute volunteered their
labor for work on "Kyrenia 11": Michalis Oikonomou, a 56 year old master
shipwright, and Sokrates Kavalieratos, a young apprentice naval architect.
Devoting their full time to the building, progress on the hull rapidly accelerated,
not least because with the fourth strakes an electric mortiser began to be used.
Strake 4 of the Kyrenia ship made the most extreme curve over its length;
from an almost vertical alignment at the stempost, it turned to about a 30 degree
above horizontal position at amidships. Duplicating this almost 60 degree turn in
the planking of "Kyrenia 11" was not easy, but we want to emphasize that
absolutely no steaming of planks was ever employed in the building of the replica.
Wet pine, that is to say wood still heavy with resin, can be twisted without too
much difficulty. However, once in place, as the wood progressively dries and
shrinks, more and more space opens in the seam between planks. Using dry,
seasoned timber minimizes this phenomenon, but wood too dry cannot be twisted
into position without cracking. Therefore, timber of just the right temper, not too
wet with resin or too dry to have become brittle, had to be selected. Because of
Michalis Oikonomou's 40 years of experience in wooden boatbuilding, he
immediately appreciated the situation and selected perfectly the appropriate log to
meet satisfactorily the requirements of this 4th strake.
Strakes 5 through 7 of the ship represent the turn of the bilge. Here we might
pause for a few general observations. The thickness of the planks, except for the
wales, of "Kyrenia 11" ranges from 3.5 to 4 centimeters. Plank widths vary from
18 to 28 centimeters at amidships and average about 23 centimeters. Lengths of
the main plank in each strake run from over 7 meters to close to 10 meters. With
the exception of the wales, the planks of each strake are joined by a simple
diagonal scarf having on the average three mortise-and-tenon joints.
Michalis and Sokrates quickly became comfortable with the method of
mortise-and-tenon joinery in shell-first construction. By the end of August they
had finished the seventh strakes and were remarkably impressed by the extreme
stiffness of the shell. Nevertheless, they wondered whether it would not be prudent
to add some temporary frames as braces to make certain that the shape of the hull
remained fixed.
By the time work began on the eighth strakes Oikonomou was so familiar

with the design and construction of the Kyrenia ship that he virtually had become
the alter ego of the ancient shipwright. One example of this kinship was the way he
faultlessly replicated the widening of port strake 8 towards the stem. In turn port
strake 9 narrowed to join this scarf-like configuration short of the sternpost. We
believe that the original shipwright made this modification thinking that it would
balance the sheers of both port and starboard sides in anticipation of his setting
the first wales. However, such an alteration was not deemed necessary on the
starboard, and Michalis identically as the ancient shipwright gradually narrowed
the starboard strakes 8 and 9 towards the sternpost.
The first wales, the tenth strakes, are planks 8 centimeters thick, at least twice
that of the lower planking. This increased thickness, doubling the weight of the
planks, made working with them all the more difficult. A third workman, Spyros
Exarchos an apprentice shipwright, was assigned to the crew to ease the burden.
These planks were joined one-to-another by more complex, Z-shaped scarfs. The
greater length of the scarfs and increased thickness of planks provided more space
so that additional mortise-and-tenon fasteners could be staggered in two rows to
yield stronger scarf joints. Indeed, the wales acting as girdles added such
extraordinary strength to the shell that the workmen no longer felt the need of
internal framing in order to maintain the rigid shape of the hull. These main wales
were completed by the end of November, 1984.
Port strake I I in the Kyrenia ship was the widest found in the hull's
excavation, almost 29 centimeters wide at amidships. Logs of that great a
dimension were not available in Psaros' shipyard. Therefore, for "Kyrenia 11" it
was decided to make the eleventh strakes of narrower boards, let us call them
lower strakes 11 and upper strakes 11 to remain consistent with the strake
numbering of the original ship. In the replica each of these strakes was made up of
two planks joined by a single diagonal scarf, and these planks are notable in
"Kyrenia 11", since in each strake there is a plank 9.7 meters in length - the
longest planks to be found in the replica.
We believe that the Kyrenia ship had only the two wales we fonnd. In
"Kyrenia 11" the upper wales, strake 12, are almost 7 centimeters thick. Each
strake is composed of three planks joined like the main wales by three-planed Zscarfs, there being two such scarfs in each strake 12. It should be noted that in the
wales the tenon pegs were also driven from the inside, but because of the greater
thickness of these planks the pegs did not extend to the outside surfaces. However,
in the scarfs the outside staggered row of tenons was pegged from the exterior of
the hull, and similarly these pegs did not penetrate to the inner surfaces of the
wales. The upper wales acted like a second band of girders, belting tight the hull at
this level and adding even more intrinsic strength to the shell. On February 20,
1985, by which time the twelfth strakes were finished, we had the great pleasure to
welcome to Psaros' shipyard Melina Mercouri. Greece's Minister of Culture.
Indeed, may we take this opportunity to express personally how grateful we are to
Mrs. Mercouri and her administration for their considerable interest and generous

financial contributions towards the successful completion of "Kyrenia 11".
When Mrs. Mercouri saw the ship it stood 12 strakes high, without a single
frame. It was now time to begin the framing of the replica. The Kyrenia ship had a
system of framing which we now know to have been commonly employed in
antiquity: floors alternating with half-frames, futtocks continuing the arms of the
floors, and what we call top timbers extending beyond the ends of the half-frames.
Chocks fill the cavity within the keel, garboards and second strakes. The floor
timbers are secured to these chocks by two to four mortise-and-tenon joints, pegs
locking the tenons in place. But at no point do the chocks actually touch the keel.
Rather, that potential area of contact has been cut, forming limber holes for bilge
water to flow through.
All frames are virtually square in cross-section over most of their lengths:
floors 9 to 8 centimeters on a side, half-f~ames an average of 8 centimeters,
futtocks about 7 centimeters, and top timbers 7 to 6 centimeters. The lengths of
the frame timbers are, for the most part, comparable t o their counterparts in the
original hull, although there are occasional variances due to the different
availability of sized and curved logs in Psaros' shipyard compared with that of his
ancient predecessor. The distance between floor and half-frame timbers (centerto-center measurements) averages 25 centimeters.
In the replica floor timbers alternate consistently with half-frames as in the
Kyrenia ship. But there is one exception t o this rule. In the stern are two adjoining
half-frame pairs. The ancient prototypes of this peculiarity were labeled frames 6
and 7 during the hull's excavation. Also, port frame 6 was found to have 6
regularly spaced mortises with broken tenons in its upper surface. Later we will
return to this situation in more detail.
Work on the framing proceeded relatively rapidly, in part because of the use
of the band saw and power planers, in part due to Michalis' eye to hand dexterity,
and because a fourth man was put on the team: Michalis' older brother, Kostas
Oikonomou - he too being an experienced and skilled wooden boatbuilder. In
fact, aside from sawing and chiseling to open the watercourses, the only by-hand
work on the frames was adzing their lower surfaces to fit them tight against the
inner face of the shell.
It is now appropriate to cite a few statistics. Four men working 8-hour days for
13 days made 18 floor timbers and 16 pairs of half-frames. This averages about 8
man hours per frame. After one month of beginning the framing all the 23 floor
timbers (plus 5 futtocks), and 25 pairs of half-frames for "Kyrenia 11" were in
place. However, since the copper nails were not yet made, these frames were
temporarily held in position by lag bolts.
After a month's interruption of progress on the replica, the nailing began in
earnest. Holes 2 centimeters in diameter were drilled from inside the hull through
frames and planks. Each successive hole through a frame was started alternately
slightly forward or aft from the center-line of the frame and angled back in the
opposite direction to minimize the chance of the frame's splitting. When

effectively done, the holes on the exterior of the hull lined up in vertical rows.
Depending on the width of the strake, either two or three holes were drilled
through the frame into a given plank. Pieces of pine for treenails were cut square
in section with straight grain running down through their 1engths.Each piece 16
centimeters in length was then turned round on a lathe so that its diameter
tapered. A hole was drilled down through the center. These treenails were
inserted, of course narrower end first, from the exterior of the hull through planks
and frames. The center holes guided our modern nails through true. We believe
that the ancients had no need of such holes and that they simply whittled their
treenails to shape.
Most of the nails were made from 10 millimeter round rods of pure copper.
Lengths ranged from 20 to 25 centimeters. Rose heads were hand-forged and
varied in diameter from 2 to 2.5centimeters. The pointed ends were tapered over a
length of about 4 centimeters. After the nails were driven home, the excess
portions of treenails protruding above the inner surface of the frames was
chiselled or adzed away. About 2 centimeters of a nail's tip was.turned down.
Then the remaining end of the nail was clenched down with a hammer. Clenching
was done downward in the direction of the keel, and each successive clench was
slightly angled in an opposite direction in order to avoid splitting the frame. This
method of nailing created a herringbone pattern and made a staple-like fastener
the strength and tightness of which cannot be overstated.
Meanwhile, the 13th strakes were being worked on spasmodically. Only a
small portion of port strake 13 survived from the ancient hull. Therefore, in the
replica we were now building in an area where sizes had to be based more on
conjecture than the physical evidence from the Kyrenia ship. Since we were now
presumably above the level of the load waterline, we decided to make the planks
thinner - about 3.5 centimeters thick, and 25 centimeters wide. Each strake 13of
"Kyrenia 11" is made up of two planks joined by a simple diagonal scarf.
At this stage, everyone connected with the project agreed that it would be a
useful learning experience to give "Kyrenia 11" a trial launching. Up until now the
wood had been periodically mated with a mixture of 50% linseed oil and 50%
turpentine. But, since no evidence of caulking was found in the seams of the
ancient hull, no caulking material had yet been used in the replica. However,
because the keel-to-garboard joint was not that snug a fit, it was thought prudent
to caulk this seam with a combination of hemp and cotton, which was continued
up the stem and sternposts as far as the first wale.
On May 9th, 1985, at 12:43 p.m., "Kyrenia 11" floated into the sea for the first
time. Wood which had been drying and shrinking for over two years provided
openings in the strakes' seams of one to two millimeters for water to rush through.
After one hour so much water had filled the hull that the ship's main wale was
almost submerged; after two hours she was down to the upper wale. But, after 24
hours the water was pumped out, and except for a few minor leaks, "Kyrenia 11"
remained high and dry. Within that short a period of time the wood had swelled

sufficiently to close those opened seams. The hull seemed very solid, and sat
evenly in the sea. Estimates were made as to the level of the sheer strake.
"Kyrenia 11" was hauled out, and during the next six weeks building
proceeded at a considerably accelerated pace. As many as ten men were working
on the replica at once, and some even on Saturdays and Sundays. We planned to
have the ship ready for official launching in conjunction with the inaugural
ceremonies of "Athens Cultural Capital of Europe 1985".
Having decided that about 30 more centimeters had to be added to the
heights of the sides to prevent the vessel from shipping too much water in heavier
seas, the 14th and final strakes were installed, being the same size as the 13th.
Later, a five-centimeter-high cap rail was made and completed the shell. And the
rest of the futtocks were nailed in place, as were some of the top timbers; but not
all of the latter were in place by launch time.
As in the Kyrenia ship, shelf clamps were placed inside the hull at the level of
the 10th strakes, reinforcing these main wales and providing some longitudinal
strength. Each clamp consists of three planks, the ends of which are diagonal
scarfs nailed to frames. Limber ledges support rectangular boards simply laid in
place athwarts and easily removable to gain access to the bilge. Between shelf
clamps and limber ledges are ceiling planks lightly nailed onto frames. In the
ancient hull these planks ran from frame 6 to frame 40, defining the limits of the
hold, and protecting frames from the wear and tear of ballast and cargo.
Now let us return to the oddity of the two adjoining half-frames, frames 6and
7, and recall that frame 6 had remnants of tenons in its inner face. Considering this
evidence, and also that the ceiling planks, limber ledges and boards ended atop
this frame, as well as the fact that the distribution of millstone ballast and
amphora cargo stopped abruptly here, we believe that a bulkhead once extended
athwarts at this point. Because of the high probability of the existence of this
bulkhead and the type of objects found behind it, we also presume that a deck ran
from frame 6 aft, enclosing a stern locker and providing a platform for the ship's
helmsman.
The builders of "Kyrenia 11" closely copied our hypotheses, while also relying
considerably on their own boatbuilding experience. In the stern a deck 3.8 meters
in length was constructed with a hatch opening cut in its forward starboard
quarter, giving access to the locker below. However, in the rush to finish the
replica a minor error in the placement of the bulkhead was made. Rather than
being placed atop Frame 6, it was built against its forward face.
The Kyrenia ship's excavation did not yield any substantial evidence for
locating a bulkhead forward of the hold. Perhaps there never was one. However,
common sense dictates that a deck must have existed in the bow to serve as a
platform for lbwering anchors and handling the sail. After lengthy discussions
during which Michalis contributed his expertise, we all agreed that for "Kyrenia
11" a bow deck should run aft to above floor frame 44. As built, the length of this
bow deck is 3.3 meters. There is no bulkhead a t its aft end, leaving easy access to

the space below this deck.
The pine mast step of the Kyrenia ship was found relatively well-preserved,
and the stanchion steps just forward and to each side of it were also in good
condition. These have been exactly replicated in every detail for "Kyrenia 11". The
mast step sits upon floor timbers 33, 35 and 37, rabbets having been cut in the
upper surfaces of these frames to fit the notches in the bottom of the step. The
mast step is secured by nails driven through it into each of the frames, two nails
per frame. The cuttings around the mast box are somewhat of an enigma, but in
time "Kyrenia II" should better explain their function. Portions of two cross
beams were found to the port of the Kyrenia ship's mast step complex. Their ends
were nailed to the top of the shelf clamp. Steffy has identified them as mast
partner beams and ingeniously interpreted their use in supporting the mast.
Following his plans and drawings the builders of "Kyrenia 11" have restored his
concepts in threedimensions. The aft partner beant spans the hull and is
supported at its center by rectangular stanchions tenoned into the after cuttings of
the mast step. Partner shelves run parallel to each side of the mast step; at their
stern ends they are nailed to and supported by the aft partner beam; at their bow
ends they are supported by round stanchions tenoned into the stanchion steps.
The forward partner beam does not span the hull; rather, its center is cut away to
leave room for the foot of the mast to swing out when the mast is being lowered
aft. The inner ends of the forward partner beam are rigidly held up by being nailed
to the bottom of the partner shelves. Atop these shelves should be removable
pieces of a collar helping to support the mast. Forward of the collar a removable
brace would add rigidity to the entire complex.,
Part of a third cross beam was found just aft amidships in the Kyrenia ship.
Although substantial in size (cross-section: 10 cm high and 12 cm, wide), it was
not nailed at its port end but simply rested in a notch in the top of the shelf clamp.
Therefore, it does not seem that it could have provided much athwart strength.
What its purpose was is a mystery. Perhaps "Kyrenia 11" will give us an
explanation.
The false keel on the ancient hull was Turkey oak. But searching high and low
we could not find this wood available in Greece except in lengths less than about
50 centimeters. So in the replica we have used another hard wood: beech. But, like
her ancestor, the false keel on "Kyrenia 11" is held in place by tapered square pegs
driven into round holes.
Professor Steffy has already spoken to you about his restoration of the
steering assembly and quarter rudders for "Kyrenia 11" based in part on the one
surviving steering oar blade from the Kyrenia ship. We will only add that the
looms of beech are prpbably about 35 centimeters too short, because longer
lengths of beech were not available. This will be corrected. Also, a satisfactory
method of lashing the steering oars secure has not yet been implemented but
should evolve after future sea-trials of "Kyrenia 11".
Aside from the replication of a few items of block and tackle found in the

Kyrenia ship, the remainder of "Kyrenia II" has been built based on conjecture
following our interpretations of ancient 'representations of ships, literary testimonia, and the experience of our shipwrights, rigger and sailmaker. Therefore, our
verbal descriptions will not be so detailed, and the subjects may be more
effectively conveyed through visual presentation.
As has been said, the strake seams of the hull have not been caulked, but they
have been covered with a mixture of fat from around the kidneys of oxen, pine
pitch, and fine saw dust, to make the seams more water-proof.
The hull from the keel to the top edge of the main wale has been coated with a
mixture of pig fat, pine pitch and soot, giving the effect of Homer's black-hulled
ships, and providing some protection against bacterial growth.
The end of the stempost and the finial of the sternpost were finished in the
simplest yet graceful way. One concession for decorating "Kyrenia II" was made.
I asked my wife to design and paint apotropaic eyes on the ship's bows.
Stanchions and railings also consistent with those depicted on vase paintings were
built around the stern and bow decks for safety.
Channels for belaying pins have been placed slightly aft the mast for securing
the shrouds. The stern bits are for lashing a variety of lines: backstay, braces,
sheets and brailing lines.
No fragments of the mast or yard were found in the Kyrenia ship's
excavation. Following Theophrastus' advice we decided to make them of silver fir
for "Kyrenia 11". The mast is 10.5 meters high and tapers upwards from 25
centimeters to 10 centimeters. The yard is a single piece 10 meters long, 18
centimeters at its center, tapering to 12 centimeters near its ends. A more flexible
three-piece yard will be tried next.
The sail should have been made of linen, but this material was not available
in Greece. It should have been made u p of horizontal strips. For a preliminary
experimental sail we decided to use cotton canvas which is readily available here.
But the sailmaker, Kostas Kafetzidakis, has a mind of his own and made this sail
of vertical strips. It is wide and low in configuration, measuring 9.6 by 4.9 meters,
or 47 square meters. Our early sailing tests have suggested that this sail is too
small. For the proper linen one we are considering a sail as large as 11 by 6 meters
(66 square meters) made up horizontal strips, in no. 7 linen canvas.
We advised that the sail should have 10 brailing lines, each line having
perhaps as many as 10 lead guide rings (176 were found in the excavation), these
rings being sewn to the leeward side of the sail. But the rigger, Yiorgios Kasanis,
also has a mind of his own, and used fewer rings sewn t o the windward side of the
sail. After a couple of sailings the mistake was appreciated, and the rings
transferred to the lee side.
The standing rigging of "Kyrenia 11" consists of a forestay, backstay, and two
shrouds to both port and starboard. The running rigging, in addition to the
brailing lines, consistis of a halyard, two topping lifts, braces and sheets. Manila
line, roughly comparable to fragments of rope found in the excavation, has been

used. Wherever possible pully blocks and heart thimbles, like those found in the
Kyrenia ship, have been used in the rigging. The function of the toggles resembling
yo-yos that were found in the ancient hull is still uncertain, but future sail tests of
"Kyrenia 11" will experiment with their use.
"Kyrenia 11" was christened by Mrs. Melina Mercouri and Susan Womer
Katzev the morning of June 22, 1985, and officially launched. Since that date I
have learned that five sea-trials have been performed. From brief reports received
on the earlier trials, I understand that "Kyrenia 11" in a following wind of 5 to 6
Beaufort moves at over 4 knots. She has also sailed as close as 70 degrees off the
wind.
Mr. Harry Tzalas informs me that, to date, the Hellenic Institute for the
preservation of Nautical Tradition has spent 8 million drachmas, or a little over
sixty thousand U.S. dollars, a t current exchange rate, for building and testing
"Kyrenia 11".
The project of building a replica of the ancient Kyrenia ship has taught us
much. We have learned that modern shipwrights can readapt to the method of
shell-first construction and relearn the mortise-and-tenon joinery method last
used by their ancestors almost a thousand years ago. We have shown that the shell
of a hull can be built up to its load waterline by mortise-and-tenon alone, without
virtually any internal bracing. And we have proven that Steffy's lines drawings of
the Kyrenia ship can be precisely duplicated. Professor Steffy calculated the
distance between the rabbets in the stem and stern posts of the Kyrenia ship to be
13.86 meters. In "Kyrenia 11" it is 13.76 meters - a difference of 10 centimeters. He
calculated the moulded beam t o be 4.2meters. In "Kyrenia 11" this disance is 4.20
meters!
We have also learned that "Kyrenia 11" floats and can be sailed. Gradually
we are learning the performance characteristics of this replica. But, changes are
already dictated, and many more sea-trials must be undertaken before w e can
properly analyze the accumulated data.
"Kyrenia 11" is an authentic replica of a Greek merchant ship dating to the
4th century before Christ. I hope that at the 2nd Symposium on Ship Construction
in Antiquity we will be able to report to you about her seaworthiness, sailing
capabilities, and success in carrying bulk cargoes through the eastern Mediterranean.
Michael L. Katzev
Vice President
Institute of Nautical Archaeology
and
Susan Womer Katzev
The Old Parsonage
Post Office Box 125
Arlington, Vermont
U.S.A. 05250

REMARKS ON AN INSCRIBED ANCHOR STOCK
FROM AEGINA (IG IV, 176)*
For Honor Frost
Among the stone objects exhibited in the Museum of Aegina, there is an
anchor stock of trachyte, found at the end of the last century in the so-called
Meristos area, some 10 minutes walk from the coast, not far away from the
modern port.
The stone (fig. 1) is broken at one end. Its preserved length is 1.11 m. It
carries a 5th century B.C. inscription,' published in 1902 by Frankel (ZG IV, 176):
MEKINETOAE
Mi K ~ V Erd& (Mq KIVEI
t66&,d o not move this)
Since such anchor stocks were not well known at the time of the discovery of
the stone, scholars interpreted it in several ways: Frankel (I.c.) comments that it
could be a grave stone, but he thinks that this is not certain. In 1914 the Greek
scholar Iriotes* was the first to mention that some others thought it was either a
boundary stone, or a gravestone, or an anchor @. 93). but he himself interpreted it
as a weight intended to hang from the lever arm of a winch for a draw-well
( ~ q l h v ~ i oy~pdviov,
v,
iolleno). Iriotes based his interpretation on the fact that the
stone was found by a well. According to him the inscription is addressed to
children, who would try to play with the suspended stone.
Gabriel Welter, in 1938, recognized it definitely as an anchor stock and
exmplained the inscription as an invocation, a plea, to the spirits of the sea, not to
move the anchor stock stuck on the sea bed.3
This ingenious interpretation was generaly accepted. Only M. Guarducci4 in
1974 came back to Iriotes' theory of the draw-well lever weight. But more recently,
in 1980, Costis Davaras' defended Welter's interpretation again and redarked
that the inscription finds its parallels in the apotropaic gorgon masks, caduceuses
or astragals found on later lead anchor stocks. Welter's interpretation is also
accepted by Mc Caslin.6
There is no doubt that the stone was originally an anchor stock.' It looks as if
it had not been in use for a very long time, since its surface is not much damaged
by sea worms. There are however good reasons to believe that the inscription was
not cut for its initial use:
1. The inscription covers 3/4 of the length of the stock, including the central
groove. In such a case the rope needed to hold the stock attached to the vertical
shanks and the shanks themselves8would cover a part of the inscription, making it
invisible.
2. The greek words meaning "anchor" are
C ~ K U(both
~ U feminine), and
sometimes the more generic term l i 0 0 ~(masculine).g But the neuter pronoun r d d ~

c ~ u s trefer to a neuter word.
3. The third argument is ex silentio and thus merely cumulative: no other
example of such a plea was ever found on other anchor stocks, although one could
expect that such a belief might have been quite widespread among mariners.
In order to understand the real meaning of the inscription let us look at some
analogous examples, both epigraphical and 1iterary:'O
a. On a column drum from Paros (ZG XZZ 5. 247) we read:
Nvpp6v Of the Nymphs
Mjl KYvJE~.
DO not move (or take away)
b. A little stele from the same island, most probably funerary (Arch. Deltion
1960, Chron., p. 245). carries the inscription:
'Avrtqi20, prj K ~ V E .Of Antiphilos, d o not move.
c. A similar interdiction on a slab from Thera (ZG XZZ 3. 451). which could
have belonged to a precinct or to a tomb, reads
Mrj Oi'vyav~.D o nor touch.
d. A later funerary epigram (Kaibel, 166) starts with:
Mjl K E ~ V EAiOov
~
[.K] yaiw dvOp~lrenavoijpyc... D o not move any (funerary)
stone from the earth, o rascal ...
Of course there are many epigrams of the same character.11
d. Plato (Laws 842~).when establishing the theoretical basis for his ideal state,
has as the very first of his agricultural laws:
Mrj ~ l v e i r wyrjS 6p1a pqaek. NO man shall move boundary-markers of land12.
f. A similar interdiction is frequently stated in the Bible. In Deuteronomy
19.14 for example we read:
Od permlvtjmq 6p1a roc nhplbv, 6 Eo-rqaav oi waripcc uov. You shall not
remove your neighbour's landmark which the men of old have set.13
These examples, which could be multiplied, give, I think, the key to our
problem. The neuter word to which the pronoun rddc refers is most probably
Gplov (boudnary) or perhaps e p a (sign).
The first alternative, most probable in my opinion, means that the anchor
stock was reused as a boundary stone, fixed upright on the boundary of a field at
Meristos, with the uninscribed part in the earth.
It is well known that the necessity of preventing violation of private property
was so widespread, that any boundary stone (opo~,6plov) in antiquity was
invested with sanctity, as beeing under the protection of ZEric "Oplo~(Zeus, the
Boundary-god) or of other similar deities.14 Parallel to the divine, human law also
provided special measures against violators of boundaries.15 In such a case the
~
(SC: 6p10v) would be an almost proverbial phrase,
inscription pj K ~ V E rd&
meaning: "Do not move this (boundary stone)".
The second alternative, although less probable, cannot be excluded. An
anchor stock would fit perfectly as a uqpa (which is also a kind of boundary
stone)16 on a tomb of a boatman, but also on the tomb of anyone buried in a
coastal area, such as Meristos.17 Recently Piero Gianfrottalg identified an anchor

stock, which was fixed upright as a q-pa of the etruscan tomb 245 of Valle Trebba
(mid 5th cent. B.C.) excavated in 1922. He thinks that this particular atjpa could
reflect the occupation of Kutikluna, as the buried person (with some maritime
occupation) was called.19
This unique find can be better understood in the light of litterary sources: we
know from Homer (Od. XII, 13-15) that an oar (ip~rpdv)was put as a atjpa on the
tumulus-tomb of Elpenor, on which a pillar (or&lq) was also erected.20 The ghost
of Elpenor asks Odysseus (ibid, XI, 75 sq.) "tofix upon the mound (of his tomb) his
oar wherewith he rowed in life when he was among his comrades". It is obvious that
he wants to have something on his tomb, which recalls his occupation in life.
Vergil (Aen.. VI, 232) imitates these verses, saying that an oar was fixed on the
tomb of Misenus (Vergil omits mention of a stele). An epigran attributed to
Sappho,*l but probably later, says that "hisfather, Meniscus, placed on fisherman
Pelagon's tomb a wee1 and oar, a memorial of the indigent life he led". Here also the
symbols of the occupation of the dead man are put on his tomb.
Was the anchor stock of Aegina also a atjpa of a tomb? After the discovery of
P. Gianfrotta this is possible. In such a case the inscription would mean "Do not
move this tomb marker (Mpa)". Two objections however could be advanced: a)
The name of the dead man does not appear, unless we suppose that a funerary
stele was also erected. b) In such early times interdictions of violating a tomb are
extremely rare as for example the case of Antiphilos mentioned above.
Whether grave stone or boundary stone, in any case the inscription goes with
a second period of use of the anchor stock and thus cannot be an invocation to the
spirits of the sea. Nor could the stone be the counterweight for a winch of a well,
because such weights have a completely different shape.
Charalambos B. Kritzas
Archaeological Museum of Iraklion,
Iraklion,
Crete
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M E V ~ ~ KK~OP TCO V~ a ~cimav,
i
pv@a
21. Anth. Pal. VII, 505: T@ yprxei I7~~aiywvz
K~KO[W~~S.

IXEPIAHYH
llAPATHPHXEIZ XE ENEllITPAQO ANTIBAPO ATKYPAX
A l l 0 THN AIrINA (IG IV, 176)
Cro Mouosio rqS A i y t v q vxapx~tCva avripapo k y ~ v p qax6 r p a x ~ i r q
higo, xov ppieqre rov x&pao@vo athva otqv napaeahaoota etoq M ~ p i o t 6 ~ .
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~
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"Ships of the Roman period in Central and Northern Europe"
For reasons beyond our control, it was not possible to obtain Mr. Marsden's
paper, in time for this publication we have publised the relative abstract in its
stead.
Many ships of the Roman period have been found in central and northern
Europe during the last twenty-five years, and they show that there were three main
shipbuilding traditions in the region:
1. A native tradition of central and north-western Europe, which is, for
convenience, called the "Celtic tradition". Recent discoveries suggest that this
was the most common form of shipbuilding in the region, even though the
existence of this tradition was only vaguely recognised until 1962. The ships
were carve1 built, and the planking was mainly attached to preerected ribs in a*
"skeleton technique" of construction. Examples of sea-going ships have been
found at London, Bmges and in Guernsey (Channel Islands); and inland
waters craft have been found in England, Netherlands, Germany, Switzerland
and Northern France.
2. The Classical Mediterranean tradition, with the well known mortise and tenon
joints in the planks. This is the "shell technique" of shipbuilding, the ribs being
inserted mainly after the planks have been joined together. Examples have
been found in London, and at Zwammerdam and Vechten in the Netherlands.
3. The Scandinavian tradition of clinker (overlapping) planking, which was in
use around the Baltic Sea area, just beyond the edge of the Roman Empire.
This too was a "shell technique" of shipbuilding, the plaking being joined
together before the ribs were added. The best example is the Nydam boat of
the 4th Century A.D., found in Jutland.
The Romans therefore, from the 1st century B.C., were in direct contact with
other shipbuilding traditions, particularly that of the Celtic people of central and
northwestern Europe. It is possible, then, that this may have influenced the later
development of Mediterranean shipbuilding, and its change from the "shell" to
the "skeleton" techniques of construction.
Peter Marsden
The Museum of London
London Wall,
London EC 2Y JHN,
England

'THE TRIERES RECONSTRUCTION:
VALUE AND AUTHENTICITY'
I Value
Marine archaeology conserves, recreates from a preserved base, or wholly
recreates, relevant artefacts of a given historical period. Examples of the first kind
are Averoff at Piraeus, Constitution at Boston, Victory at Portsmouth, Cutty Sark
at Greenwich. Examples of the second are the Roskilde Viking ships, the Marsala
galleys, Mary Rose and the Kyrenia ship, while Mayflower, Kontiki and the trieres
reconstruction are examples of the third, wholly recreated, kind. It may be worth
while dwelling for a few minutes on the reasons for such enterprises in practical
marine archaeology all of them costly. What moves individuals and governments
to spend large sums of money on them? What in short does a conserved o r
recreated artefact of a past age do for us?
Objects of daily use retrieved from ships, e.g. in the Zuyder Zee, or from the
Mary Rose, appeal to us, and have precious value as vivid, tangible, links with the
people of the past, as do the ships from which they come. Ships which have a
historical significance or have participated in famous events, e.g. Mayflower-and
Cutty Sark, or those which have had a part in famous actions, the trieres at
Salamis, Victory at Trafalgar, Olympia at Manila, have, for Greeks, British o r
Americans, an added value on that account. Wherc ships have become recognised
as playing a part in world history and in the development of a civilisation in which
many nations have come to share, they have a singificance and emotive value
crossing national boundaries. For example the trieres has a significance and

emotive value properly for Greeks in the first place, and then also among the
wider circle of peoples in Europe and the Americas for whom Greek history and
civilisation has been seminal, laying the foundations of the ways in which we think
and write and govern ourselves. The marine artefacts mentioned will have value in
one or more of these senses, the trieres in all of them.
We may press a little further the question of what the reconstruction of a 16th
century Mediterranean galley, a Roman quinquereme, or an Athenian trieres will
do for us. Some read history out of intellectual curiosity. For them tangible visual
images illustrate their reading and make it more vivid. But the student of history is
made of sterner stuff. His mental picture of the people and events of the past is
furnished and enriched by those images not as an end in itself but as a means to
useful evaluation and probable conclusions. This process is a superficial one, but
not, I think, to be dismissed as merely superficial. The value of history as an
educational and scientific pursuit is diminished if the imagination cannot be
stimulated by true images of the past. The interest and excitement of archaeology
lies as much in the restoration and recreation of the past life and behaviour of
people as in the discovery of actual remains and artefacts, in themselves often
unexciting. However much the sceptic may distrust it, the exercise of the creative
imagination, putting flesh on the dead bones, is the reward and culmination of
necessarily plodding historical and archaeological work, and the creative imagination needs true images if its exercise is to have value. In the marine sphere these
images are provided by the Maritime Museums of the world, for Greece preeminently by the magnificent exhibition, Greece and the Sea.
The second sense in which the reconstruction of a historical ship, if a working
reconstruction, may be of use to the historian is by its performance that is to say,
by providing data for the assessment of historical voyages, naval movements and
actions, and, more widely, of the potentialities of trade and the effectiveness of
sea-power.
There are, further, some particular questions to which a working, reconstructed, trieres may give an answer. The 200 hundred triereis under Themktocles'
command at Salamis helped to win, against great odds, a battle which Creasey
numbered among the decisive battles of the world. The story is in no need of
telling. A very large fleet of Persian triereis manned by Phoenicians, Egyptians,
Greeks and non-Greeks from Asia Minor was decisively defeated by a much
smaller fleet of those Greeks who resisted, in which the 200 Athenian triereis,
"specially built", Plutarch says later, "for speed and quick turning" were
outstanding. Athenian triereis continued to display those qualities throughout the
period of Athenian naval supremacy. A reconstructed Athenian trieres may be
expected to make clear how and to what degree speed and manoeuvrability were
achieved, and help us to understand how she proved so effective in that
remarkable battle. It is not just the trieres, but the special qualities of the Athenian
trieres, which we need to realise.
Again, in the latter part of the fifth century Athens became the richest and

most powerful city in the Mediterranean, largely, it appears (and Pericles claimed)
through her ability to dominate a considerable area of sea to her own advantage
by the pre-eminent skill of her seamen and commanders in the quick and effective
deployment of the trieres. Thus she was in a position to develope the civilisation
which remains one of the wonders of the world. How exactly was Athens able to
found a political and economic hegemony on skill in building and operating a type
of warship which was common to all aspirants t o seapower? This is a question
which has never been put, let alone answered. Only familiarity with the trieres
given by practical experience of it will enable us to do both. Our first steps towards
the reconstruction are beginning to indicate the sort of answers we are likely to
get.
The Trireme Trust was founded in Britain in 1983 by some philhellenes,
including a distinguished naval architect, who had the educational and scientific
aim of building a reconstructed trieres. The first step in this direction was to be the
design and constructio~iof a 5.5 ni section of the hull accurate in all details. An
agreement was very happily reached with the Hellenic Navy that they should build
and commission the complete ship in Greece. For its part the Trust would supply
building drawings and specifications, build in England and send out the Trial
Piece when completed, and participate in the sea trials of the whole ship when
completed. The Trial Piece proved its worth as a necessary experimental
preliminary, serving to identify and solve many practical problems. It was
demonstrated under oar in the river Thames at the Royal Henley Regatta in July
1985, where it created quite a stir among the assembled oarsmen, before being
shipped out to Greece. In the meantime a scale model of the proposed ship on the
specifications provided was made in Greece and is now on exhibition.
Why, it may be asked, are these first steps not sufficient? The ship is now
defined by specification, building drawings, a scale model, and by constructing
full-scale a tenth part of the hull. Why go to the trouble and expense of building,
testing, operating and then maintaining a complete, full-scale ship? The answer is
both more simple and more cogent in the case of the trieres than with most past
types of ship, for the design and working of the trieres has been particularly
inscrutable, and she had a particularly vital role in history. This irritating
inscrutability has resisted resolution because the evidence relating to the oarsystem, on which the design entirely depends, has been, and to some extent still is,
a matter of controversy. The design seems at last to be coming into the light, but
the intricacy of the trieres is such that only a full-scale reconstruction, with trained
men pulling her, will show whether the oarsystem which the evidence can be
claimed to indicate is actually workable in practice.
There is another reason why, in the case of the trieres and of other wholly
recreated artefacts, only a complete full-scale reconstruction will do. All the
claims that I have made for conserved, partly or wholly recreated artefacts rest on
their authenticity. The authenticity of Averoff, Constitution or Victory is beyond
doubt, and there is enougll \urviving of the Marsala galleys, Mary Rose and the

Kyrenia ship to support a partial recreation. But in the case of the trieres not only
has no wreck been found, but no wreck is likely t o be found because if holed or
swamped she did not sink to the seabed, there to be preserved as so many ancient
merchantmen have been. The trieres can only then be recreated by careful piecing
together of the evidence from various sources, and authenticity proved by fullscale experiment. The 'trieres project' has then more to gain than most such
enterprises; also, of course, it has most to lose.

I1 Authenticity
An account of the piecing together of the evidence is out of place in this
paper. But the story of the controversy is enlightening and may be briefly told.
First a few words about the name.
The name 'trieres', 'three-fitted' might have been expected to give a clue to
the oar-system. Literature and vasepaintings show oared warships playing an
important part in Greek life from the earliest times, as is likely from the geography
of the Hellenic world. In the Iliad and Odyssey (eighth century BC) there are
twenty-oared ships, and in the Catalogue in Iliad I1 fifty-oared ships, both types
presumably with one file of oarsmen on each side of the ship, as later vasepaintings show. Pride of place in the Catalogue is given to fifty Boeotian ships in
which '120 young Boeotians went'. Thucydides says that they all pulled oars, and
we are hardly entitled to doubt him. One file of sixty oarsmen is a physical
impossibility. The ships then must have employed a two-level system, double
manning of oars being unknown at this date. The two-level arrangement is
confirmed for the end of the eigth century by a relief showing the evacuation of
Tyre in 701, and possibly by an Attic vasepainting found in Thebes. The trieres,
with a crew of 200, was invented about the beginning of the next century either in
Phoenicia (as M. Basch thinks) or in Corinth (as I think). She could have been
developed by the addition of a third file of oarsmen to the two files of oarsmen of
the Boeotian-type 120-oared ship (i.e. roughly 30+30+30 a side). The Boeotian
sixty-a-side ship seems to have been superseded before it could be given a name.
But the two-level system reappears in later centuries in ships with twenty-five and
fifteen men a side. These types did not need new names since they were fifty and
thirty-oared ships, which already had names, 'pentecontor' and 'triacontor'.
However, the new three-level ship did need a new name, and was called 'trieres'.
There are plainly two possible ways in which this name could be interpreted. It
could refer either to the three 1e v e 1s at which the oarsmen sat, or to the three
f i l e s of oarsmen on each side of the ship.
Although the Italians in the 15th and 16th centuries used the names triremi,
quadriremi, quinqueremi to describe galleys with three, four and five files of
oarsmen on each side, there has from the first in modern times been an
assumption that the name trieres referred to three levels of oarsmen, an
unfortunate assumption because it creates grave difficulties, indeed disbelief,
when the names of the later types are considered, the tetrereis, pentereis and

hexereis built at Syracuse, and the still larger types built by Alexander's successors
up to the monster tesseraconteres of Ptolemy Philopator. If trieres means a ship of
three levels of oars, tessaraconteres means a ship with forty levels. But this is
absurd. The absurdity was resolved, correctly by supposing that the names did not
refer to the levels, incorrectly by proceeding to the false conclusion that none of
them h a d more than one level of oarsmen.
Renaissance scholars, curious about the ancient warships, the Greek trieres
and the Roman quadrireme and quinquereme, could see in Rome: (i) Trajan's
oared three-level undecked flagship on the Column; (ii) the relief, now vanished,
which was the original of the dal Pozzo drawing depicting the bow section of a
three-level oared warship; and probably also (iii) the relief now at Aquila in Italy
showing the stern section of a similar ship. Nevertheless, there were also to be seen
in Italian waters galleys which the Venetians called triremi, quadriremi, quinqueremi with three, four and five files of oarsmen on each side at one level. In the
earlier type of galleys alla sensile three oarsmen sat on each of many benches on
each side of the ship, each oarsman pulling his own 9 m long oar. Later in the a
scaloccio types gangs of three, four and five men together pulled massive 15 m
oars. Naturally these were claimed to be the lineal descendants of the ancient
Greek and Roman warships, all of which were accordingly, they thought, pulled
by oars at one level.
Sir Henry Savile, tutor in Greek to Queen Elizabeth of England, protested
against these claims as going against the ancient literature and "the ancient
portraytures remaining yet to be seene". The literature he was thinking of
probably included the passage (1704) in Aristophanes F r o g s , where an oarsman
is said to have made wind and worse in the face of a thalamax, a slang word for
thalamios. the oarsman who sat in the hold. He noted toothat there was no lineal
descent from ancient to modern galley since Zosimus in the 5th century AD had
said that the building of trierika ploia had long been forgotten in his day.
The view Savile represented, that of the scholars, was challanged by, among
others, Lazar de Baif, the French ambassador to the Venetian Republic who
claimed that a three-level trieres implied a four-level quadrireme and so on ad
absurdurn. The "ancient portraytures" were just wrong. A more formidable
challenge was added in 1737 by the commander of Louis XIV's galleys, Barras de
la Penne: a three-level oared ship must necessarily have been pulled by oars
differing in length, and a synchronised stroke in such a ship would have been
impossible.
The battle lines were thus drawn for the next two centuries. The scholars' case
was much strengthened by the discovery on the Acropolis at Athens of the
Lenormant relief, apparently showing the midships section of an oared ship with
oars at three levels, of which the dal Pozzo drawing's original and the Aquila relief
might well depict the bow and stern, all three representations being on the same
scale. The new relief was confidently dated to the end of the fifth century BC.
In 1861,'2 a full-scale reconstruction of a Roman trireme was built on the

Seine at Clichy on Napoleon 111's orders. It was a disastrous failure. The scholars
were discomfited and the arguments were renewed for a one-level trieres using one
or other of the Venetian oarsystems. However, by now the excavation of the Zea
shipsheds by Dragatzes revealed the maximum dimension of the trieres (36 m long
and 5.5 m brbad), and inscriptions showed that the oarsmen numbered 170, and
that the oars were no longer than 4.2 m. These hard facts ruled out both the
Venetian systems which employed oars very much longer, and although it was
possible to design, as Cook and Richardson did, an alla sensile galley with oars
about the right length, the ship would have had a dangerously low freeboard; and
in any case 170 oarsmen could not be accommodated on that system in a ship able
to use the Zea shipsheds.
The stalemate was broken in favour of the scholars by meeting the two
classical objections to a three-level oared ship. If the meaning of trieres is not a
ship of three levels (which it neverthless was) but a ship with three files of oarsmen
on each side (as the word triremi meant at Venice), de Baif s objection disappears.
The larger ships can be envisaged as having many files of oarsmen (pulling a
scaloccio i.e. with more than one man to an oar), but at never more than three
levels. The more serious practical objection of Barras de la Penne also disappears
if it can be shown that a ship of three levels of oars does not need oars differing in
length according to the level. My model in 1941 showed that this was the case.
The removal of these objections opened the way to the use of the literary,
epigraphical and archaeological evidence in the design of a three-level oared
warship. The consistency of such evidence, when pieced together, is remarkable,
but by itself does not make a ship for which the claim can be made that it is either
an authentic reconstruction of an Athenian trieres of the 5th/4th century or a
workable seaworthy ship. The next step, taken by my colleague John Coates, was
to apply to the historical data the laws of physics and the evidence about ancient
shipbuilding gathered by the underwater archaeologists. The fact that, when this
step is taken, only minimal options are open to the designer has made it
reasonable to construct first the Trial piece and the model and now the full-scale
ship.
To conclude: the trieres under construction is likely to be authentic in her
main features, and therefore provide a valuable illustration for the reader of
history and tool for the historian. Sea-trials of her under oar and sail will: (i) prove
the authenticity of the design; (ii) give a vivid demonstration of an instrument of
seapower in a historically important period; and, more particularly (iii) provide
hitherto unavailable details of the performance of the trieres (a) under battle
conditions and (b) in naval movements.
John Morrison
Granhams,
Great Shelford,
Cambridge, CB2 5JX.
England

AEGEAN SHIPS FROM THE 2ND MILLENIUM B.C.
Excavation holds many surprises for the archaeologist, and at times yields
evidence for something that one would not expect from a particular place. In our
case, a rescue excavation at inland Argos has brought t o light a clay ship model,
which provides information about construction of ships in antiquity.
The model,* of Mycenaen date, was made by hand of reddish clay, it is 21 cm
long, 7,5cm wide and 4 cm high. Although part of one end is missing and
projecting parts are broken, it is fairly well preserved (fig. 1). Its base is flat, so
that, the model stands steadily, and its interior is concave. In the centre of the hull
a projecting broad mass of clay has been broken off (fig. 2). At equal distances
from it, two strips of clay run across the width of the hull. The preserved end has a
small platform. At one side of the platform, near the gunwale there is a small
projection and beside this a strip of clay, which is hung by the gunwale (fig. 3).
This clay model is a unique find for Argos, where till now no other
representation of a ship has been found dating from the Late Helladic period.
A number of catalogues of the representations of ships from the Aegean
Bronze Age have been published: the first collected by S. Marinatos in 19331, was

expanded by L. Casson,2 J. Sakellarakis,j C. Laviosa,4 D. Gray,s S.C. Humphreys6
and this last exclusively for the models A. Gottlicher.7 In addition, a great number
of seals decorated with representations of ships were published in the volumes of
the Corpus Der Minoischen und Mykenischen Siegel. Other finds have been
reported: representations of ships on a Middle Bronze Age jug from Argos,8 a ship
incised on a stone mould from the palatial workshop of Thebesg another
indistinguishable in detail on a sarcophagus from the cemetery of Tanagraloand a
mast on fragments from the frescoes of Pylos." In a chamber tomb from
~ a n a ~ r a and
l 2 a chamber tomb from Kastelli at Thebes,l3 clay models of boats
were discovered. Two seals with representations of ships came from Crete, one
from Makryialosl4 and another from Anemospilia at Archanes.15 It was made
clear by the excavator that the part of a clay model of a ship from Zakros
represents a prow and a prow-man.l6 Part of a stem of a clay model was identified
among the finds from the acropolis of Mycenae.17 The initial publication of a
picture of the Asine clay model of a boat inspired S. Washman to write about it in
detail. 18
K. Westerberg has completed the view of the seamanship in a broader area in
her book about Cypriot ships.19
Generally in the Aegean area, clay models of ships are fewer than ships
represented in other artistic modes, such as painting or seal engraving.
When one undertakes a study of a representation of a ship, the first thing that
one asks is what end is the stem and what is the stern. A number of different
criteria have been used, many of which were not considered convincing because
the elements in the representations rarely allow precise identification. The fact
that the clay model from Argos does not have both its ends intact does not allow
us to apply either of the old arguments that the high end is the stem or conversely
the stern, arguments that remained for years and are still being used as a starting
point of discussion of ancient ships.
As a proof of his argument for a high prow, Casson21 cited evidence taken
from the graffito from Enkomi, Cyprus, where the sail is represented bellying out
toward one side of the mast and indicates that the ship is moving in the direction
toward which the higher end is pointed. The argument that the higher end is the
prow is supported at least for Mycenaen ships, by the discovery of the rest of the
sherds of the pyxis of Pylos. It is proven that the sail was placed toward the stem,22
which can be identified because we know that the other end is the stern, where the
steering oar is clearly represented. The earlier reconstruction of the pyxis showed
by mistake the sail bellying out from both sides of the mast. The newly discovered
sherds prove that the stem also had a high akrostolion (figure-head) giving it much
more height, because it comes near the upper frame of the representation.23
In general, for the Aegean area, the miniature fresco of the ship procession
from Thera is considered to provide a solution to the problem, because there, too,
the stem is higher than the stern.24 In addition to their contemporary elements,
which aid the study of ships of the Middle Bronze Age, the vessels of the ship

procession contain many older elements which go back to the Early Bronze Age.
This conservative aspect is due to the religious role played by the ships in the
fresco.
Recently, Johnston25 reopened discussion arguing for a lower stem, firstly for
the Early Cycladic ships of Santorini using as main arguments parallels from
Predynastic Egypt and modern ethnological studies and the fact that on the large
ships of Santorini the high stern has a decorative and not a functional character, a
feature according to him, of ships which are represented on Early Cycladic frying
pans. But, theEgyptian graffiti of ships26 are'unclear enough and chronologically
very far from the Cycladic representations, so that it is preferable to compare
them to contemporary lead models from Naxos27 and the clay model from
Palaiokastro.28 The large ships on the fresco from Thera though they are a
millenium later than the Early Cycladic ones have elements that are related to
them because they display archaistic characteristics that served the religious role
they played in this particular scene. Even in th; case of the ships which are
represented on the clay frying-pans, one can't be sure if the high end is functional
or a decorative addition. In some cases29 this end is decoratively differentiated
from the rest of the hull and it is probable that the manner of its depiction is due to
the formal nature of the Early Cycladic art. On the other hand the lead models
from Naxos and the clay model from Palaikastro have a very thin point at their
high end. The smaller opening of the angle of the hull and the stem is not enough
evidence for one to conclude that they represent a type of craft different from the
dug-out.30 Even if one accepts the decorative character of the high end for several
Early Cycladic ships, must take into account the plain decorative akrostolia on the
frying-pans and the graffiti of Naxos,31 elements link them with the stem of the
ship in the scene on the miniature fresco. There we are sure that similar decoration
belongs to the bow. The ethnological parallels are not sufficient for they can be
used equally well t o support the view of the high stem. In an effort to interpret the
purpose of the ramshaped projection at the stern of the big ships on the miniature
fresco of Santorini, one can look for parallels on Portuguse boats32 (xavega o r
saveiro) which have many similarities to the ships from Santorini, including a
plain higher stem. However, the same ramshaped projection, which is observed a t
the stern of the ships from Thera and Northeast Asia]' is proven to have a
religious ceremonial role. This same ramshaped projection on Early Cycladic
ships is found at the lower end and at that period probably had only practical use.
In other words, its purpose was to protect the hull when the ship was coming t o
landu and to keep the ship in balance when it was loaded,35 it may even have
served as a gangplank as it seems to be used by a human figure on the graffiti from
Naxos. In any case this projection at the end of a ship identifies it as the stern.
As a result, we think that these arguments for a high stern are inconclusive
and that other elements of representations of ancient ships should be examined in
an attempt to identify the stem and the stern. Certainly the surest points of
identification are: the direction of the sails, the position of the steering oar and the

position of the oarsmen.
In the Argive model the thinner end is broken and is preserved at the same
height with the other one. On the platform formed on the oval end of the latter
one, a low cylindrical projection is preserved from which the upper part is broken.
It probably represents the beam that supported the steering oar, as presumably
occurs on the clay model from Aghia Triada36 and again on Egyptian ships during
the Old Kingdom.3' The identification of the place of the steering oar automatically leads to the recognition of the stem at this exact end of the ship. It is well
known that Bronze Age ships in the Aegean as a rule had just one steering-oar
placed a t the side of the stern of the ship.38
At first sight, it seems that the position of the steering-oar on the left side of
the platform would make the handling of the ship difficult for a right handed
sailor, who would sit on the platform (fig. 1 and 2). That this was not a problem is
shown by the representation on a seal from the Numismatic Museum in Athens,
where the steersman, sitting on the platform of the stern holds the steering oar
with his left hand, while he handles the tiller with his right hand.39 The tiller is
usually not depicted on representations of ships from the Aegean in the second
millenium B.C. probably because it is a minor detail. There is no tiller on ships in
the procession from Santorini, as it is clear from the way in which the steeringoars are used by the steersmen.40 The lack of a tiller refers to simpler ships of
earlier periods and this reflects the religious character of the representation.
However, on the pyxis from Pylos where the steering oar is represented
disproportionately large compared to the ship, the tiller and the rope which
connects it, are indicated.4' On Egyptian ships its use and representation begin in
the Old Kingdom and evolve becoming permanent in the Middle and New
Kingdoms, as on Greek ships represented on Geometric pictorial pottery.
The other piece of clay (fig 1, 2, 3, sect. A-A), that looks like a heap under the
platform of the aft becomes thinner as it goes up and falls out of the gunwale,
where it is broken, probably represents the rope which was used to fasten the
steering oar to the pole or t o fasten an anchor.4' Its thickness is exaggerated
compared to the other dimensions of the hull, but that is not surprising because a
thick rope would have been necessary if we consider the Egyptian models of the
New Kingdom for the steering oar44 and the Greek sources for the anchor.45
The base is flat (sect. B-B), as is usual on many models of ships, without any
indication of a keel.One would expect to see such a base on earlier boats, dug-outs
which were made of the trunks of trees, during the third millenium B.C. and
continued to be used in the Mediterranean till the 5th c.A.D.46 Other elements of
the Argive ship model distinguish it from this category, but we cannot exclude the
possibility that a long plank took the place of the keel. In contemporary Egypt of
the New Kingdom the keel began to be used precisely at this period.47 One possible
indication of a keel is seen in the angular cross section of the clay model from
Mycenae.48 A keel is clearer on the representation of the ship on the sarcophagus
from Gazi," where its small projection toward the stem is indicated. Both of these

contemporary representations of keel suggest that the shape of the base is a
convention providing a flat surface on which the model stood. A later piece of a
clay model from Mycenae dating from Late Helladic IIIC, bears a clear indication
of the keel.50
The ship is angular in section (fig. 3, 4, sect A-A), in contrast to the curving
shape of all the ships depicted on the frescoes from Thera and Crete in Middle
Minoan times.5' This tendency for straight lines and angles can be observed in
many representations of ships from the mainland and also from Late Minoan
Crete after 1.400 B.C. when the whole Aegean area shared common cultural
characteristics: for instance on the stone mould from Thebes,52 the Late Minoan
IIIB ship on the sarcophagus from Gazi,53 the ships on the sherds from Phaestos54
and the ship on the graffiti from Thebes.55
The ships of the Late Bronze Age Aegean, by having this general angular
profile can be distinguished from the category of small crafts with curving profile
which were built for short voyages and not for long distance trips. These small
boats resemble the larger ships, but there are other differences: In representations
many of these boats are highly decorated either with painted zones or akrostolia,
shaped as bird's heads or as other animals recalling the richly decorated ships for
the religious ceremony of the Nautical Festival of Thera. Certainly there were
decorated ships, which were not used for religious purposes, since Homer
mentions the so called "cpot~olcapqe~
vijs~".56 In several cases these small boats
have religious meaning, either they have attributes with a sacred character or they
were found in a religious context. Also the fact that there are masts and that the
sails are either missing o r furled as occurs on the ships of the Thera frescoes, is
evidence of religious conservatism which goes back to the small rowing crafts of
the third millenium B.C.
In the internal part of the hull the base of the mast is (fig. 1,2) preserved and
the fact that it is almost in the centre is a solid argument that the ship is to be
classified with large vessels. Though it is known that ships were sailing in the
Aegean since the beginning of the second millenium B.C. there exist only
representations of the vesels. The model from Argos is the second model of a large
ship to be found after the one from Aghia Triada which dates to the Late Minoan
IIICperiod.57 It is not possible to know the height of the missing upper portion
which would have been made of fragile material. The clay might have been
completed in wood with a piece of cloth at the upper part, which would indicate
sails. Clay models of ships have been found in the Near East and Cyprus58 which
bear a hole where a wooden mast would be fixed.
We have described two clay strips, that cross the width at almost equal
distances from the mast (fig. 1, 2). The benches of a clay model from Mycenae59
are indicated in a similar way. In that example the strips occupy a limited area at
the bottom of the hull and their length does not reach the gunwale, as in the
Argive example and, morever, they d o not touch the floor but are a short distance
above it. Similarly, in the clay model from Aghia Triadam the benches are placed

under the deck and do not reach the gunwale. Thus, these differences lead us to
the conclusion that the strips in the Argive ship do not indicate benches but rather
the cross beams of the hull.61 There is no reason for the number of the cross beams
to be realistic.
Some years ago, a clay ship model was published from Oropos.62 But since
the find was not from a stratified context it can only be dated by means of stylistic
criteria. It is thought that it may date to the Late Helladic 111period because of the
type of its clay and paint.63 One specific characteristic of this ship is the ramshaped
projection of its base which can be compared to the projection on a piece of a clay
model from Athens64 and another from Phylakopi65 that are dated to Late
Helladic IIIC period. It is not easily compared to the sharp projection of the ram
of late Geometric ships. The projection on the Oropos model could not function
properly with an akrostolion. One assumes akrostolion was attached to this model
because of the two horizontal pierced holes as well as one perpendicular hole with
no opening. The fastening of the shrouds would be more easily done somewhere in
the interior of the ship and not at its far end.66The closest parallel comes from the
newly restored pyxis from Pylos which depicts the akrostolion: it is certain that a
similar shorter ramshaped projection at the prow was a part of the kee1.67 After a
detailed study of the representations of ships of the end of Late Helladic 111
period, especially of the IIIC period, one can conclude that all have such a ram at
the stem, which was not meant to ram as the ram of the Geometric period would
probably do, but was designed to help the ship pass through the sea and to land.
The most ancient representation of this technical achievement is found on the ship
from Gazi, dated to Late Minoan IIIB. It seems to coincide with the invention of
the keel of which the so called ram is the end. On the other hand it is not just
coincidence that the keel on New Kingdom Egyptian ships made its appearence at
the same time." That the ramshaped projection was not structurally independent
of the keel is shown by the ships on a Protogeometric crater from Alicarnassus69
and an Early Geometric sherd from Leftkandi.70 These intermediary examples
connect Aegean ships of the Late Bronze Age period with their representations of
the Geometric period. During the 9th century and especially the 8th century it
developed into a vessel of war suitable for conflicts with pirates, on long distance
journeys in search of colonies, although there is not any representation depicting it
in a naval battle.7' Its ceramic context dates the clay model to Late Helladic IIIA2Bl at the time of the peak of Mycenean civilization and its greatest expansion.
Argos, where it was found, is mentioned in the Catalogue of the ships as one
important force; thus, it is natural that a model of a ship would be found there.
Although there is no evidence that Premycenaean mainland had a nautical
tradition, it has been suggested that the Mycenaeans were the creators of a great
navy.'2 The main evidence is that on a tablet of Linear B from Pylos the largest
percentage of nautical terms is Greek. It is possible that the Mycenaeans
developed small ships into the stronger more powerful seafaring vessels.
When we look for a nautical tradition on the mainland during the Middle

Bronze Age, we find once more at Argos the representation of ships on a jug,
which is the first depiction of a ship in the town and the only one predating the
clay mode1.73 The fact that other such representations of ships exist on the
mainland at this time as well as pottery imported from abroad prove that the
mainland was not isolated. Distances between areas in the Aegean are so short
that even a primitive boat could bring them into contact, and it has been shown
that as long ago as the Messolithic Franchthi imported obsidian from the island of
Melos.
The little boats from the jug from Argos are crescent shaped, at their bottom
parallel lines indicate oars and amidships there is a cabin with apsidal roof. The
only contemporary representations of a cabin with absidal roof exist in Egypt, on
the model boats of the dead from the Middle Kingdom. In the Aegean several
representations of ships with a flat roof or without a roof have been found. To the
second category belongs the cabin on the stern of the ship on the Theran fresco.
The fact that their use was not practical but ceremonial is proved by their light
weight construction unsuitable for travel in the open sea; the garlands which
decorate them and the emphasis on the importance of the person who stands
there. There are many talismanic Minoan seals, sacred objects themselves, which
depict a similar cabin on the stern of a ship. Thus only the main part of the ship
which is associated with religious beliefs, is represented. Isolated cabins decorated
with garlands are painted on the walls of the West House of Ihera. This
representation has led to the identification of other cabins on fresco fragments
from Mycenae.74 Their role is considered religious firstly because of the hieratic
character of the procession of the ships and the direct association to the
representation of the priestess of the West House, and secondly because of their
decoration with garlands and their similarity to the unroofed litters from
The apsidal shape of the roof of theArgive ships is similar to a Mycenaean
litter model of clay, which has been interpreted convincingly as having hieratic
use.76 The position of the cabin in the centre of the hull is parallel to the position
of the flat-roofed cabin on the gold ring from Tiryns, where a religious scene is
also depicted.
As far as the ship procession of Thera is concerned the furled sail, the
ramshaped projection of the stern, the paddles and the decoration are considered
to be imitations of archaic prototypes. As far as we know these characteristics
some of which are preserved on Middle Minoan seals, go back to the Early
Cycladic ships of which no one had a mast or sails. On the ships from Argos
besides the cabin and the lack of a mast, the parallel lines may indicate paddles, as
those on early Cycladic and Theran ships. We conclude that the ship on a seal
~ moved by paddles because the human
from the Stathatos C ~ l l e c t i o nis~ also
figures are standing and face the stem. In addition, the religious character is
proved by the long dresses of the figures,78 the ramshaped projection and the cabin
of the stem.
On another seal from Anemospilia in Crete,79a human figure is depicted

paddling a vessel which has a high stern, bird shaped at the lower stem, a
characteristic of other sacred ships too.
Because the representations of ships from the Bronze Age Aegean, many
times, contain religious elements, the study of ship construction is very difficult.
The religious character of the ship is recognised by special features or by the
excavation context, if for example the representation comes from a tomb or a
sanctuary. A great number of ships have been discovered which have a certain
religious role not only in the Aegean and the Orient, but also in Europe and it has
been accepted that they are associated with vegetation deities and the cult of the
dead, especially for people who live near the sea and rivers.80
The clay model from Argos does not give a clear indication about its role, by
itself. Evidently it is not an accurately portayed model of a ship, since its depiction
is summary and unrealistic, at least as far as the flat base is concerned. It seems
that it was destined to be an offering. This supposition is confirmed by its context,
which consisted of fragments of anthropomorfic figurines, a piece of a throne
model, fragments of animal figurines, a glass paste seal bearing the representation
of a goat. The context and details such as the jewellery which is depicted on the
anthropomorfic figurines and the flat base of the model are indications that this
object had a religious aspect.
Heleni Palaiologou
Archaeological Museum of Nauplia
Nauplia
Argos Museum inv. No 6098
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LE BATEAU DE THESEE, LE VASE FRANCOIS
ET LES TRIACONTOROI*
11 est utile, lorsque l'on s'inttresse i l'iconographie --e.t en particulier i
I'iconographie de marine- de considtrer aussi l'environnement culture1 qui
dttermine la crtation d'images - la litttrature, et les mythes. J e m'en suis
convaincu en ttudiant, dans la revue Archaeonautica 4(1984), p. 213 B 227, une
image bien connue, le bateau sculptt sur la frise d u petit trtsor de Sicyone B
Delphes: il s'agit non pas du premier navire venu, mais de la nef Arg6 elle-meme,
qui portait les cinquante Argonautes; la constquence de cette observation simple
est que ce bateau ne peut Etre qu'une penttconttre, et que I'on doit donner de lui,
sur trois mttopes successives du "monoptdre" sicyonien, une image restitute plus
ambitieuse et plus significative que celle que l'on imaginait. J e propose ici, avec
une mtthode identique, de considtrer, pour la meme ptriode A quelques annCes
prks, un autre vaisseau illustrt par le mythe, celui du htros athtnien ThCste.
Chaque annte, au printemps, au mois d'Anthestkrion, une thtorie, avec un
choeur de jeunes gens, partait d'Athknes B destination de Dtlos pour participer B
la fete des Dtlia. C'ttait, disait-on, la constquence d'un voeu fait par la citt B
Apollon au depart pour la Crkte de Thtste, pour obtenir du dieu le salut du htros
et des jeunes gens qu'il emmenait. On envoyait alors, aprhs avoir observt les
presages par hit!roscopia, au Dtlion de Marathon (scholie A Sophocle Oedipe a
Colone 1047) un bateau pour les transporter vers I'ile sainte et les en ramener.
Aristote tvoque cette Ete, et l'organisation du voyage, en rapport avec les
attributions de l'archonte tponyme, au chapitre LVI, 3 de sa Constitution
d'Athdnes: Ka6fmqa1bi ~ a&ic
i AQhv ~ o p q y o d~~adpX16Co(pov
i
r]@rp~cucovsopiq
r@ rotjc $ l C o ~aiyovrz. "L'archonte dtsigne aussi les chorkges pour Dtlos et
l'archithtore pour le vaisseau B trente rameurs qui y conduit les jeunes gens". A
partir du moment od l'on avait "couronnC" la poupe de ce bateau, et jusqu'ii son

* I1 est inutile de multiplier les rtfhrences concernant le vase Franpis, expost au Muste
archtologique de Florence (inv. 4209); je renverrai seulement A la bibliographie donnCe par E. Simon,
Die Griechischen Vmen, P. 77 (mais on ajoutera Greek Oared Ships cite ci-aprh) et f~I'excellente image
en couleurs publike dans le volume sur Lo Grkce archafquede la collection L'univers des Fomes, p. 62,
fig. 56.

retour, on ne pouvait prodder ii AthGnes i aucune execution capitale: c'est ii cette
circonstance que Socrate, en 399 av. J.C., condamnt le lendemain du depart, dut
d'avoir sa mort differte d'un mois; Xknophon le rappelle dans les Mkmorables, et
surtout Platon, qui mentionne ii ce propos et la thCorie et le navire, dans le Phkdbn,
38 ab. I1 vaut la peine de citer assez largement ce passage, avec la traduction de
E o n Robin.
QAIA. T 6 ~ qrtq a h @d ' E ~ i ~ p a r e avvipq.
q,
Ervxs yap ra xporepaiq tijq
6 i q q 4 xp6pva Q o r e p p i q roii xhoiov 6 eiq Aijhov 'ABqvdor xipxovot.
EX. Toiiro 62 6 ~ )ri Eorrv;
QAIA. Toiiro Eozt rd xhoiov, Gq cpaorv 'ABqvaior, tv (3 Oqos6q xors siq
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dxfi(~1~E ~ CAijkov- fiv 6 i dei K U ~~V ETI 25 EKE~VOV K a T ' Evtavrdv T@ BE@
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Exet6av 6 iEpeCq roii 'Axdhhovoq ort\yq r j v xpdpvav TOO xhoiov. ro6ro 6'
Erv~ev,r;iox&phtyo, rfi xporspaia rijq 8 i ~ q qp y o v 6 ~ .At& raiira ~ a xohcq
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Bavarov.
PHEDON. - ZI y eut, duns son cas, Eche'crate, une rencontrefortuite, celle du
jour qui prkcdda le jugement avec le couronnement de la poupe du navire que les
Athgniens envoient 4 DtYos.
ECHECRAE. - Et qu'est-ce donc que ce navire?
PHEDON. Z e s t le navire sur lequel, selon la tradition d'Athtnes, lldsde
transporta jadis la double septaine, garpns et filles, qu'il conduisait en Crtte. ZI les
sauva et se sauva lui-mgme. Aussi, comme la Cite' avait, dit-on,fait a Apollon le voeu,
s'ils e'taient cette fois sauvds, de diriger tous les ans un ptlerinage vers Dtos, c'est ce
ptlerinage annuel qu'on a toujours, depuis cet he'nement et jusqu'a maintenant.
continuk denvoyer au Dieu. Donc, a partir du moment ou I'on a commence' a
s'occuper du p2lerinage. c'est une loi du pays que, tan? qu'il dure, la Cite' ne soit
souille'epar aucune mise a mort au nom du peuple jusqu'a I'arrivke du navire a Dtos
et son retour au port. Or c'est parfois une longue navigation, quand il arrive qu'elle
soit contrarie'epar les vents. D'autre part, le ptlerinage est commencd du jour ou le
prktre d'Apollon a couronne' la poupe du navire, et il se trouva, vous ai-je dit. que cela
eut lieu le jour qui prkcdda le jugement. Cest pour cela que Socrate eut beaucoup de
temps a passer duns la prison, entre le jugement et la mort.
Le bateau utilise pour la thtorie dtlienne etait donc le bateau de Thesee. Et il
s'agissait bien de la nef mCme du hCros, non d'une rCplique; une sorte de relique
sainte, que l'on affirmait authentique. Le texte de Platon ne laisse aucune place au
doute; et il est appuyt par un passage tout aussi clair de la Vie de The'ske de
Plutarque:

23. 1 T6 62 xhoiov, Ev @ w r a ri3v fltOLov E ~ A E U G E~ axaA1v
i
EoOOq, rfjv
tpla~dvropov,d ~ p ti3v
l
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'AOqvaiot, ra pEv lralata ri3v c 6 l o v dcpatpoijvry, bins 6' EppOiAAovr~~
ioxupa
~ aoupnqyvdvreq
i
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"Le vaisseau sur lequel nt!seus alla et retourna estoit une galiote a trente
rames, que les Athkniens gardsrent jusqu'au temps de Dkmktrius de Phalkre, en
ostant toujours les vieilles pisces de bois a mesure qu'elles se pourrissaient et en y
remettant de neuves en leurs places: tellement que depuis es disputes des philosophes
touchant les choses qui s'augmentent, a scavoir si elles demeurent unes, ou si elles
sont autres, cette galiote estoit toujours allkguke pour exemple de doute, pour ce que
les uns maintenaient que c'estoit un mkme vaisseau, les autres au contraire
soustenaient que non" (traduction Amyot).
Plutarque ne dit pas que le propre bateau de Thtste, ainsi prtcieusement
conservt et entretenu, ttait utilist pour la thkorie mais le texte de Platon est sans
tquivoque. Et Platon ne dit pas que le bateau de la thtorie ttait une triacontore;
mais le rapprochement avec la Vie de Thiske, et surtout le passage citt plus haut
d'Aristote, dans un traitt sur la constitution d'Athtnes, A haute prttention
historique, est concluant. Le bateau de Thtste ttait un bateau A trente rames, qui
avait donc un r61e dans les ctrtmonies du culte apollinien aprts avoir eu sa place
dans le mythe; et il ne s'agisait pas d'une pitce de muste offerte i la curiositt
dtvote des AthCniens, comme on a pu le croire - et comme l'ttaient, semble-t-il,
la nef Arg6 exposte i Corinthe et le vaisseau d'EnCe B Rome - : il naviguait tous
les ans, vthiculant le choeur en l'honneur de 1'Apollon de Dtlos; et si on le
rtparait avec soin, c'ttait pour le maintenir en ttat de reprendre la mer au
printemps.
L'importance de la navigation mythique de Thtste vers la Crkte et dans
l'Egte cycladique est marquee encore a Athknes, citt marine, par une autre
festivitt: ce sont les Kybemesia, Ete des pilotes, une fete corporative en quelque
sorte, od l'on honorait sptcialement, comme des saints patrons, les officiers de
marine qui avaient accompagnt Thtste dans son voyage; selon Philochore citt par
Plutarque dans sa Vie de Tht!ske, Phaiax et Nausithoos, le premier ayant servi i la
poupe, le second B la proue du bateau. Les liens avec les Phtaciens de l'tpopte
homtrique sont tvidents: par le nom de Phaiax d'abord; mais aussi Nausithoos est
citt au chant VI, 42 de L'Odysske comme le pkre d'Alkinoos et le fondateur de la
cite maritime des Phtaciens. L'un et l'autre recevaient, nous dit Plutarque, un
culte a Phalkre, en relation avec le sanctuaire du htros Skiros. Or une inscription
de 363/362 av. J.C. trouvte sur I'agora d'Athtnes et publite par William S.
Ferguson dans la revue Hesperia VZI(1938) (= Sokolowski, LSCG Suppltment 19)
- acceptation de cultes par les Salaminiens - mentionne, dans un contexte od
manifestement le culte d'Athtna Skiras a une grande place, le sacrifice, au mois de
BoCdromion, d'un porc au htros Phaiax (ligne 90). Un peu plus loin, dans le meme
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texte, aprts le nom de Teucros, apparait un heros du nom de Nausitros, qui r e p i t
aussi le sacrifice d'un porc. La proximitt des noms de Nausithoos et NausiCros est
assez frappante, et il s'agit, selon W. Ferguson, d'un mCme personnage.
Les fetes de la mer --assez rares pour que celles-ci soient trts remarquablessont donc i Athtnes lites ttroitement au mythe de ThCsCe. ThCsCe Ctait fils de
Postidon, et protege par lui (on se rappelle 1'Cpisode sous-marin de I'anneau de
Minos, chant6 par Bacchylide XVII [Snell], qui fait de Theste un pionnier de la
plongee); et I'exptdition de Crtte qui d'aprts certaines traditions entraina des
combats contre d'autres vaisseaux, symbolise d'une certaine f a p n une domination de 1'EgCe par Athtnes, succCdant B la thalassocratie de Minos. Cette aventure,
d'autre part, par I'attention donnte au navire et h I'tquipage, qui participent i
I'exploit, peut etre comparte dans la tradition ltgendaire B celle des Argonautes.
La geste des Argonautes, certes, est plus developpee dans ses aspects de croisitre
merveilleuse, engageant dans un parcours a tpreuves de sens initiatique sousjacent la solidaritt des membres de I'tquipage, les kouroi recrutts par Jason. Et le
navire Arg6 lui-meme Ctait divin, dot6 de vertus magiques. Mais on peut penser
qu'Athtnes avait dCveloppC autour de Thbste, heros qui lui Ctait propre, des
tltments mythiques B resonance semblable. Et il n'est pas etonnant que le navire
de ThCsCe, connu et CvoquC par exemple par Bacchylide, ait fait I'objet d'une
attention particulitre; c'Ctait plus qu'un accessoire, il tenait une place importante,
et la conservation affirmke de cette relique vraie reliait la ICgende 5 I'histoire.
Dans ces conditions, il faut s'inthesser plus qu'on ne I'a fait jusqu'ici au
bateau de Thtste. Or il en existe une reprbentation peinte, unique mais
admirable, qui nous en est donnee d t s I'tpoque archaique: c'est I'image bien
connue sur le col du cCKbre vase du MusCe de Florence dit Vase Franpis, peint
par Clitias B Athtnes vers 570 av. J.C. On voit, a droite, la farandole des sept
jeunes gens et des sept jeunes filles, et ThtsCe lui-mCme en cithartde, Ariane et sa
nourrice; le bateau d'ou ils dtbarquent est 21 gauche; il y rtgne une joyeuse
animation; les rameurs sont encore A leur banc ou s7apprCtent B descendre, le
pilote est encore A son poste. Le navire lui-m&meest figure avec une attention au
detail -rendu par la silhouette, la couleur, I'incision- toute particulitre. La
question se pose toutefois de I'aspect qu'avait ce bateau dans son intigralitk,
puisque, par suite de 1'Ctat lacunaire du vase, il en reste seulement la partie arritre;
I'avant est perdu, a I'exception d'un tesson flottant, inclus dans la restauration en
plltre, conservant le dessin de la proue, avec un Cperon en hure de sanglier.
Le bateau du vase Franpis a Ctt trts souvent reproduit; son image apparait
dans toutes les syntheses sur I'histoire de I'art grec et sur I'histoire de la
navigation; il a naturellement sa place dans I'ouvrage si prtcieux de Morrison et
Williams Greek Oared Ships (et les auteurs signalent la parent6 de sa poupe avec
gne autre representation, sur un fragment tgalement peint par Clitias) un dessin
excellent a CtC publie dans le vieux recueil de planches de Furtwangler et
Reichhold. Pourtant le probltme de la restitution n'a CtC envisage, i ma
connaissance, par aucun archtologue. Un essai a CtC present6 seulement dans un

d'attache des avirons est au contraire, en dtpit de l'apparence, dans l'intervalle
entre deux potelets successifs (Williams a ici raison contre Kirk dont I'observation
est superficielle). La constquence est importante pour l'apprtciation de la
construction de la coque: chaque potelet vertical, correspondant i4 un banc, donc i4
une entretoise, doit correspondre aussi a un couple - ce qui amtne i4 se faire une
idte du squelette du bateau. Les images qui nous sont parvenues peuvent du reste
Etre toutes interprtttes de la mCme maniere, de l'tpoque gtomttrique i4 la fin de
I'archa3me: les pieces verticales du bastingage y sont toujours rtvtlatrices de la
mEnle structure interne.
2. Ces potelets verticaux, ainsi directement lits i4 la structure essentielle du
navire, portent deux lisses horizontales qui ont fonction de garde-corps, peuvent
servir i4 accrocher des defenses mobiles prottgeant les rameurs (boucliers, tabliers
de cuir, etc.) et aussi A l'attache des manoeuvres lorsque le miit est dresst et la voile
mise. Les lises superieure et inftrieure sont attachtes vers I'exttrieur aux potelets
par une ligature en croix de Saint Andrt (on se souviendra ici du r6le des liens
souples dans la constrdction navale archaique grecque, attestte en particulier dans
l'lliade). Cet agencement du bastingage en barriere P claire-voie Cvoque les
representations gtomttriques du Dipylon, mais aussi les images fournies par la
figure noire attique de la deuxitme moitit du VIe sitcle av. J.C. La lisse
supptrieure s'interrompt normalement un peu au delii du dernier potelet qui suit
le dernier couple de rameurs vers l'arrihe du bateau. La lisse inftrieure se
prolonge au centre jusqu'au point d'attache du gouvernail, endroit od elle rejoint
le plat-bord; elle marque 1i4 une inflexion et se superpose ensuite ttroitement au
plat-bord dont elle tpouse la courbe montante.
3. Le dispositif de la barritre entourant le pilote est ici particulitrement bien
reprtsentt. On constate qu'il est indtpendant du bastingage courant. On distingue
trts clairement, au niveau du coude du personnage assis, une lisse appuyte sur
deux potelets figures par des incisions, et s'achevant vers l'avant, un peu au deli4
du premier potelet, par une sorte de poignte modelee, amincie, puis terminte en
boule, qui a pu avoir une fonction precise. Et il est tvident que les deux potelets ne
sont pas l i b i4 la lisse inftrieure du bastingage qui se poursuit dans ce secteur. I1
faut en dtduire -je ne pense pas que ceci ait Ctt aperqu jusqu'ici- que cette
rambarde prottgeant le pilote ttait ttablie en retrait du bord de la coque. Rien de
plus normal: il est ntcessaire en effet que les avirons de gouverne puissent Etre
inclines et jouer dans tous les plans; et ce jeu ne peut Ctre assurt que si la "cage" du
pilote est ainsi en retrait. On retrouve le m&medispositif sur la lampe de bronze de
1'ErechtCion - q u i a l'avantage d'etre observable en trois dimensions- et, si on les
regarde attentivement, sur d'autres images de navires en figure noire, par exemple
sur la coupe nicosthtnienne du Louvre, et sur un trts beau tesson de 1'Acropole
d'Athtnes.
4. I1 faut prCter attention aussi P I'extrtmitt de la poupe: on discerne ici
nettement, pour la premitre fois dans l'histoire de la peinture dramique grecque,
l'agencement des pieces de bois qui la constituent: c'est un bouquet de charpente-

rie, issu du prolongement rectiligne ou courbe des principaux tltments de bordure
de la coque, qui convergent A l'arritre du bateau. Certains vont tout droit vers
l'arritre; c'est, en partie au moins, le cas pour la lisse limitant la "cage" du pilote.
D'autres se redressent et se recourbent en crosse; deux tiges principals, qui
semblent naitre des prtceintes, s'tltvent et retombent vers I'avant, s'achevant par
des bulbes qui Cvoquent le vtgttal (et non des tCtes de cygne, comme il est dit par
erreur GOS p. 85). Le principe de formation de ce bouquet est donc fonctionnel
-mais on le traite de f a p n dtcorative; et il peut porter aussi les symboles et les
insignes particuliers identifiant le vaisseau. On le retrouve ensuite sur tous les
bateaux peints avec les poupes et les proues des barques marine portugaises, od
I'on observe en des crosses composites et colortes la mZme association du
fonctionnel et de l'ornemental. J e suggtrerai que 1e terme aphlaston ou aphlasta.
utilist chez Homtre et Htrodote pour dtsigner cette structure terminale, soit
interprttt ttymologiquement dans le sens de "non coupP'.
5. Le probltme du pont enfin est post, par la fawn dont les personnages
debout circulent, dans I'axe du bateau, en arritre des rameurs du premier plan et
de part et d'autre du miit coucht: il devait exister une coursive, axiale, un plancher
partiel chevauchant les zyga, A la mCme hauteur que les sitges des rameurs ou un
peu au-dessous.
On dtcouvre surtout I'tquilibre gtntral du profil: une coque, basse sur
l'avant, avec une poupe trts relevte. Le bateau est assez long, de I'ordre de 20 m. l'tchelle pouvant Ctre donnte par I'inte~alleentre les zyga ou entre les points
d'attache des rames, mesurant, comme on sait, environ trois pieds dans le cas
normal (0,90 m.+). Si I'on donne un espace de 14 ou 15 m pour les quinze rameurs
de chaque bord, la poupe pourrait occuper 3m environ, et la proue une longueur
de m&meordre, ou un peu plus rtduite. Ce qui donnerait une fourchette de 18 A 21
mttres.
La triacontore dont le vase Fran~oisnous offre une image rapprochte,
dttaillte, vivante, est donc un vaisseau long, ltger, trts simple dans ses superstructures. Ses qualitts tiennent sans doute A la finesse de la coque, taillte pour la
course. Le peintre Clitias nous a donne 18 l'image d'un bateau de son temps, vers
570 av. J.C., A un moment oii la penttconttre, un peu plus longue, ttait encore en
grande faveur, et oii Yon proctdait aux premiers ess-ais des tritres. Mais le bateau a
trente rames n'ttait pas un bltiment ntgligeable.
Ici se pose la question de la place tenue par la triacontore dans I'histoire de la
marine grecque. Ce type de bateau reste, curieusement, ignort de l'tpopie
homirique; les vaisseaux tirts au sec devant Troie, qui ont transport6 les
contingents achtens, les vaisseaux de la flotille d'Ulysse au retour de Troie,
successivement dttruits, comme celui qu'arment les Phtaciens pour ramener le
htros A Ithaque, sont des penttconttres; la penttconttre est le navire des Cpoptes
perdues, comme celle qui contait I'histoire des Dana'ides, ou I'aventure tgyptienne
d'Htltne. On rencontre aussi, dans llliade comme dans I'Odysse'e, des vaisseaux A
vinet rameurs ainsi celui qui porte Ttltmaque A Pylos. ou celui que les prttendants

prennent pour lui dresser i son retour une embuscade. Le navire le plus
prestigieux est alors la penttconttre; et on a l'impression preciskment qu'i
Ithaque, ile pauvre, c'est un type de bateau qui, en l'absence d'Ulysse, n'est pas
disponible, tandis que les Phtaciens, qui sont un peuple de rnarins par excellence,
et prospkre, ont ce navire tout pr&t.
Cependant la creation de la penteconttre, son surgissement dans l'histoire de
l'armernent naval, a constituk un tvCnement. On en trouve l'tcho rnythique dans
l'kpopke des Argonautes, citte dans l'odysske, donc anterieure i elle. Selon
certains auteurs antiques la nef Arg6 ttait le premier vaisseau long de ce genre;
Athtna avait veillt, rtgle en main, i s a construction, et le rtcit de sa mise en
chantier avait occupC ceux qu'Apollonios de Rhodes dtsigne comme les "anciens
pottes". Qu'y avait-il donc avant la penttconttre? Nous disposons de si peu
d'tltrnents pour reconstruire la protohistoire de la marine i rarnes grecque que le
rnoindre indice cornpte. La considiration des donnkes epiques autorise une
hypothtse: dans la chronologie ltgendaire, qui pour les Anciens n'ttait pas sans
signification, la geste de ThCsCe, au sein de laquelle l'aventure crttoise est
particulitrement ancienne, est celle d'un heros d'une generation anttrieure i ceux
que Jason enr6la pour naviguer vers la Toison d'or et la Colchide; de mZme que la
geste des compagnons de Jason est elle-mCrne anterieure i la guerre de Troie. Ne
peut-on supposer que la triacontore a Ctt utiliste avant l'avtnement de la
pentt5conttre - dont la naissance coincide avec celle du navire Arg6 - et qu'elle
ttait alors le principal navire 1 rarnes, celui des croisitres hauturihes et des
exploits htroiques?
Cette hypothtse peut s'appuyer sur un texte historique. Htrodote, lorsqu'il
rend compte, dans un rtcit assez dCveloppC, des colonisations successives de ThCra
par les Spartiates, puis de Cyrtne par les gens de Thtra, indique que la deuxitme,
vers la Cyrknaique, se fit avec des penttconttres, la premikre, conduite par Thtras,
avec trois triacontores (Histoires. ZV, 147et 156). L'expbdition vers Cyrtne date du
VIIL: sitcle - la date precise serait 644 av. J.C. -et l'usage de la penttconttre est
alors attendu. Mais la colonisation dorienne de l'ile de Thira est beaucoup plus
ancienne; elle se place sarement trts haut dans l'kpoque gtometrique: J. Bbard,
qui a tendance, plus que d'autres, A accorder confiance aux traditions, accepte de
la faire remonter effectivernent peu a p r b le retour des Heraclides, soit au XIIt
sitcle av. J.C. On peut en discuter et prkftrer une date plus basse. I1 reste que la
precision donnte par l'historien et sur le nombre et sur le type des navires utilists
est frappante. On sera tentt de croire que le passage d'un mod2le de bateau i
l'autre, entre la pCriode de la colonisation post-rnydnienne et le haut-archaisme,
n'est pas fortuit, mais qu'il est lie i l'histoire de la technique navale. Nous aurions
18 une Cltment prtcis appuyant le raisonnement que suggtre la reflexion sur les
mythes.
Si l'on admet la valeur de ces indices, et l'hypothtse d'une evolution qui ferait
de la triacontore le prkdecesseur de la penttconttre comme "capital ship", il faut
en mesurer les constquences du point de vue de l'interprttation des poemes

hombiques. 11s sont I'aboutissement d'une longue stratification: quelle histoire
reflttent-ils? Nous montrent-ils la civilisation myctnienne, celle de l'ige gtomttrique, celle du VIIIb sitcle av. J.C., kpoque od ils furent fixts par I'tcrit? Le
probltme a t t t souvent post pour l'armement du guerrier, pour les modes de
combat terrestre, pour la geographic humaine, les institutions. I1 ne l'a pas t t t
vraiment en ce qui concerne l'tquipement et la technique navale. On a remarqui
seulement la conformitt gtntrale des descriptions homtriqus avec les bateaux
que l'on observe sur les vases du Dipylon, de la fin du VIIL: sitcle: la penttconttre,
vaisseau dominant dans les potmes, y est reprbentte. Mais elle est absente des
fresques de Thtra: j'aurais tendance B penser qu'elle n'Ctait pas un legs de I'tpoque
prthelltnique. Ce point appelle le dtbat; il s'agit non seulement de I'histoire des
techniques, mais de la structure m&me des tissus sociaux. On a justement insistt
sur les facteurs de solidaritk originaux qui lient les groupes humains homtriques:
I'existence d'une marine B rames forte, avec des tquipages A recrutement de genre
"tphtbique", doit jouer un r61e que I'on n'a pas encore apprtcie B sa valeur. I1
existe une aristocratie, une chevalerie orgueilleuse de la rame, qui a ses paladins
comme Ulysse, tvidente au chant VI de I'Odyssbe, dans le milieu phtacien, exaltte
dtjA dans les' Argonautiques; et une civilisation propre des "vaisseaux longs" dont
il serait utile de dtgager les caractbres et de suivre la croissance. On a beaucoup
insistt sur le developpement du combat hoplitique pour la constitution des classes
et de I'ossature politique des citts archaiques. Pour certaines, du type 'phtacien"
- et beaucoup, insulaires ou dtitres, sont dans ce cas - c'est I'engagement
collectif sur les "vaisseaux longs" qui est prtpondtrant. C'est pourquoi il serait de
grand inttrEt de pouvoir dtcrire - comme on suit plus tard le passage A la tritre
- I'avtnement de la penttconttre. L'hypothtse de son arrivte relativement
tardive dans le milieu tgten, et celle de l'anttrioritt de plus petits Mtiments,
comme de la triacontore, est de nature A modifier, si elle recueille un accord, la
vision que nous nous formions, et que nous devons rtviser sans cesse, du monde
homtrique.
L'absence dans l'tpopte de la triacontore pourrait s'expliquer ainsi: une fois
I'ige de la penttconttre arrivt, la triacontore, qui avait perdu le premier rang
comme navire de croisitre, ttait toutefois trop puissant pour subsister comme
vaiseau..de seconde cattgorie. A &tt de la penttcontbre dominante, on ne
conserve, pour les plus petits voyages et les optrations de service, que le bateau A
vingt rameur-s.
La triacontore retrouve une place utile lorsque la tribre remplace i son tour la
penttconttre. Elle devient alors un navire de service, de reconnaissance et
d'observation. I1 y avait, lors de la deuxi2me guerre mtdique, des triacontores
(tritconttres en ionien), mentionntes avec des penttcontires et des bateaux plus
petits, dans la flotte de Xerxbs: Herodote n'indique qu'un chiffre global (trois
mille pour cette masse auxiliaire); mais il est remarquable que les triacontores
soient mentionntes en tout premier lieu (Histoires VIA 97). Aux Thermopyles
(juillet 480 av. J.C.), c'est une triacontore qui porte I'observateur chargt de

rapporter l'issue du combat de Uonidas A la flotte grecque stationnte A
1'ArtCmision d'Eubt5e (Histoires VIII, 21). En 425 av. J.C., Thucydide mentionne,
i propos des affairs de Pylos, une triacontore: Cquipte pour la course, elle est
prise A des Mesdniens sommairement armts, dont les Athtniens rtcuptrent les
boucliers en osier (IV, 9). Dans Z'Anabase, Xtnophon raconte que les Dix Mille ce qu'il en reste - parvenus a Traptzonte sur la Mer Noire, se font donner par les
Traptzontains une penttwnttre et une triacontore: la pentkwnttre dtserte avec
son capitaine, un Spartiate; mais la triacontore remplit parfaitement le r61e qu'on
attendait d'elle, la chasse et la capture des navires marchands (Anabase 5,1,16).
Dans la Lettre VII (350 ab) Platon raconte comment, dans I'Ctt de 360 av. J.C. une
triacontore fut envoyte par Archytas de Tarente, sous couleur d'ambassade, a
Syracuse, pour le tirer de la situation difficile oG I'avait mis la dtfaveur de Denys.
Surtout, les triacontores --et elks seules comme unites de petit tonnage- ont
a p r b le milieu du IVk sitcle leur place dans la marine de guerre d'Athtnes, avec les
tritres et les tttrtres nouvelles: elles sont mentionntes dans les inventaires et les
recensements d'agrts - par exemple en IG 112 1627, 1628n 1629, 1649. Leur
nombre est relativement restreint certes: quatorze en IG ZIf 1629, si I'on
additionne les chiffres des lignes 332 et 335. Mais ce ne sont pas des bstiments
ntgligts: on indique A I'occasion pour elles, wmme pour les plus grands navires,
leur nom et le nom de leur architecte. A la m&metpoque A peu prts, la valeur de la
triacontore est illustrte par les navigations d'Alexandre sur 1'Hydaspe et 1'Indus
- les principaux bateaux ttant 80 triacontores - et par le ptriple de Ntarque qui
suivit, des bouches de 1'Indus au fond du golfe Persique, avec les m&mesvaisseaux,
qui remonttrent 1'Euprahte jusqu'a Babylone (325 av. J.C.; voir Arrien, Anabase
V , 2, 4). Peu avant la mort d7Alexandre, la flotte constituee en Mtsopotamie
wmprenait encore trente triacontores, pour douze tritres, trois quadrirtmes,
quatre quinqutrtmes, soit dix-neuf navires seulement de classe suptrieure; et
surtout les reconnaissances envoytes vers I'Arabie avec Archias, Androsthtnts,
Hitron de Soloi, utilisaient des triacontores (Arrien, Anabase VZIl 20). Manifestement, on a prtftrt, pour ces missions aventureuses de reconnaissance,.ce type
de bateau, de dimensions moyennes, P tout autre.
J e pense donc que le bateau de Thtste est le symbole pour I'tpoque postmydnienne de la suprtmatie d'un navire qui avait d t j i ces qualitb; ce mod&lea
connu une tclipse assez longue, due A la primautt de la penttconttre, qui
reprtsente un sommet durable dans I'tvolution de la culture mattrielle du
prtarcha'isme et de I'archa'isme helltniques. La penttwnttre dtclasste, il a repris
I'avantage pour les missions qui n'exigeaient pas I'emploi de la tritre et des
vaisseaux plus lourds.
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HELLENIC TRIERES AND BARBARIAN TRIERES
AT SALAMIS, TECHNICAL INFORMATION
Upon learning about the defeat at Marathon, Darius decreed mobilization
in all the cities of his vast empire t o gather ships, soldiers, horses and supplies.
Herodotus (VII, 1) relates that, after the edit, Asia was engrossed in the
organization of the war against Hellas for three years. Later, however, the
Egyptian revolt and the king's death postponed operations.
Xerxes who succeeded Darius, first of all subdued Egypt and then dedicated
the following four years to the organization of an expedition against Hellas.
Finally, in the fifth year, he began the war. At Dorikos on the Thracian coast
(Doris, the present Gulf of Enez) the king decided to proceed to taking stock of his
forces (Herodotus, VII, 184/195): 1,207 trieres and 3,000 pentekontors, all
provided by the subdued populations and manned by their own crews for a total
of 517,000men, 1,700,000infantr-y soldiers, 80,000horsemen plus a total of 20,000
Arabs and Libyans as cart and camel drivers. To the above figures should be also
added cargo carriers and servants following the Army.
On its way across Europe the persian Army was joined by the Armies of other
countries obliged to fight under the Persian king's ensing: 120trieres within a crew
of Hellenes from Thrace and contiguous islands and 300,000 soldiers from some
twelve regions of Thrace.
Herodotus does not hand down any such detailed information as to the
preparation of the Hellenic war. In his History (VII, 144) there is only a hint t o the

fact that the will of Themistocles prevailed insofar as the Hellenic policy on the sea
was concerned and that he succeeded in having the one hundred talents intended
for distribution among the citizens assigned to the construction of two hundred
trieres.
As a matter of fact the Athenians decided to wedge a sea war against the
Barbarians "embarking themselves en mass on board the ships" as Herodotus puts
it. It is likely that Themistocles was finally able to put his naval plan into effect
after the ostracism of Aristides, a fierce antagonist to the plan. The date referring
to such an ostracism is uncertain though it may be placed between 485 and 482
B.C. However, Athens must have developed a war climate three or four years
before Xerxes' arrival in Hellas. Some perplexity may exist as to the cost of each
triere, bearing in mind the information afforded by Herodotus. Anyway it must be
evidenced that Cornelius Nepotis reduces to one hundred the number of the trieres
actually built and that Plutarch confirms this figure.
At the time labour was certainly rather cheap, a labourer's salary probably
amounting to three obols per day. A talent, therefore, covered the due to a
labourer for 12,000 working days and there were no Trade Unions to fix the
duration of the daily hours of work. Beyond doubt it was timber for construction
that constituted the heaviest expense then, as Athens imported it.' Anyway, at
Artemisium, the Hellenes lined up against the-Persians 271 trieres, of which 147
were Athenian (including the twenty ones consigned to the Chalcedians) and nine
were pentekontors. Later, at Salamis, the Hellenic trieres were 378, of which 180
were Athenian, without including the two Ionian ones that had deserted the
Barbarians. Each triere was equipped with two hundred men: the rowers that
constituted by far the most numerous group, the armed men (hoplites, archers and
slingtrs) forming a small group and the men intended for other duties on board.
However Herodotus informs us that Xerxes also embarked thirty armed
Persians in addition to the staff supplied by the various subdued populations.
Each triere had therefore a crew of 230 men on board.
According to Plutarch, rite Life of Themistocles eighteen armed men, of
whom four were archers and fourteen were hoplites, belonged to the body of the
two hundred mlen on board the hellenic triere.
But an inscription on an obelisk, found near Trezene in Argolis, which is
probably a transcription of a decree proposed by Themistocles on the eve of the
war, informs that the men on board each Hellenic triere were fourteen of whom
ten were "epibatai", (a general term referring to soldiers serving on board) and
four were archers.
However, if, as it is logic to believe, the army on each triere supplied by the
subdued populations was equal in number to that on board a Hellenic triere, the
armed men on board each of Xeixes' trieres were three times as many as those on
board each ship belonging to Themistocles.
The congruous difference in the number of armed men on board each of the
units of the two hosts suggests the hypothesis that Hellenic trieres lacked a

continuous deck from bow to stern such as had been probably constructed on the
trieres belonging to Xerxes' fleet.
The validity of such a supposition is confirmed by Thucydides (1,14) when he
writes that the trieres belonging to Themistocles ( ( ( o h wE ~ O Vdid z d q Kara~
o r p h p a t a ~ )were not yet endowed with a deck running from end to end.
On the subject of Xerxes' ships it is interesting to make a special mention of
those that were laid down for the construction of two decks in the Hellespont.
(Herodotus, VII, 21).
Herodotus relates (VII, 34/36) that 360 pentekontors were moored from
Abydos, on the Asiatic coast to the opposite coast of the Chersonese in order to
form a bridge on the side of the Euxine and 314 trieres were moored to constitute
another one on the side of the Aegean.
Each of the two bridges were made up by vessels floating closely to each other
and they practically blocked the passage in their sea-area to such an extent as to
make it necessary to leave three channels open for the navigation of small boats. It
is likely that the realization of these channels was obtained by interrupting the
continuity of single decks through the removal of one hull. Herodotus relates that
trieres and pentekontors had been linked together in order to form one solid
structure. ~ Z 7 ~ v r q ~ o v z d p~o oa~rip l r j p ~o ~ v 8 E ' v r ~...
phaving linked together
pentekontors and trieres.. - he writes. In fact mooring was then effected by means
of a double anchorage on both sides of the structure. Herodotus remarks: "very
Iong anchors were sunk" (that is to say that many lengths of cables were threaded
through the anchors) "both of the bridge towards the Euxine and of the other one".
The ratio 360/314 between the number of the pentekontors and that of the
trieres should therefore stand for the ratio between the width of the two types of
ships employed. Roughly speaking the width of a triere was 15% wider than that
of a pentekontor.2
Plinius relates in his NaturaIis Historia (VII, 57) that the inhabitants of the
Isle of Thasos were the first to equip their ships with a continuous deck and that
before then people either fought from bow or stern. c' ...tectas longas 37tasii: antea
ex prora tantum et puppi pugnabantur") The Roman naturalist, however, does not
specify the time when they altered their ships, but it must certainly be placed in the
century preceding the first Persian expedition against Hellas. If we must accept
what Plinius states, we must conclude that at the time of Xerxes' enterprise the
Athenians could not ignore the technical achievements of the people from Thasos
and therefore there is reason to believe that the technology, that inspired the
projects for the Hellenic trieres and the one adopted for Xerxes' fleet were
different.
For the former Themistocles must have concentrated on speed, manoevrability and stability of the hull, qualities that have always been primary and essential
for the navy. In the opinion of the Athenian strategist a triere was to rely on the
strength of the rowers and the ability of the helmsman during a battle. Therefore
his trieres had a small draught and a saving in weight on top due to the relatively

low bulwarks in respect to the surface of the water and a deck that did not run the
whole length of the hull.
The trieres of the Persian fleet are likely to have complied with the principles
of the contemporary naval architecture according to which the number of armed
men on board constituted the main element in the performance of the tasks
expected from a man of war, hence the necessity for a continuous deck running
along bulwarks that were rather high above the water in order to favour the
eventual intervention of the army.
But in this way the trieres were certainly less stable and their function was
reduced to that of a platform for hoplites, archers and slingers. The above
conclusions are proved by the information handed down to us by the historians
who commented those enterprises. Plutarch writes (Ihe Life of Ilremistocles, XVI,
1) that Themistocles not only chose the sea area but also (and this is not common
knowledge) the proper time for the naval battle before engaging the Persians at
Salamis. He knew -Plutarch adds- that at a certain time in the morning the
strait between the small island of Salamis and the Attic coast was regularly
subjected to a strong wind that roughened the sea. Themistocles waited for this
time to attack in order to take advantage of the superior keeping of his hulls. And
in fact, during the battle "the high floating and low-bulwarked" Hellenic trieres
were not affected by the weather conditions while those of Xerxes, with a high
bow, top-covered by a deck and generally heavy swung in the wind and sea and
ended up by offering their sides to the Hellenic rostra. And such was actually the
main strategic object Themistocles had borne in mind when choosing the project
for his trieres.
Plutarch's synthetic relation of the battle of Salamis is undoubtedly more
effective than the sporadic anecdotes of Herodotus on the same subject. Herodotus does not go into the merit of the technical superiority of the Hellenic trieres
over the Barbarian ones and so the rapid information he affords (VIII, 86) on the
different ways of fighting of the two fleets (the Hellenes with their ships orderly
arranged, the Barbarians with theirs disorderly positioned) would be deprived of
any value without the explanation about the different behaviour at sea of the
opposing trieres which Plutarch affords uf later on and which has already been
dealth with here before.
Moreover the merit of the victory deserved by the project Themistocles had
chosen for the construction of his vessels, would also be overlooked.
However, in his history, Herodotus criticizes Xerxes' trieres at least once,
even if he attribute the authorship of the criticism to a certain Ionius from Samos.
After Salamis the Hellenic fleet at anchor near the island of Delos watched from
afar the Persian fleet moored at Samos.
Herodotus comments (VIII, 132) that "Fear ruled the space in between them".
But Egistrato from Samos managed t o overcome the perplexity of the Hellenic
strategists and led them with their trieres towards Asia maintaining that (IX, 90)
"Barbarian ships do not handle well in heavy seas". The battle of Mycale followed

and then the beginning of the war for the freedom of Ionia.
To conclude it seems fair to presume that the shape of the Hellenic trieres
must have been comparatively different from that of the Barbarian ones.
Anyway some historians dealing with the same topic, maintain that the
construction of a high deck did not modify the shape of the trieres and mention
the error into which fifteen Barbarian trieres incurred when, at Artemisium, they
sailed towards the Hellenic fleet mistaking it for their own. (Herodotus, VII, 194)
However it is impossible to base a question of shapes on a passage by Herodotus.
The fifteen trieres were to sail, along with the whole of Xerxes' ships, from the
open shores of Southern Magnesia towards the Pagasiticos Gulf. It was a short
and easy voyage. Herodotus writes: In the meantime they lost all contacts with the
other units of the fleet ~ t r u ~ or'tv 0"marar~~
as they were last. A predicament that
would have had no consequence had not the fifteen astray trieres missed the right
direction: ~I7oMdvt ~ a v a ~ B ~ itheir
c a ~route
~ , being deviated too much off shore Herodotus simply remarks.
Now consulting a map of the sea area involved, it is possible to establish that
Herodotus's "deviation" is likely to mean that the trieres headed southward
instead of steering to port round Sepia Cape after passing the straits between the
coast of Magnesia and the little island of Sciathos, an error probably due t o over
self-confidence and presumption. It was so that the fifteen trieres headed towards
the Artemisium Promontory where the Hellenic fleet was moored, for they
thought it to be their own ignoring their mistake in the route. " f i e Barbarians saw
the hellenicjleet from afar (Kq ~artidov)-Herodotus points out- and believed
them to be their own". In the end it was the Hellenes who watched the movements
of the Persian fleet, who set out to attack and thus deluded the expectations of the
enemy. The fifteen trieres were captured without a fight.
As a conclusion, in the development of the events, merely touched upon by
Herodotus, there is no clue as to the shape of the trieres with or without a deck.
The supposition already mentioned and based on Plutarch's information according
to which a more or less marked difference existed between the two sorts of vessels
is therefore still valid.
The success at Salamis was a proof of the efficiency Themistocles had
expected from the projects of his trieres and for many years ships were built after
their models in Attic shipyards. In his Life of Cimon, Plutarch reports (XII, 2)
that in 466 B.C. Cimon attacked the Persians by the mouth of the river
Eurimedonte in Pamphilia (the present Gulf of Adalia) with 200 trieres which
"since the very beginning were perfect as to speed and manoeuvrability owing to their
exceptional construction under i%emistocles". These 200 trieres could not be those
that fought at Salamis as some experts maintain. Apart from the fact that those
vessels would have been more than fifteen years old, when by the Eurimedonte, a
condition which must not be overlooked if taking into consideration the efficiency
of a hull, we learn from Herodotus that the Athenian trieres were 180 altogether at
Salamis and ignore how many of them were either damaged o r sunk in battle.

The decline of Themistocles began in 471 B.C. that is nine years after the
naval battle at Salamis and five years before the one by the Eurimedonte. In the
interval between Salamis and his fall in disgrace he, no doubt, maintained his
preminent position on decisions concerning the naval policy of his city also in
consideration of his fame as an excellent strategist.
The interpretation of Plutarch's passage could then convey the idea that after
Salamis Athens continued to build the trieres planned by Themistocles since the
very beginning while developing a plan for the expansion of their fleet. (In 478 an
Attic League was constituted with the purpose of establishing a supremacy at sea)
The new ships were fast and easy to steer though still lacking a continuous deck
from bow t o stern.
In fact in the same passage by Plutarch we read that Cimon, in anticipation of
a probable battle in the narrow space between the river banks deemed more
convenient to increase the number of armed men on board rather than exploit to
their full extent the intrinsic qualities of the hulls. "He obtained even wider trieres
by having a planking (dr&/Iaarv) added to their decks so that the men on board.
feeling safe for the presence of numerous hoplites, might assault the enemy more
fiercely".
As a rule, translators turn the word "didbasin" into "deck" and so write that
Cimon added a deck to the other decks. But "didbasis" was not a naval term at the
time and its translation into "deck" contained in the dictionaries, is a modern
Civil Engineering word that must be intended as such. For example, when the
Athenians decided to withdraw from Syracuse by land, the Syracusans hurried to
preside ccaorapkv r&- dra/3da~rpthat is the bridges on the rivers. (Thucydides,
VII, 74) Therefore, in the case under examination, the-translation of "didbasin"
into "planking" seems more exact, for it evidences, above all, the occasional
intervention of the constructor on the pre-existing structure of the hull.
In other words Cimon had a platform built in his trieres that were in all cases
devoid of a continuous deck and had it fixed to the top extremities of the
bulwarks. Owing to building exigencies he was then obliged to let the planking
protrude from the verticals of the bulwarks and, in the end, this added to the
width of a triere. Plutarch writes: "Cimon widened the triere".
The above considerations seem sufficient to demonstrate that the construction
of Themistocles's trieres without a continuous deck was due to the choice of a
project and therefore must not be attributed to a less progressed technique on the
part of Attic shipyards, as a superficial perusal of the already mentioned
expression by Thucydides may lead to think.
In book 8, Chapter 188 of his Histories, Herodotus hints at the problems
created to hull stability by a contiliuous deck laden with armed men on board
Xerxes' trieres. The historian writes that there was a version of the return of
Xerxes'to Asia that differed from the one by which the Persian leader had chosen,
to go back, the same way he had followed to reach Hellas. At Eione on the
Strymon (the present Gulf of Orfani) the Persian king might have gone on board a

Phoenician ship with his notables, the latter being accomodated on the deck
otherwise allocated to armed men. During the navigation, since a storm menaced
to sink the ship, the helmsman seems to have said to the terrified king that a
chance of survival would be afforded by the removal of the men from the deck. On
Xerxes' order the notables most likely dived into the sea thus avoiding a shipwreck
at the cost of their lives.
Herodotus, however, does not believe this version for, as he writes in the next
chapter, there was an alternative solution by which both the many Persian
notables, who were the King's guests on board, and the triere itself could be saved.
It would have actually been sufficient for Xerxes to invite his nobles to go below
deck and take the place of an equal number of Phoenician rowers doomed to be
thrown overboard once on deck.
This passage by Herodotus evidences the lack of0space inside a triere. The
Persians on deck could find room for themselves below it only taking the seats of
the rowers: so many Persians = so many rowers.
As to the decision which, according to Herodotus, Xerxes should have taken
in such a predicament, it sheds doubt on the naval technical knowledge of the
historian. The danger for the triere to capsize wa3 pressing and asked for a prompt
decision, quite unlike a substitution of the men located on the two levels of the
ship. Moreover a choice of this nature might have favoured the ship to capsize.
These orders Herodotus attributes to Xerxes are two of the steering instructions
'tfaciti ammuina" that are so often repeated as a joke on our ships nowadays.
To conclude it is possible to establish that the reason brought forward by
Herodotus to exclude the version of Xerxes' voyage on a Phoenician ship bound
for Asia is deprived of foundation. On the contrary, if we are to accept Plutarch's
version 73e Life of 73emistocles Xerxes had but the sea to reach Asia. The latter
actually writes that Themistocles deceived the king with a message to spur him to
leave Europe, since the Hellenic fleet was about to sail towards the Hellespont to
dismantle the bridges of vessels the king had ordered to assemble across it. At the
time the approximate figure of 120 miles of sea between Eione and the coast of
Asia, to be covered, roughly speaking, in one day's navigation, would have, no
doubt, constituted the shortest and safest way back for Xerxes mainly after the
warning by Themistocles.
Certainly that high continuous deck erected on the triere influenced in a
negative way the initial stability of the hull, which became even more precarious
when it was ready for war with a load of some fifty armed men. On the Phoenician
triere carrying Xerxes to Asia, the number of Persian notables may have been even
higher than that of the armed men usually assigned to a triere in war time. The
unavoidable confusion on the way back from a defeat is likely to have slackened
the control over the men waiting to board, while the chance the Persian notables
were given, that is to reach Asia in the shortest time possible, may have created,
amid the general disconfort, the comprehensible tension that led them to crowd up
round the triere. If this actually happened the stability of the hull must have been

even worsen.
However, whether the voyage to Asia on a Phoenician ship took place or not,
in the unfortunate situation of the hypothetic navigation mentioned by Herodotus,
the decision to relieve the deck of the triere of a rather heavy load would have
certainly been the only way out for the helmsman in his attempt to gain stability
and save the ship.
By the way it is interesting to underline the knowledge possessed by
Herodotus in the field of the problems involving a ship with s o many men massed
on deck and of decisions to be taken in case of danger. Therefore the innermost
meaning of the passage by Herodotus must be looked for in the condition of
scanty stability of a decked triere armed for war.
Information has reached us as to the development of a triere continuous deck
in Attic shipbuilding. Certainly the passage by Thucydides already mentioned,
according to which the trieres of Themistocles "were not yet equipped with a
continuous deck from bow to stern" leads to the conclusion that at the time of the
historian also Attic trieres were endowed with such a continuous deck. And
perhaps it was Cimon who started off the process of modification on the trieres of
Themistocles.
However, it is a matter of fact that the crew of the Hellenic trieres amounted
to 200 men at the time of the Peloponnesean war as it did some fifty years before
at the time of the Persian war. The consequence is that the number of armed men
to be embarked could not be higher.
It was so that the Hellenic Trieres, even though endowed with a continuous
deck, continued to fulfil their role of units of attack driven by body strength to
ram with their rostra as they did in the time of Themistocles.
Antonio Servello
Istituto di Architetura Navale,
Universita di Trieste,
Via A. Valerio 10,
Trieste 34 127

Notes

1. We read in Thucydides (VIII, 20) that, in the winter 412, Tissaferne decided to halve the salaries
of the crews reducing them from one drachma to three obols per day. After the protests of the crews an
agreement was reached on the basis of which the three daily obols pro capite were inclusive of five
more trieres, i.e. 55 trieres with 11.000 men instead of the 50 with 10.000men actually constituting the
fleet. Thus a man's salary of three obols was increased to 3.3 obols with a 10% increase on the amount
initially offered by Tissaferne. The Persian decision to reduce the salaries of the crews to three obols
per day had obviously considered that men on board were better paid than those ashore.
2. The covered launching area of the port of Zea, now submerged by the urban expansion,
suggests that Hellenic trieres had a beam of about 6.5 metres. Accepting this value a pentekontor must
have had one of about 5.5 metres.

THE ROLE OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL RESEARCH
IN THE KYRENIA SHIP RECONSTRUCTION
Through the medium of nautical archaeology, well-preserved shipwrecks
often clarify what could only be surmised before. For instance, scholars long
believed holkas to be broad, tubby, and comparatively small merchant vessels as
illustrated by vase paintings and models.' The discovery of the Kyrenia ship
confirmed this, but additionally provided details such as principal dimensions,
tonnage, the types of timber used for construction, and the graceful lines of the hull.
It clarified vague construction details, too. Homer hinted a t the methods of mortiseand-tenon joinery,* but only a discovery like Kyrenia could be expected to provide
so many precise details-joint spacing and size, the direction of tapered pegs, the
wood types employed, tools used to cut mortises, etc. Without a doubt, the
introduction of underwater archaeology has added an important dimension to the
study of ships and seafaring.
But archaeology cannot supply all the answers either. Some materials are so
fragile that they are destroyed by the most careful removal of overburden, some d o
not survive recording and conservation, and recording techniques still lack
perfection. The greatest obstacle lies in the fact that no shipwreck is completely
preserved-there are gaps where nothing survived, topsides and ends usually
disappear completely, and distortion belies original hull shapes.
Another dimension can be added to the study of ship construction and
handling that overrides some of these shortcomings of archaeology and archival
studies. In my laboratory it is called three-dimensional research, a form of
experimental archaeology utilizing models, mock-ups, replicas of individual hull
components, fragment assemblies, or other physical devices designed t o solve
problems. Eighteen such devices were used to enhance research on the remains of
the Kyrenia ship. They ranged in size from a working model of the mast step to a
two-meter-long replica of the hull's midship section; some were as simple as a single
planking scarf; while others duplicated every joint, nail, and curvature in the
original hull. The replica launched last June is the latest and most elaborate of these
testing vehicles.

The use of models and replicas
Three-dimensional research can be a powerful tool when used to interpret the
remains of sunken ships. Most of the devices used in Kyrenia research provided
some new information, while a few others merely confirmed what was suspected
before. One model was not worth the effort of building, but this too is part of
research. The program as a whole was extremely successful, contributing new
information which could not have been determined from any other source. Indeed,
we could not have built the present sailing replica with such confidence and
accuracy had it not been for the experimental models.
Three-dimensional research vehicles -let's call them models for the rest of this

presentation- have the potential of probing subject areas that graphic and archival
research cannot satisfy. The nature of their construction is such that one is forced to
duplicate the original builder's movements, thereby revealing techniques and
processes. Their shape permits volume interpretation where only areas could be
interpreted graphically. Their bulk and strength are increments of the prototype,
permitting a better understanding of these characteristics. Their comparative
strength sets limits for error, and their resistance to unnatural curvatures refutes
blatantly false assumptions. Most importantly, these models must answer the laws
of physics and geometry, and thereby their conclusions can be proved.
Like all other forms of investigation, however, the resultant value of research
models is directly related t o the faithfulness of reproduction and the extent of
applied information. One could not expect to obtain reliable information from the
Kyrenia replica had it been built from different materials or by different
techniques than its prototype. But by using oak tenons and pegs, making at least
some of the mortises by ancient procedures of drilling and chiseling, installing
them with similar dimensions and spacings, and occasionally testing hull strength,
it became obvious that these fastenings were much more than connectors for
plank edges. Essentially they were little internal frames whose size and spacing
were carefully regulated to add considerable stength and stiffness to the hull.
One cannot replicate an ancient ship, or even draw its hull lines, by directly
reproducing what is seen on a shipwreck. That vessel has been distorted and
flattened into the seabed, some of its members being bent or cracked to shapes and
sizes which now contradict their original and true characteristics. First it is
necessary to understand what to build, how to build it, and how to obtain the
most information from it. That is a long and involved process which is now being
prepared for publication; this paper discusses the more important processes
briefly, and describes a few of the models used to implement them.
Interpretation of the Kyrenia ship began with the start of excavation. Cargo
distribution and seabed hull dispersion are important in the study of hull
construction. After a site plan of the vessel was produced, hull parameters could
be determined and structural components identified. As soon as timbers were
excavated and stored in fresh water, they were protographed individually and full
size drawings were made of each of the fragments. Descriptive catalogs also were
compiled. So far all the reconstruction work could be handled by graphic
methods, but already details appeared which were not recorded previously, and
construction techniques surfaced which we did not understand. The answers to
many of these new mysteries could not be solved by literary or graphic
investigation. It was at this early stage of the project that models were first
-employed as aids in the study of the hull. They were simple, crude models, but
nevertheless they provided the answers we needed to proceed with our work.
One example of these early models was the one used to solve the riddle of the
patch tenons. "Patch tenon" was the name we gave to those curious fastening
devices which had one end exposed on the inner or outer surface of planking,

appearing as rectangular "patches" (fig. I).' In all cases these tenons were found
in association with planking that was not as degraded as most of the hull planking,
suggesting that they represented some sort of repair or replacement. But some
authorities had assumed that replacing rotten strakes on classical hulls would have
been difficult or impossible because of the method of edge-fastening employed in
the construction. The only way to answer such a question with certainty was to
duplicate what we saw and experiment. In this case a section of the port bow,
consisting of a suspected replacement strake with 7 patch tenons and its adjacent
strakes and frames, was reproduced exactly as found on the original hull. In
relatively short time the purpose and method of installation of patch tenons was
understood, as was the way in which ancient ship carpenters replaced rotten
strakes.
I do not mean to infer that the basic function of the patch tenon could not
have been interpreted graphically. Indeed, I was certain of its f6nction before I
built that little assembly of planks and frames. But the three-dimensional aspect of
that experiment additionally suggested the reasons for the particular shape of the
patch tenon. One has to actually drive these things, experience the resounding
snap when they are correctly shaped and driven into place, and feel the rigid
attachment they create in order to understand why they were so made. There were
additional advantages in making these strakes and performing an actual repair,
and herein lies the real benefit of three-dimensional research. Duplicating the
work of the ancient shipwright automatically reveals unexpected problems and
techniques which ancient builders experienced. Engineers call this phenomenon
"spin-off', the accidental acquisition of knowledge beyond that intended for the
project through the familiarity and confidence gained by frequent and concentrated
experimentation. Probably no greater benefits have come to mankind than
through the spin-offs of space research, but we experienced some interesting ones
of our own on the Kyrenia project.
The patch tenon experiments contributed two additional revelations which
were important to our understanding of ancient construction. The first came when
the strange edge angles and shapes of the replacement strakes were considered;
that revealed the nature and sequence of all the repair work done on the Kyrenia
hull. This information has been published already and will not be included here.4
The second matter has been mentioned in previous papers and soon will be
published in great detail, but it deserves some consideration at this conference. It
became apparent in our models that after the rotten strakes and their adjoining
tenons had been cut out of the hull, the replacement of the strake could follow the
same procedure used in modern wooden hulls. The frames were already there; it
was necessary only to nail the new strake to the frames as is still done in the
eastern Mediterranean. But that was not the way it was done. Our ancient
shipwright carefully and laboriously cut a series of replacement mortises and
tenons at the same spacings as the original construction, shaped the new plank
surfaces and edges to fit in all directions, and installed a very strong repair without

any frame support. Only after all this work was completed did he add the frame
nails, an extra measure of security to be sure but not an actual necessity according
to the strength of our model.
The use of these strong patch tenons illustrated the degree of importance our
ancient shipwright placed on the mortise-and-tenon joints and how secondary he
regarded the role of framework. No graphic or literary study could have made us
appreciate this fact sufficiently, because it was the strength and functionality of
the model alone which could provide such information. This, more than any other
experiment, illustrated the differences between shell-first and frame-first construction.
Another of the more basic model types used in the Kyrenia project was the
mould-and-batten model, an early method of determining hull shape. It would not
be wise to attempt to reassemble wreck remains without first learning something
about the vessel's design and construction. The original function of these models
was to supply such information. But even after the hull fragments were reassembled there would still be questions about its design and construction. The
Kyrenia shipwreck was exactly that-a wreck. Like so many other shipwrecks in
the Mediterranean, it had lost its ends and topsides, had been smashed and
flattened to the seabed by the weight of its cargo, was partially distorted by the
disorderly release of its joints and fastenings, and had much of its strength and
bulk destroyed by rot and teredo. Dimensional change automatically resulted
when individual fragments were removed from their seabed environment and
treated chemically. While the reassembly of such remains presents a good
illustration of the original hull, it cannot possibly supply all the answers. The
reassembly in Kyrenia castle provided most of the information used to construct
Kyrenia 11, but some of the details had to be acquired by the same models or types
of models first used to determine hull design and construction techniques.
The final lines drawings of the Kyrenia ship were the result of a combination
of information sources, most of which was confirmed by three-dimensional
projections. Timber dimensions were taken in the waterlogged state. In the event
that original dimensions had been altered on the seabed or during freshwater
storage, a distinct and not infrequent possibility with waterlogged wood, additional dimensions were derived from impressions made by the contact of one
member against another. Total distances along curved frame and plank members
were checked against the sum of the individual fragment measurements which
were joined to them. With Allepo pine hulls such as Kyrenia, curvatures tend to be
reliable along surfaces where cracks and breaks d o not exist but are suspect where
cracks are present. Therefore, in addition to recording existing curvatures of
frames and planks, curvatures between cracks and breaks were recorded individually and plotted as the geometric sum of a series of arcs. The plotted curvatures
then were checked against those of contacting members, nail and joint spacings,
and other supporting data. All of this information was combined and compiled
directly on hardboard sheets which described the hull shape visually. The

hardboard moulds were marked with all sorts of information: planking seams,
nail locations, important tool marks, etc. When enough of these moulds evolved,
it was possible to project the hull lines by connecting them with thin wooden
battens along their marks for plank seams, level lines, and buttock lines (fig. 2).
This presented a far more accurate interpretation of the hull shape than that
derived exclusively from existing hull shapes or from the reassembled hull
remains. It had the additional advantage of requiring a careful study of every
fragment surface, thereby assuring a thorough investigation of all areas of the
hull.
In all there were five mold-and-batten models used to develop the final
Kyrenia lines, and it took several years to arrive at what I considered to be the
most accurate set of lines possible. This was because each new process in the
reconstruction presented additional information which could be applied to a more
complete or accurate set of architectural drawings. The layman might not have
detected much difference between the first set of drawings and the final set (fig. 3),
but indeed there were important differences to those interested in the finer details
of ancient construction. Three of the models were mere assemblies of hardboard
moulds and thin wooden battens; two others were rather complex with detailed
fragment drawings on milar attached to posterboard skins. These mould-andbatten processes are no longer used in my laboratory reconstructions. The simpler
procedures are done with computer graphics; those demanding more precision are
accomplished on what is known as a fragment model (fig. 4).
An example of how modern and contemporary models can be combined t o
solve problems may be seen in the mast support studies. The excavated mast step
and what were thought t o be two partner beams were modeled in pine (fig. 5) after
graphic studies did not supply the information I believed to be attainable. Only
after extending these partner beams in the experiments did it become evident that
they closely resembled the arrangement found in a Cypriote clay model (fig. 6). In
fact, there were excavated parallels for some of the other timbers indicated in the
mast support structure on that model. By rearranging our model t o resemble the
partner and stanchion arrangement in the clay model, all of which satisfied
excavated evidence, it was possible to reconstruct the step and partner assembly
shown in figure 7. It is exactly the reverse of that found in the clay model, whose
mast would have reclined in a forward direction.
It is impractical to describe here the construction and function of all IIIC other
models used in reconstructing the Kyrenia hull, but one other deserves brief
consideration. Some models have value only because they disprove faulty theories
or illustrate what could not have been. Such was the role of the sailing model, a 3meter-long glass reinforced plastic (GRP) vessel configured t o evaluate excavated
rigging artifacts, test hull characteristics, and perhaps learn something about
ancient sailing techniques (fig. 8). Although not intended to fulfill the functions of
a sophisticated tank model, it did reveal a lot of facts about the hydrodynamic
properties of the hull; the replica has already confirmed some of these findings.

We also were able to observe some of the basic principles of sailing with brailing
gear, the use of quarter rudders (steering oars) with this type of hull, and values
for centers of effort and lateral resistance. But most of this information canie in a
negative way, revealing what should have been on the model rather than what we
put there. The sail, which was higher than it was wide, was found to be much less
efficient than one of lower aspect and greater breadth would have been.
Obviously, those vase paintings showing low, wide sails are not mere stylizations.
Its area of 700 square feet seemed about right, however, and early indications are
that the replica will confirm this sail area.
The stem, whose vertical portion had disappeared on the wreck, was
configured in rounded form. The mold models and the excavated evidence pointed
to a short, upright stem but there were a few good arguments for a round stem
which could not be ignored. One of the ways to help prove or disprove the stem
configuration was to test the sailing and displacement characteristics of each
shape. Hence the GRP model was given a round nose.' The sailing tests indicated
that this gave her poor lateral resistance, and suggested that our earlier drawings
of a vertical stem were correct.
On the sailing model, a set of balanced quarter rudders were mounted in the
quarter rudder position. They represented paired blades of the type we found on
the Kyrenia wreck (fig. 9). But our tests revealed that this was too large a blade,
resulting in oversteering or erratic handling. In short, our model (aqd subsequent
tests) was telling us that it would have been better to use oars with single blades of
the type we had found. This certainly satisfied the evidence better than double
blades, and the resulting replica-type oar was reconstructed (fig. 10). There seems
to be a contemporary parallel to such a blade in the black vase painting of a pirate
vessel attacking a merchantman which, although the painting is not disciplined
enough to use for interpreting details, certainly is suggestive of the way in which
the Kyrenia ship may have met her fate.6
The Kyrenia blade, which I believe was part of the starboard rudder at the
time of sinking, was 7 cm thick at the top and tapered to a 3 cm thickness along its
bottom edge; maximum width was 32 cm. Its reconstructed length of 1.7 m is
based on the tapering blade thickness which survived, the arrangement of
fastenings, and the hull depth and waterline which it had to satisfy. The loom had
disappeared completely, although it impressed its dimensions on the blade before
doing so. Copper strapping holding the upper end of the blade to the loom had
been torn away as well, but the metallic residue remaining in the grooves left little
doubt as to the thickness or identity of this material. The nosing, which must have
been wood, was thought to be made from the same kind of Turkey oak as the
tenons and false keel. The original blade was made of pine.
Loom length, tiller design, and attachment to the hull are completely
hypothetical, being based on contemporary evidence and the structural patterns
found elsewhere. On the model tests it was determined that steering was more
efficient on a tack when using only the leeward rudder. Downwind steering could

be accomplished equally well with one or two oars. This assumption remains to be
tested on the replica.
These were but a few of the many three-dimensional approaches to our study
of the Kyrenia hull and rig. I do not mean to infer that models can replace graphic
and archival studies in historical ship interpretations. Both are very important
ingredients of reconstruction. But models can often make significant contributions where results cannot be acquired by other means.
There are weaknesses and shortcomings in these three-dimensional vehicles,
though. One needs a certain degree of manual dexterity to design and produce
them. They are rather time-consuming and, therefore, can become drains on
project funding. For these reasons, our laboratory is experimenting with graphic
computer methods of some phases of cataloging and reconstruction. But I predict
that models will always have an important niche in the study of shipwrecks. The
green screen of the computer and the milar surface of the drafting paper present
only modern technological atmospheres. Nor do they posses the ability of wood to
restrict and discipline the thoughts of the researcher. When one builds a faithfully
executed model, even in scaled-down size, he is forced to duplicate the same
processes, suffer the same problems, And feel the same strength and soundness in
his wooden reproduction. There is no better way to crawl into the mind of the
ancient shipwright.
J. Richard Steffy
Institute of Nautical Archaeology
P. 0 . Drawer AU
College Station,
Texas 77840- 1170
U.S.A.
Notes

I. Two examples of holkas illustrations are the paintings on a 6th century B.C. Attic black-figure
cup in the British Museum (see J. Morrison and R. W i l l i h s , Greek Oared Ships. 109, pl. 19), and the
6th century Cypriote clay model in the Cesnola collection~ofthe Metropolitan Museum of Art in New
York (see L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World, ill. 94).
2 For instance, L. Casson, Ships and Seamanship in the Ancient World (Princeton, 1971), 217-19.
3. J. R. Steffy, "TheKyrenia Ship: An Interim Report on its Hull Construction", American Journal
of Archaeology. 89(1985), 83-85.
4. Steffy (supra n. 3), 95-99.
5. A number of drawings and models with rounded stems were produced as part of the research
for reconstructing nonexistant bow areas. When overwhelming evidence favored a bow as on the
replica, the rounded hull experiments were abandoned. Unfortunately, some of these earlier drawings
and photographs inadvertantly reached the public, resulting in a few paintings and models by others
showing the Kyrenia ship with a round stem.
6 L S. Morrison and R. T. Williams, Greek Oared Ships (Cambridge, 1968), 109.
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Fig. 4. A fragment type of development model (photo Cemal Pulak).
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Fig. 10. The reconstructed rudder blade (author).

Fig. 8. The sailing model. (Susan Womer Katzev).

THE TORRE SGARATTA SHIP
The site was located by fishermen befor, World War 11, and was excavated in
1967 and 1968 by a group from University of Pennsylvania Museum, under the
direction of the Author and Dr. Attilio Stazio, then Superintendant of Antiquities
for Taranto. Dr. John Ward Perkins, of the British School at Rome, was senior
advisor.
The cargo of the ship consisted of 42 blocks of rough cut stone -18
sarcophagi and 23 blocks, six of which were of alabaster. The sarcophagi had
marble sheeting stowed inside them. Most ?f this sheeting was broken, although
one grop was recovered intact, and the weigh of the cargo was estimated at 160
metric tons.
Surviving ship's wood include several fairly large sections of tenoned hull
planking, frames, wales, a mooring bitt, a piece of the keel, and the mast step for
the artemon. A wooden mallet of the sort perhaps used by masons was found in
good condition.
Six coins were found, all bronze. The best preserved appears to be from
Lesbos, a Roman Imperial of the emperor Commodus. This would date the wreck
to the end of the second or beginning of the third century A.D.
A considerable amount of pottery was recovered, most of it badly worn and
eroded. It consisted of bricks, assumed to be from the cooking fire; roof tiles of at
least two distinct types, curved and ridged; large amphoras and storage vessels;
cooking pots; and fine ware.
Of the large amphoras and storage vessels none are restorable, but they
included some very large fragments. At least fourteen separate vessels with an
inside coating of resin o r some similar substance can be distinguished with
certainty, and probably as many more with no inner coating. Most of this category
were dark in color, many with a cream o r pale slip on the outside. There were a
few sherds of red clay, and one distinctive vessel which Dr. Fausto Zevi informs us
he has also found at Ostia.
Of the fine ware there are fragments of plates, bowls, and Samian type ware,
and grooved bowls. None of these appears to be of Italian origin, nor d o the large
vessels mentioned above, but there are enough characteristic rim profiles and
preserved surfaces to make it possible to indentify their source. Preliminary work
on the fine ware by Dr. William Phelps of the British School in Athens indicates
that all the pottery comes from Asia Minor. One group of fragments is well
identified as Chanderli Ware, from what is now the Izmir region of Modern
Turkey.
A C-14 analysis of the wood, done at the University Museum's Applied
Science Center for Archaeology, has given a Radiocarbon date of 79 plus o r minus
44 B.C; using the half life value of 5370 years. This is a very reasonable date,
considering that the sample came from planking; all the planking was cut from
heartwood, which was at least one hundred years old when cut and put into the

ship.
The discovery of patches, on the planking, during the 1968season, confirms
the radio carbon dates indication that the ship was old when she sank. These
patches were put on with iron nails, unlike all other below water parts of the hull,
which was fastened throughout below the waterline with wooden trunnels and
copper nails.
Samples of the wood used in various parts of the construction were sent to
Mr. B. Francis Kukachka, of the United States Department of Agriculture Forest
Products Labratory in Madison Wisconsin. One of the most interesting identifications was the one made of the packing branches, which served t o fill out uneven
places in grown frames where they met the inside of the ships planking, and were
undoubdtedly part of the original construction of the ship. These were Tamarix,
which M. Kukachka has seen used as dowels in small Egyptian artifacts.
The ship, judging from the size of the planking, was larger than any ancient
seagoing ship found to date: the only comparison is with the planking of the Nemi
barges, which was about one third larger.
Although the bow and stern had gone, as well as all the ships upper works
above deck level, enough survived under the sand so that we will someday,
hopefully be able to make a valid partial reconstruction of a large roman ship of a
type that has not been previously studied.
A preliminary, popular, report on the wreck came out in the National
Geographic Magazine of February 1969.
The wood of the ship is at present stored in fresh water tanks at Caste1 San
Angelo, in Taranto: The chemical preservative (Topane) that had been added
seems to work well enough.
The tanks were last visited in 1984, and although tanks have gradually dried
out, the wood appears to be slow drying well enough because of the high humidity
of the vaults where it is stored.
Figure 15.
Planking averaged 72x220 mm and was Pinus Sylvestris. The construction seems
to be in a similar tradition to the Nemi Ships. No complete planks were found, but
it seems likely that runs of plank were long, well over five metres. The planks were
morticed at 35 mm intervals with mortices that penetrated 83 mm. There was no
evidence of caulking.
Tennons were live oak 11x 12Ox167mm. attached with 1lmm treenails of
Laurus (Nobilis). It was clearly evident that, as at Antikythera, (See Transactions
American Philosophical Society Vol 55 Pan 3 June 1965 " f i e Antikythera Ship")
theplank to frame fastnings were in many cases driven through tennons, showing
clearly that this was a shell first construction.
Plank to frame fastning was on 250 to 300 mm centers, using 20mm oak
treenails. These had been made with a drawknife or plane, not turned.
Although we found copper nails, these seem only to have been used at butt

ends of very long planks, and in scarf joints.
The 20mm treenails correspond to 3/4 inch english measure, it is interesting
that treenails in plank on frame vessels of similar size, from 1600onward, seem t o
average 1 1/4- 1 1/2 inch. This is an indication of the high sophistication of the
Roman shellfirst shipwright. It is clear that he was depending on the strength of
the tennoning for a good part of the structural strength of the hull.
Framing was 1 5 3 ~ 8 h mo, r 3 1/2x6 inches and was live oak. This is very
light when compared with 18th century frame first practice. A typical ship, the
Lord Dartmouth, of 1774 with keel for tonnage of 76 feet breadth 27 feet, had
lower futtocks of white oak sided 10 1/2 in the middle running to 9 inches in the
upper end. (American Neptune Vol Iv 1944 p p 207-212 given in W.A. Bakers
Maritime History of Bath Maine 1973 pp 101Iff).
Stringers or Ceiling was Pinus Sylvestris and measured about 200 by 60 mm.
It was only recovered in one small area across two frames (see drawing 6 above
frame IAF). It appears to have been treenailed with oak treenails driven into
frames from the inside.
The Keel: (fig. 7, DOQ 4, IAG)
Survived as an extremely fragile fragment of oak. The two suspected keel
pieces were worm eaten and very fragile: They both measured about 450rnm
square. This compares well with Lord Dartmouths 13x 15 Inch Keel.

The Mast Step (Fig 10, IAA.)
ELM. The largest piece of wood, measuring 220cmx40 cm.40 cm Approx.
Notched a t each end (to take frames??) with an approx 55 cm by 15 cm deep slot
cut in its middle. Found at the extreme southern end of the excavation, not
connected to any other timber. It does not appear to have been attached to other
timbers, as treenails and fastning nail holes are not apparent. (Note that this piece
has not been thoroughly studied, because of its weight and fragility, and the
absence of lights and lifting equipment in the cellar where it is stored).
I have praposed elsewhere (See History of Seafaring, Ed. George Bass
Thames and Hudson 1972, p. 72, fig. I I) that this massive piece is the step for the
Artemon of a vessel similar t o the well known E u r o p a graffito from Pompei. If
furthur study shows that there are indeed no fastnings, this would go far to prove
that ships of this type had Artemon rigged so that the vertical angle-of mast and
sail could be changed at will by adjusting the backstay. We are now planning
furthur research on this interesting possibility.

Whales: (Drawing 8 IAL and EIF)
No. IAF seems definitly a whale, as its average width is 28Wm and its
thickness averages 9 W m , as opposed to the standard planking thickness of 72mm
or a little under 3 inches. This compares well with Lord Dartmouth 3 inch bottom
planking and 4 inches streaks below the whales (4 inches = 103 mm approx) IAL,
although the same width as the rest of the planking, is definitely thicker.

CONCLUSIONS about the ship, so far:
It is obviously very difficult to compare a Roman shell first vessel with an
18th century frame first vessel, except in very general terms. However, taking into
consideration the differences, some comprisons seem valid.
Lord Dartmouth was chosen to compare with the Torre Sgaratta ship because
she is typical of her type, that is a moderate sized heavy displacement ocean
carrier, and her scantlings are well described in the builders contract quoted. If the
Torre Sgaratta ship is reconstructed along the lines of the Europa, her dimensions
work out to something like 20 metres on the keel and 33 metres over all, that is 23
or 24 Metres on the water line. Lord Dartmouth's tonnage measurment was
according to the "old measurement", which gives a measurement closer to the
waterline length than that of the actual keel (See Fast Sailing ships by David R.
McGregor Lymington 1973 p. 27 for a discussion on this).
While hull forms have changed in the past two thousand years, the
mechanical properties of oak and pine and the holding power of treenails have
not.
The cornparitive evidence of the scantling sizes when compared with "Modern" traditional practice as in Lord Dartmouth, seem to point then, to a vessel
with a carrying capacity of around 180 tons, which fits in well with the 160 ton
estimate of the cargo (Made by Robin Pearcy, a professional quantity surveyor).
Reconstruction of the vesel along the line!: of the Europa graffito is very tentative,
but fits in with the above tonnage.
Construction of the vessel was highly sophisticated, in an old tradition (See
comparisons in History of Seafaring quoted above) There was no evidence of
caulking of any kind: Planing 20 foot planks of the dimensions used so accurately
that the natural swelling of the pine made a tight seam, would be a daunting task
for a highly skilled shipwright, today.
It seems likely that the vessel was old when she sank: She appears to have
been partially refastned with copper sometime after the original construction
(although this is not proven). It is certain however, that she was patched with
tennoned patches of pinus sylvestris fastned on with iron nails, presumably in her
old age. Traditionally this seems a practice common when an old ship is being
"patched up" rather than rebuilt, as electrolytic reaction will cause a rapid
disintegration of the iron in the presence of copper fastnings.
The possible influence of frame first techniques on scantling sizes.
The Torre Sgaratta ship, as we have seen, is very lightly framed compared
with vessels of similar tonnage built in the tradition that had emerged at the end of
the 18th Century, typified by Lord Dartmouth. There is a good engineering reason
for this. (Personal communication with Parker Marean 111, Naval Architect, of
Wiscassett Me. USA)
Large frame first vessels which are conventionally planked, are traditionally
caulked. Lining off planks so that they had a proper caulking seam with a slight

gap outside, but tight inside so that caulking could not be "driven through" was a
craft specialty in 19th century shipyards everywhere. When the vessel was
launched and "took up", the planking swelled against itself with the help of the
caulking forming a rigid structure. In short, the compression created by the
pressure of plank on plank was an important factor in the strength of the hull.
This compression had to be supported from the inside: Thus the massive
framing and thick fastnings of traditional frame first vessels to provide the tension
reaction.
In the case of the T o r r e S g a r a t t a ship, lighter frames were appropriate,
as the tension reaction produced by the swelling of the pine planking was taken up
by the tennons and the dowells (Treenails) that held them.
This may well explain the longevity of the T o r r e S g a r a t t a ship and
others of her type. A Frame first, conventionally planked and caulked vessel can
only be kept watertight so long as she can hold her caulking. Once plank to frame
fastnings loosen, she must be refastned: If framing is rotten, or so penetrated by
fastnings that it will not hold the plank in place, it must be replaced. The finite
ability of framing to hold fastnings rather than the longevity of materials limited
the usefull life of vessels like Lord Dartmouth to 15 to 25 years.
Drawing I5 shows the fastning pattern of a typical part of the T o r r e
S g a r a t t a ship. Plank to frame treenails are shown as black dots. It will be seen
that the pattern is irregular, although the appearance of treenails next t o each
other seems to indicate refastning with treenails, near other treenails: Additional
evidence that the ship was old when she sank. the fastning pattern of a frame first
vessel is very different. The first set of treenails would be driven at the top after
and bottom forward part of the plank as it joined the frame. When refastned, a
third treenail would be driven top forward: At the next refastning bottom aft. The
final fastning would be driven in the last possible place that had strength to hold
it, the middle. When that ceased to hold the vessel was worn out, and had to be
condemned unless she could be reframed.
It appears then, that ancient shipwrights conceived of this kind of framing as
being a supporting part of the whole rather than the main strength element.
Additional evidence for this is what seems from the evidence to have been general
practice in vessels of this kind: frames did not run t o the keel and were often not
attached to floors.
Boxing
The practice of installing a new layer of planking over an old one was called
"Boxing" in the 18th century. It does not appear to have been very common, but
was definitly used t o rehabilitate some kinds of old vessels. Double planking is still
used in high quality yacht construction, where synthetic compounds make a seal
between the layers. However, in view of the nature of the frame first concept as
described above, it is probably not very effective as a repair method unless done
over a framing system which is still sound. In the case of a tennoned hull first.
condition of the framing would not be nearly so critical. Both t h c Titan and the

Grand Congloue ships appear to have been "boxed" (see reconstructions of both
keel sections by Ch. Legrand in A I T I 1961 p. 70.)
It seems likely that the additional layer of planking in both hulls is part of an
extensive overhaul rather than original construction.
Could the patches in the T o r r e S g a r a t t a ship have been a preliminary
step to "boxing" the whole hull?
Furthur possibilities for study:
Luckily, the timbers from the hull remain in good condition in the Caste1 San
Angelo in Taranto. There is a great deal more to be learned from them. New
evidence produced by the very competent study of the Lacydon ship (Le Navire
Antique du Lacydon by J.M. Gassend, MusCe &Histoire de Marseilles), which was
much better preserved, gives us a new approach to the Torre Sgaratta ship.
Although the vessels are not the same size, they are probably from about the same
date of construction, and exhibit similar techniques: The pattern of the inner
stringers, for instance, seems to resemble what we see at T o r r e S g a r a t t a . The
theories of the construction method of the Lacydon ship which resulted from a
study of whether treenails were driven from outside or from inside are an exciting
advance, and we should take a better look at the treenailing of Torre Sgarratta.
The patterns may be similar: If so the work of Gassend et al., applied to Torre
Sgarratta will take us another step towards understanding shipbuilding in
antiquity.
In my professional work as a marine surveyor, I have inspected hundreds of
wooden vessels, large and small, of many types, built of widely differing materials.
It is a conspicuous fact that framing nearly always deteriorates before the outer
planking of the hull, unless a hull's bottom planking has suffered damage from
worms, which only happens if the vessel is neglected.
It has been remarked by Richard Steffy and others, including the shipwrights
who built the Kyrenia Ship Replica, that shell first, tennon construction is much
more expensive in both labor and materials. However, if a well built shell first ship
lasted a lot longer than a frame first ship, this comparison might be negated. An
intensive study of refastning patterns in both ancient and modern traditional ships
might solve the problem.
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"IKRIA" ON MINOAN SEALS
In spite of the fact that our information regarding the extent of the sea power
of the Minoan civilization is quite clear (Thucydides 1.4), and the presentation of
maritime life in its objects of art quite intense, the depictions of vessels on works
of art of that era (ceramics, frescoes, stone-seals, etc.) are not as frequent as one
would expect.
Such depictions as have been saved, in their greatest part, are objects of
worship o r symbols of a certain stereotyped form and not so much faithful
depictions of the actual vessels which roamed the waters of the Aegean at the time
when Minoan Crete prevailed there. Thus, the studies of the experts in such
matters regarding these ancient vessels are restricted to the material we have,
which originates from representations of vessels on engraved ringstones or seals,
their depictions in clay, or the very few clay models which came into our hands.
This is very poor material for the researcher who attempts to recreate the
vessels of that time and who has engaged himself with vessels, in one or the other
manner, and one can comprehend how many technical obstacles arise at each step
of his efforts.
Those who painted on jars and other receptacles, having to depict a vessel
within the narrow limits of a vase or urn, did not hesitate to mutilate it so as to
make it fit the surface they had at their disposal, indifferent of the fact they were
deviating from the original or not. Engravers, having to engrave a complicated
depiction of a certain vessel, full of details, preferred to simplify it to such a
degree, that it became totally useless as an object of study. More specific subjects,
composite, such as vessels, presented many difficulties to these artists, which could
not satisfactorily be solved, the more so when they attempted to blend them into
their perspective. Frequently, those who study these things attempt to trace details
which are impossible to trace and be verified from the schematic works of the
creators, who had to engrave, within the limited area of a ringstone or a seal, a
complex object such as a vessel.
These limitations were not solely limitations of space or area, but also of
shape. The engraver had to adapt the shape of the vessel to the cyclical or elliptical
limits of the seal or ring-stone, with the result that, although his work was an
artistic masterpiece, his model was deformed, to the extent that it became entirely

unsuitable for pure scientific study. Those artists were alike to the poet who
attempts to create, within the pre-determined form of a sonnet. Another reason
for inaccuracies in the depictions was the fact that ships are always an enigma, for
landsmen and artists who are also seamen are very rare.
All these things as is only natural, have led to basic differences of opinion and
have given rise to limitless and, frequently fruitless, discussions among all those
who engage in the study of the ships of that era.
Our subject, however, today will not be entirely of Creto-Minoan vessels, as
they are depicted on the seals which have reached our hands. This matter has been
discussed and will surely be discussed further by many who are more specialised
than us. We shall simply attempt to place only a part of them under scrutiny and,
specifically, the superstructures which are shown on certain vessels depicted on
seals of the Minoan period, in comparison with the vessels shown in the fresco of
Thera, discovered during the 1972 excavations and later.
One of the many questions which arose from the study of certain Cretan seals
was what had the artist wanted to depict by engraving a curious superstructure
close to the one end of the vessel?
This superstructure is generally formed of three king posts, which seem to
have something like netting spread between them, that culminates at the top in
something like crescents. Certain others depict a flat roofing. The height of this
superstructure usually reaches the height of the decorative part of the vessel's end
or somewhat higher. (fig. I).
The various scholars have at times expressed diverse opinions like that they
might be a schematic depiction of masts and sails o r spread fishing-nets, or deck
cargo, o r fishing tools etc. None one of them, however, has expressed himself
dogmatically, and all declared their doubts regarding what these superstructures
could be.
Specifically, S. Marinatos, in his now outdated article concerning the CretoMinoan marine (1933) tendered the idea that the superstructures were rather a
depiction of the ship's mast, with the sails unfurled, which the engraver, in his
attempt to give it in perspective, presented in this manner; that is, in fact, the
central kingpost, represents the actual mast and the two side posts the outline of
the sail, whereas the crescents at the top represent the folds of the sail.'
R.W. Hutchinson (1962) wrote: "Some Minoan seals depict ships with three
masts jointed by a lattice pattern with crescents on top giving an impression that it is
a deck awning formed of matting slung on poles, as shown on Early Dynastic and
Lute Pre-dynastic hawings in Egypt. Marinatos, however, interpreted these as masts
and sails, and Sir John Myres in a letter to me suggested that while the lateral line
might represent a mast, the outer vertical lines might be halymdr depending on the
yard arm. It might even be argued that these were sprit-sails. The sagging lines of the
crescents seem also consistent with the suggestion of a tentlike deck cabin, but I must
confess that such a cabin seems less appropriatefor the Aegean Sea or the Libyan

Sea than for the river of Egypt.
Whatever the true explanation, it is clear that this ship with the three masts or
poles is a type quite distinctfrom the ordinary cargo ship with the great square sail". 2
L. Casson (1971) also writes: "One particular series of seals all of about the
same age-ca. 1400 B.C.-and make, show a type of vessel very much like the above
with two key derences. First, the prow consistently en& in a pronged ornament:
this is a traditional Cretan device, for it appears on ships of 1600 B. C. and earlier as
well as on the schematized ship-symbol that appears as a writing sign in tablets of
1400'B.C. and later. i%e stern is never shown in full so that, although it is clearly
rounded like the prow, we know nothing about its decoration. Secondly, these vessels.
instead of a mast and square sail, have some apparatus which the artist represents by
two, occasionally three, poles linked by cross-hatching. Sometimes there is no crosshatching and the poles then seem to have whatever the cross hatching indicates
wrapped about them and lashed into place. To interpret these ships as two and threemasted, as is so often done, cannot be right. Aside from the intrinsic unlikeliness of
such rigs at this time-the rest of the evidence points to single masts only-other,
unambiguous, seal-pictures show how the Creatan artist Bew a mast and sail.
Perhaps the enigmatic up-rights and what lies between them are a stylized
representation of deck cargo; perhaps they are symbols of some sort, like the half
moons that so often appear in connection with the uprightsW.3
J.H. Betts, (1973), examining these same seal-stones, remarks: "The superstructure on these vessels remains enigmatic. It often has three upright members and
these have been regarded as masts, but ships with more than one mast are not
otherwise known in Minoan representations. The pair ofpendent tubular-drilled semicircles might be furled sails and the diagonal crosshatching between the uprights,
rigging. Or again, the central upright might be the mast and the two outer ones are
edges of a full sail the semicircles would then be the top edges of the sail hanging in
two loose f o l h from the yard-arm; but the yard-arm itself is never shown and the
diagonal cross-hatching is different from the vertical/horizontal lines conventional
for sails on the f i s t type of talismanic ship representation. In any case, there are
often more that two semi-circles between the uprights. In examples with only two
uprights they are often much fatter and the semi-circles, instead of haning between
the uprights, either surmount them or seem to go round them. Here the bulging
uprights are perhaps intended to be tied-up bundles of cargo. Full circles occasionally
replace semi-circles, and some examples suggest that the superstructure may be some
kind of deck-canopy. All these features tend to disintegrate and become even more
confused, descending into an almost meaninglesfantasy of straight and semi-circular
cuts"'.
Finally L. Basch (1987) in"Le Muske Zmaginaire de la Marine Antique",
expresses the view that there is depicted a square sail open between two masts
placed athwardships and not longidudinaly and the engraver presented it in this
way because he could not place them in their perspectice. In support of this
opinion he mentions many examples of sails of this type in ancient and modern

vessels considering this style of sail as an ancestor of the well kown sprit sail of
today.
And this so as to confine ourselves to the better known researchers.
A common characteristic of all the above scholars is that not one of them is
completely satisfied with his theory, and all allow a measure of doubt t o emerge
from their writings. Thus the query remains.
Let us now turn our attention to another kind of depiction of vessels of the
same era. This is the known fresco of Thera, which was incovered at the Western
as it is called, house, in the fifth room on the Southern wall.
This wall painting was a fertile field for research for all those engaged in the
study of ancient ships. It threw a new light on many problems concerning them,
but also raised certain new ones.
We are not, of course, going to deal today with all the details of the ships of
Thera. Much has already been written and surely much more will be written in
future, by specialists on this subject. We are going to deal with only one element of
these vessels of the mural, and specifically the stern superstructure. (fig. 2).
On the seven large vessels of the mural appears a superstructure at the stern.
It is composed of three kingposts and three horizontal bands, and it has been
accepted that it is covered with hides of bulls. Between the central and upper
bands this leathern covering culminates in concave surfaces. A man is sitting
within this structure, and his head projects over its upper edge, ccnsequently the
structure is open on top.
This is reinforced by the fact that a helmet, made of boar's teeth, is hung on
the central post, which proves that it is of Achaean style. There is no doubt that
this position is that of the captain of the vessel, as the steerman who follows his
orders is right in front of him.
The height of this superstructure reaches, and frequently passes, the height of
the sternpost, together with the fugurehead of the stem. Marinatos named these
superstructures "Ikria". Other scholars later, like Mr. Dumas and Miss Nanno
Marinatos, called them "palaquines" or "litters".J
And here, please excuse us for one digression refering to the meaning of the
term that Marinatos selected to apply t o this stern structure. The term "icria"
( i ~ p i a )in the plural is an homeric word of a rather controversial meaning. In
homeric dictionaries we find the meaning as "ship's decks" (Z1:15. 676, Od: 3.353
5.252. 12.229. 15.283, 24.74). considering that the homeric ships had not a
continuous deck but two small decks, one fore and one aft, and in the middle part
were open. This last part was the "antlon" (6vrAov). Other scholars consider as
"icria" the sides or the side beams, assuming this from Od: 5.252, and some others
the planks that cover the beams and therefore the ship's floor.
In the Souidas Lexicon the meaning is: "standingpoles or ship'sflooring". In
Iliade (15.676) Ajax "with big jumpspasses the "icria" of the ships" (dM By& vqc3v
pwpd fi~fia'oOwv).In Ulisses' wreck the ship's mast ''falls on the head
i ~ p ix*&ro
r

of the helmsman and he fell from 'icria' into the sea like a diver" (6 6 ' dpveorijpl
~KPIOV)IV. 12.411-414).
The construction of "icria" is described by Homer when Ulisses prepares his
crude boat. Circe advises him to fix in his boat "icria" such high that will bring
him far away to the foggy sea: (drdp i ~ p l atjtar
a
b ' arir& dyot5, 64-ae pipqalv En '
tjepoeldia advrov Od. 5.163- 164).
The "icria" is the space where Telemachus would slip if Nestor was not going
to give him lodging space. (06 Brjv d i roc6 ' dvdpdc 'O6oa~~qog
pUog o w vqdg
~ da '
i ~ p l d p ~~ardci(&rar
v
3.353) and there Ulysses slept during his return voyage to
Ithaca on the Pheacean ship (vqd~6'i~pldplvylaq~pljS h a vo'yeprov &o"Gor
apLjpvq~.13.74-5). In Vakchilidis Theseus jumps into the sea in challenge of Minos
from the well made "ircria". (u' eliad~rov (fn' i~pi'ovara&fg 6pooa& Vakchilidis XVZ 82-4) Heliodorus in his Aethiopica mentions that: "Some hide in
the ship's hull, while others raised the cry to do battle on icria" (rGv pLv eig ra'~ofAa
rrjS v e h ~ a r d o o p i v o v ,r6v 66 a p o p q ~ f b
vi rGv i ~ p i w v&UijAorq napa~cleoopivov. Aeth: V24.2).
It appears that the brails were handled in icria. "In icria made fast the brails
& q ! a l v nepdvqar dla~pr6o'v
around in fine bitts" (En ' i~pldplv bk ~ d h w
dpp1paLdvre4-)mentions Appolonius Rhodius in his "Argonautica" (1 566-67).
"Zcria" on the vessel's aft part are mentioned often in ancient writers, but in
vessels depicted on geometric vases similar structures appear also in the fore part.
The "icria" on the bow are mentioned only once in the homeric poems and
specifialy when Ulisses stands on them armed eagerly expecting for Scylla. @ i ~
i ~ p l av q d ~Epa~vovn p h p q ~12.229-30).
From all the above it becomes obvious that we have not the exact meaning of
the term "icria" and the naming of this super structure by Marinatos by this term
can be considered rather arbitrary. On this Mrs Show comments: "It should be
made clear that nowhere does the term clearly imply 'cabins"'.
And now back to our subject.
Let us compare these two depictions, that is those of the Cretan-Minoan
seals, with those of the sterns of the vessels in the Thera mural. Their similarity is
obvious. That is, we have three kingposts standing on the deck, which are jointed
at their tops by inverted crescents.
In both depictions these crescents are double; moreover, the flat covering
shown on some of the seals exists in the superstructures of the vessels of Thera. On
certain of the seals we can observe some things like shrouds towards the stern,
which seem to support the superstructure. Similar shrouds appear also in the
biggest of the Thera ships, the one that Marinatos called "Pelias".
Furthermore, as Betts remarks, the artist who made the stone seals, in certain
instances "marks off the edge of the illustration at the unfinished end of the vessel
with a single vertical line or with two such lines"6 (fig. 3).
In the Thera mural we also find two vertical lines in the same position. Are
these the kingposts of the tent which protected the passengers?
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After this comparison it is, we believe, somewhat difficult to accept that the
depictions of the Crete-Minoan stone seals wuld represent anything else but the
"ikria" of the vessels of that time. In other words, we would say that the artist, in
this manner, wished to depict the 'brain' of the vessel.
Something like the present day ship's bridge, and symbolically, the captain
himself. Thus can be explained the depiction of a series of 'ikria' in room four
(bedroom) of the Western building, where the 'icria', as a motif, is repeated eight
times. Marinatos originally christened this theme "banner", but later identified it
as the "cabin" at the stem of the ships depicted in the so-called miniature f r e ~ c o . ~
It is worthwhile here to mention that it has recently been reported that similar
"icria" are represented in a fresco that dated approx between 1300-1200 B.C.
which was discovered by Tsountas in the Mycenean palace one hundred years ago,
in 1886. (fig. 4).
The similarity between the two pictures is obvious. But there are also certain
differences. Specificaly one basic difference between the two pictures (TheraMycinae) is that while the side covers of the cabins of Thera are hollow on the top,
those of Mycenai are straight-lined.
Another difference is that the uprights of the Thera fresco end up in a lotus
flower, those of the Mycenean we do not know how they ended up given that the
top of the fresco is destroyed. Also on this latter the uprights appear to be placed
at the exterior of the cabin and can be seen as a whole, while those of the former
are placed in the interior and only their tops appear above the cover. The
difference, according to Mrs. Shaw, can be attributed to the different material that
was probably used for their construction.8 Specifically in the Mycenean fresco it
appears that straps of material were placed horizontaly and covered from the
horizonal planks of the skeleton, while in the Thera fresco in the cabins it is
obvious that every side is made of ox hide, given that the decoration is continuous
without interruption above and under the planks of the skeleton. Constructions
similar to Mycenean shape can be observed also in certain Cretan seals. (fig. 5)
Obviously here we have to deal with two different types of "icria" in vessels of that
era.
From other information we know that a similar depiction is found in Thebes,
but this is not yet published.
If we accept the above explanation, we can conclude that the section of ships
shown on the Minoan seal, is the stern and not the prow, as certain scholars
originally believed. This viewpoint is supported by the fact that the stern was
always related to the captain and the control of the vessel. We see this in
Mycenean vessels, the triremes of classical times, where the captain's seat is
located there; in medieval galleys, in Byzantine vessels, where we have the
centarchu's "kravvatos", etc. It iw worth adding here an extract from Artemidorus
Daldinos of the second century A.D. from his "Onirocritica", where he mentions
that in dreams: "a mast of a ship standr for the owner (kyrios), and a fugurehead
(antiprosopon) for the proreus, while the stern ornament (cheniskos) standr for the

captain, the rigging the sailors, and the yard the toicharchos".9
Let us not forget also that, as generally accepted today that the town
excavated by Marinatos at Thera had a special position within the CretoMycenaean sphere. Apparently its upper class lived on the richest cultural level.
They were so rich that they were able to have their houses painted with frescoes of
unparalleled beauty. Their way of life was governed by the norms of the Cretan
culture, and it is most probable that they themselves were of Cretan origin ... The
West House at Akrotiri is probably the house of a captain or shipowner.1°
After all this above, we can reach the conclusion that these seals, particularly,
were something like present day captains' seals, and were used to ratify documents
or seal cargo samples, etc., or furthermore, as J.H. Betts states, concluding from
other observations, "...the ships which occur in Minoan art almost all have some
kind of symbolic, semi-religious or occult significance. l%e illustrations tend,
especially in the late Minoal period, to be schematic and to over-emphasize certain
features of the ship. perhaps those which had some special magico-religious
significane". 11
This superstructure, therefore, on the stern, apart from its practical importance, that is the command of the vessel, in Cretan-Minoan times seems to
have been the symbol of the captain of the vessel, something like the present-day
tiller or the ship's steering wheel; something which made the person who could use
it proud enough to use it as a decorative theme, even in his bedroom.
Captain A.I. Tzamtzis.
Akti Themistokleous 296
18539 Piraeus-Greece.
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"LA CONSTRUCTION NAVALE A PSARA AVANT LA FIN
DU XVIIIe SIECLE D'APRES UN TEXTE DE NICODEMOS:
UN EXEMPLE DE TYPE DE CONSTRUCTION ALTERNEE?"
I1 peut paraitre curieux comment une communication qui traite la construction navale A Psara avant le XVIIIe sitcle, s'inscrit dans le contexte d'un
Symposium sur la construction navale antique. J'espire vous dtmontrer, dans la
suite, que ceci est justifit.
L'ile de Psara, devenue tragiquement ctltbre en lb24, se situe dans la partie
orientale de la mer Egte. Les habitants de Psara ont evacut leur ile peu aprts la
chute de Constantinople. Malgrt le manque de renseignements suffisants on sait
que I'ile a Ctt ptriodiquement repeuplte par des peuplades venues de I'ile d'EuMe
et de la Thessalie. Ces nouveaux habitants se sont occu* de l'agriculture, de la
ptche et du petit commerce maritime au moyen de leurs sacoltves. Les habitants
de Psara n'ttaient pas tellement reputb comme des savants constructeurs de
bateaux mais, surtout, comme des calfats trts habiles.
Un texte du contre-amiral Nicodtmosl sur la construction navale A Psara
avant la fin du XVIIIe sitcle, nous rtltve l'existance d'un mode de construction
trts ancien. La prtcision sur les faits, le vocabulaire technique tris juste et
l'tconomie dans la description, rendent ce texte trts valable et dtmontrent la
compttence de son auteur, vis-A-vis son sujet. Les principales phases de construction dtcrites dans ce texte, sont les suivantes:
"Unefois les dimensions du bureau dPfinies d'aprzs la ddcision du propriktaire
sur la longeur de la quille, le maitre-charpentier construisait et assemblait la quille,
Pktrave et Pktambot."
L'auteur ici ne nous prtcise pas si le constructeur utilisait de gabarit pour
tracer les contours de I'ttrave et de I'ttambot, comme ceci est trts souvent fait
aujourd'hui.
Le maitre-charpentier fabriquait ensuite un gabarit 21 l'aide duquel il
construisait les varangues de la partie mtdiane du bateau. On ne sait pas de quelle
f a p n le maitre-charpentier de cette tpoque dessinait son gabarit du maitre-couple, mais il est trts probable qu'il eut utilist une mtthode proche B celle qu'on
obstrve aujourd'hui. Dans ce cas il aurait dessint la moitit de la varangue du
m a h r e a u p l e (fig. l), c'est A dire une coupe transversale de la moitit de la carbne
au niveau du maitre-couple. Avec ce mtme gabarit il dtterminait la forme des
autres varangues de la partie mtdiane du bateau.

I1 posait, alors, l'ensemble de la quilleCtraveCtambot sur les chantiers et
commenpit la construction proprement dite (fig. 2).
Aprts avoir post les varangues dtja fabriqutes sur la quille, il fixait une lisse
en bois depuis l'ttrave jusqu'a l'ttambot, sur les deux &tts du bateau (fig. 3). Ces
lisses devaient s'adapter parfaitement sur les faces exttrieures des varangues dtja
en place. Le constructeur ttait alors guidt par ces lisses pour determiner les formes
des varangues des deux extremitb du bateau. A p r b avoir fabriqut et post ces
dernitres, il plapit encore deux couples de lisses superpostes (fig. 4). Entre la
premiere et la deuxikme lisse il posait les demi-couples en les assemblant sur le c6tt
avec les extremitts des varangues et en les ajustant ensuite (leur forme Ctant
obtenue grlce au tube mttallique plact? entre ces deux lisses)* fig. 4.
Entre la deuxitme et la troisitme lisse il posait les allonges de la mtme f a p n .
Une fois toute la membrure en place, il balanpit les couples de f a p n que la
membrure soit symttrique.
L'auteur nous explique que ce mode de construction s'appelait npovdxvapo~.
ce qu'on peut traduire par "construction a mono-gabarit", du fait qu'on utilise un
seul gabarit pour determiner la forme de toutes les varangues de la partie mediane
du bateau.
Lorsque la membrure ttait en place le maitre-charpentier completait la
construction avec la pose du bordt.
Ce type de construction s'inscrit, tvidament, dans le contexte de la construction "sur squelette". Tout au moins certaines phases de la construction
prtsentent des caracttristiques du "shell-first". Ces caracttristiques observkes
dans la conception du proctdt utilise encore aujourd'hui dans la construction
traditionnelle en Grtce, occupent une place prtdominante dans la construction
navale B Psara avant la fin du XVIIIe sitcle.
Dans cette construction le "mono-gabarit" determine la forme d'une partie,
plus limitte en hauteur, de la membrure, c'est-&dire seulement les varangues qui
occupent la partie mtdiane du bateau, alors qu'en construction traditionnelle
actuelle en Grtce, l'ensemble de la membrure (varangue + demi - couple + allonge)
de cette partie du bateau, est determine par ce gabarit. Dans ce type de
construction le r61e des lisses est aussi plus important pour la dttermination d'une
plus grande partie de la membrure. De cette f a p n la forme de la membrure est
surtout baste sur l'approximation et la capacitt du maitre-charpentier de tracer la
forme de la cartne A l'oeil. Dans cette construction les lisses jouent beaucoup plus
le rdle d'une partie d'un bordt provisoir qui determine la forme de la membrure,
que le font dans la construction traditionnelle actuelle. Mais les rapports entre ce
type de construction et le "shell-first" s'arrctent 18, puisque ces lisses ont t t t
plactes et ont pris leurs courbure grlce a la pose prtalable de la partie mtdiane de
la membrure.
On dtcouvre, donc, un systtme de construction od les caracttristiques d'une
construction "sur squelette" et d'une autre en "shell-first" s'alttrnent pendant le
deroulement de ses premitres phases.

Nous sommes alors ici en prtsence, d'un mode de construction qui s'inscrit
mattriellement dans le type de construction "sur squelette", puisque la membrure
est poste avant la pose du bordt, une membrure qui joue un r61e primordial dans
la rQistance de la coque. Mais ce mode de construction est tgalement proche, dans
sa conception, au "shell-first", puisque une grande partie de l'kolution de la
coque est dtterminte grdce au systtme des lisses et grace 8 l'expbience et l'oeil du
maitre-charpentier que ce systtme suppose.
Au cours de cette communication nous avons avanct l'idte que le mode de
construction dtcrit dans ce texte, se trouve dans la suite d'une trts ancienne
tradition. Nous ne sommes donc pas ttonnts de dtcouvrir qu'8 quelques points
prts, le m&memode de construction a t t t propost par Richard Steffy dans son
ttude prtliminaire sur I'tpave de S e r ~ eLiman. Mr. Steffy propose le proctdt
suivant comme le proctdt probable employt i la construction de ce navire du XIe
sitcle:
Aprts avoir post les varangues de la partie mtdiane du bateau, grace i des
lisses provisoires ou, comme il le pense, plutdt grdce A quelques virures du bordt
postes prtalablement et qui correspondent en rtalite A des lisses fixes, le reste de la
membrure Ctait dttermint .grace 8 ces lisses ou 8 ces virures.
Si on tient compte des trois proctdts de construction exposts ci-dessus, on
peut facilement rttracer I'tvolution d'une technique navale commune depuis le
XIe sitcle jusqu'i nos jours. Au cours de ces mille ans, l'tvolution s'est produite
vers une construction de plus en plus dtpendante de la membrure. Les quelques
virures du bordt posies prtalablement au cours des premitres phases de la
construction du type de "Serqe Liman", dtviennent des lisses provisoires au type
Psara
i
avant la fin du XVIIe sitcle. Cette 6volution
de construction appliqute ?
s'est continuke pendant les deux derniers sitcles avec I'augmentation de la quantitt
de la membrure poste avant la fixation des lisses.
En conclusion on pourrait dire que le texte de Nicodtmos affirme I'existence
d'un mode de construction qui a, peutltre, t t t developpt au cours de l'tvolution
de la technique du "shell-first" vers une construction baste essentiellement sur la
membrure. Cette tvolution a dll &re trts lente et des caracttristiques importantes
du "shell-first" ont longtemps t t t conservtes dans la construction navale en
Mtditerrrante orientale, une rtgion od ce type de construction a particulitrement
t t t employt.
On peut aussi avancer I'idte que ce mode de construction aux caracttristiques
d'une construction alternte, est en rapport ttroit avec une strie de types de
bateaux dont les lignes d'eau des deux extrtmitts tendent d'&tresymttriques, dont
leurs dimensions sont proches et plut6t petites ou moyennes et dont l'apparition
est effectute dans une rtgion gtographique limitte, la Mtditerrante orientale.
Dr. Yannis Vichos,
56, Panepistimiou Str.,
Athens 106 78

I. Contre-amiral Constantin Nicodhnos. I1 est n6 avant la fin du XVlIIe sikle. Figure importante
de la Guerre pour I'Indkpendance de 1821. AplPs I'indkpendance il fiit sknateur et ministre.
Le texte est le suivant:
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2. Yannis Vichos. "La wnstruction navale des navires en bois en Grtce dans ses rapports avec la
construction navale antique", tome I, p. 326127:
"Lorsque les trois couples de lisses superposds sont plac&s, le maitre-charpentier entreprend
I'opdmtion qui consiste d dPfrnir la forme des couples de la partie avant du caique. I1 utilise dam ce but,
unefhe tige de plomb ou de cuivre, qu'il place contre lesfaces inrerieures des lisses, de f a p n que so base
s'appuit contre la quille. I1 module, ensuite, laforme de la tige def o p n qu'elle @use bien laforme ddjinie
par les Iisses. N pose tie certe f a p n la tige d tous les endroits auxquels correspondent des couples. Chaque
fois qu'il obrienr la murbure dun demi-couple, i1 la trace, en suivanr le contour de la tige, sur la pike a
bois qui constime ce demi-couple. En donnant la largeur voulue sur ce true&,il obtient laforme exacte de
chaque demi-couple de cette extrdmitd avant du caique. Le mai~charpenrierdPfnir aver la rige, dabord
le couple qui se rrouve au centre de la partie avant de la membrure qui n'est pas encore M e . Lorsqu'il a
&ou$ ce couple il le pose sur lo quille et d I'intdrieur des lirses. Ce muple aide le ma frre-charpentier
m i r une id& plus prkise de la forme des aurres couples de la partie avant du coique. Ce couple tienr.
tgolement, les lirses d leur place, puisqu'elles sont aussi w e s conrre celui-Id.
Le maitre-charpentier pose alors les aurres couples qui les a Pgolement definis, gr6ce d la rige
m6rallique
Les couples de la parrie arrikre du caique sont dPfnis et posCs de la m8me fapn.
Les couples des extr6mir&sde lo membrwe sonr composc!~de deux demi-cmples symPtriques, clou&s
sur I'dtrave et I'&tambor ou s w le genou et la marsouin, sur les plus grandr caiques".
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Captions:

Fig. 1. Fabrication du mono-gabarit: Coupe transversale de la moitit de la carene
au maitre-couple. Prod& observC A SpCtsts en 1983.
Fig. 2. Assemblage quille-Ctrave-ttambot.
Fig. 3. Pose de la premitre lisse.
Fig. 4. Pose de la deuxihme at de la troisikme lisse. Pose du tube en metal.

FIGUREHEADS ON GREEK AND ROMAN SHIPS
The identifying symbols of ancient ships are features that have been
somewhat neglected by students of maritime matters. I From the fish standards of
early Bronze Age Cycladic vessels t o the beasthead terminations of prows of
Moselle river boats of the Roman Empire such features intermittently appear
throughout the ancient world. In this paper I should like to draw attention to a
number of specific examples, the problems they raise, and the information that
they provide about this minor but interesting aspect of ship construction in
antiquity. Although I can offer only one example (in this case a bull) A n a first
century lamp hanger from Pompeii- of its appearance in the position just below
the bow of much later and better known figureheads2 at least a small number seem
to have been intended as in the case of more recent vessels to identify the ship
bearing it.
In a sense the animal head rams of archaic Greek ships like the famous kylix
by Exekias in Munich and many others like it provide the first examples of a large
coherent body of material employing a representational form a t the prow of an
ancient ship.' Boars' heads are by far the commonest form that these rams take,
no doubt because of the similarity in purpose to the slashing tusks of the real
animal; one might nevertheless wonder whether we are not dealing with an artistic
convention (at least in the case of the more realistic examples) than with a real
piece of documentation: how many impacts would such a ram survive with its
iconography intact? It is perhaps not accidental that its appearance is mostly
limited to the second half of the sixth century and then only to Attic black figure
and early red figure vases. I should mention one curious reappearance of the type
much later on in the first century and early second century after Christ: from a
monument thought to have been a temple in Rome to the emperor Claudius comes
a fountain in the form of a boar's head ram that to my knowledge has never been
properly studied o r published4 while even later in the reigns of Trajan and
Hadrian such rams appear on coins of Nikopolis, Augustus' new foundation near
the site of his victory at Actium in north-western Greece.5 It might be suggested
that the last two examples perhaps represent not main rams but proemboloi, the
secondary upper rams that become increasingly common in the Hellenistic period.
At first plain, these minor rams soon take on the form of different animal
protomes like the lion's head on the Poplicola relief at Ostia or wolfs head on a
funerary plaque in Rome.6 In a similar position but structurally useless as a ram as

it has no support is the crocodile prow ornament on the famous Praeneste bireme
relief, generally taken as evidence of the ship's association with the fleet of Antony
and Cleopatra at Actium.7 The Poplicola relief also presents a good example of
another type of figure that may appear at the prow of a Roman warship, the head
inside the roundel that terminates the stem post. The Athena head there finds
parallels in the ship parts commemorating naval victories on triumphal arches at
Orange and Poitiers -to which I shall return later- and its earliest comparandum seems to be on a "three dimensional" head of Athena at the prow of a
galley on a coin issued by Q. Lutatius Cerco in 109/8 B.C.8 A very late example,
perhaps deliberately archaizing, may be found on a series of coins from Abydos
dated to A.D. 193-236 where a similar head of Athena appears.
I should now like t o turn t o a number of literary references that clearly
indicate the presence of what one might call denominative figureheads. The most
striking of these passages appear in the Augustan poets Vergil, Propertius, and
Ovid and have hardly been noticed by students of ancient ships. One of the earliest
is Propertius' poem commemorating the new Temple of Apollo on the Palatine;
the poet recalls the great struggle at Actium and the ships of Octavian's enemies:
''...as for the prows bearing jigures threatening
with Centauric stones
you will find them hollow beams and painted fears."g
In Book 10 of the Aeneid Vergil uses a similar reference in his description of an
Etruscan fleet coming to the aid of Aeneas and his allies:
"...he moves the huge Centaur forward with oars;
that ship stanh over the water and l o f y
it threatens the waves with an immense srone."lo
Other ships in the fleet bear the figures of a tiger, a Triton, an Apollo, and a Mt.
Ida (perhaps a personification) with Phrygian lions by the ram. It also seems likely
although the poet does not say so explicitly that the ships in the boat race in Book
5 also bear figureheads: they are the Centaur, the Scylla, and the Pristis or sea
monster. Such monster prowed ships may have suggested t o Ovid the image of the
sea monster that attacks Perseus and Andromeda in Book 4 of the Metamorphoses:
"...swift as a diving, tossing, knife-sharpnosed ship that cuts the waves driven
by the sweat soaked arms of young men, the dragon sailed up."
Commentaries on these passages by classicists have passed over their nautical
significance and the standard texts on ancient ships have passed most of them over
too." Several years ago, however, I published two clear illustrations of this type of
prow ornament and suggested that they may represent Antony's flagship at
Actium.12 They are handle plates from large double nozzled lamps made in Egypt
in Augustan times; found in the Fayoum they were sent to the British Museum in
the late 19th century and preserve not only the usual type of plate (possibly made
in Egypt rather than in Italy) but also a unique example of a local blue faience
copy of an Italian type. In each case -the faience copy is much debased- there is

a centaur at the prow with a rock poised over its head. An even more remarkable
example is to be found on a relief of a naval battle in the Medina Coeli collection
in Spain, a relief that has received little attention although it has been available to
scholars since de Montfaucon's publication of it in the 18h century.13 At least six
galleys are involved in spirited conflict and one sinks before a ship with a centaur
at its prow. Unfortunately the creature's arms are missing but they appear to have
been holding up something, perhaps a rock. Both centaur and soldiers are out of
scale with the rest of the scene but that is of course often the case. Clinging to the
ram of the centaur prowed vessel is a survivor: that ram may have ended in an
animal's head as is the case with the ship above it which has in fact a ram's head.
There is a ram's head on the proembolos of the centaur prowed ship, which might
suggest another sort of protome on the main ram. It is unfortunate that so little is
known about this relief for if it is genuine (and no one appears to have questioned
its authenticity although there are certainly some odd things about it) it may well
be a representation of the battle of Actium.
The centaur prowed ships in Vergil and Propertius and on the British
Museum lamps thus appear to suggest a well known vessel of the early Augustan
age to which the Median Coeli relief may also refer. Another possibly Augustan
but more generic sort of figure head is to be found in a group of statues set up as a
trophy in the southern French town of St. Bertrand de Comminges, ancient
Lugdunum Convenarum. They were found about sixty years ago and although
they have been the subject of several studies, notably by Charles Picard, they have
never been properly published and indeed some scholars have dated them to the
Trajanic period.14 Picard argues that they were set up under Augustus to
commemorate his victory at Actium. The central statue of the group seems to be
made up of a Tritoness (first identified as a Siren) on the prow of a ship to which a
ram, probably of bronze, was attached separately. Crowning the Tritoness was an
eagle on a globe, which perhaps indicates that we are dealing with the iconography
of victory rather than with a realistic rendering of an actual ships as Tritons
frequently appear as metaphors for Octavian's naval triumphs in the propaganda
of the years just after Actium.
A monument mentioned earlier, the great triple arch at Orange, has usually
been dated to the Augustan or Tiberian periods although all commentators have
admitted anomalies in such an early dating like, for example, the arcuated lintels
on the side faces. Indeed Mingavini in 1968 and Anderson in an unpublished
paper given at the annual meeting of the archaeological Institute of Anierica in
Toronto in 1984 presented some interesting arguments for dating it to late
Antonine or even early Severan times, which incidentally would result in making
the trident rams depicted the latest known examples of the type.15 Of special
interest here are the figure heads that appear in place of the stem post on six bow
sections. Only two of these now survive in recognizable form and they show a
Triton and a sea monster.16 For the latter there is also a good parallel in a wall
painting from Pompey depicting two vessels in a ship shed of some sort --one

seems t o be supported on stocks- where a similar monster headed prow is to be
found; one recalls the Ovidian image as well as somewhat similar one in Valerius
Flaccus' Argonaurika where Hercules saves a maiden chained to a cliff from a
monster of the deep. To return to the date I must say that I do not feel
comfortable bringing the arch and thus the trident ram down so late; although it
has been usually said to appear no later than Neronian times there are in fact
examples on the bronze coinage of Sidon dated t o 8213 A.C. and indeed as late as
the coinage of Trajan from Nikopolis one appears although that may be
archgzing and referring to the trophies Augustus set up in his great monument at
Nikopolis.17 Similarly the curving stem posts with heads in the roundels that
appear among the naval trophies on the arch d o not appear elsewhere any later
than the first century after Christ. Until students of Roman sculpture and
arcitectural ornament settle the question of date, however, I feel reluctant to cite
the navalia as evidence for early imperial ship decoration although it does seem to
me that they support the earlier date.
A group about which there is no chronological uncertainty_appears on coins
of Hadrian of the early second century. At least three types of Tritons and an
Athena are shown at the prows of galleys, one of which is even under sail.18 Some
of the former face right, some left; some have the arm bent back, some forward. A
horn or conch shell is prominent in each case, however. I have my doubts about
the stability of the tall thin Athena and indeed the inherently unstable position of
a figure head at the prow of a vessel subject to the shocks of ramming probably
explains their rarity.
My final examples are the latest (from the third century A.C.) and from
merchant vessels, o r at least from ships without rams. A remarkable sarchophagus
now in the Belvedere Court of the Vatican Museum depicts a harbour scene with
various vessels, among them one with a Triton at its prow and another,
tantalizingly borken, with what looks like the drapery of a Victory. 19 Examination
of the 17th century Dal Pozzo Albani drawings of this piece when it was in better
condition, however, reveals that what we probably have here is the trailing edge of
a sail being furled but about the Triton there is no doubt. Whether the ships can be
treated as documentary representations depends in part on the interpretation of
the scene for some scholars have argued that it depicts an actual port (perhaps that
of Rome) while others regard it a mythical land of the afterlife with souls sailing to
it. Whatever its purpose it does represent one of the last images of a ship's
figurehead in antiquity and more than a millenium was to go by before they
appeared again.
Hector Williams
University of British Columbia
and
Canadian Archaeological Institute
a t Athens
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